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Thou may’st not limit to a day
The prayers that from thy bosom swell;
Trust to thy God the time and way,
But when His purpose is made known,
And when the door wide-open stands,
With heart sure stayed on Him alone,
House to the action He demands.

to rest

again.

The

upon past achievements,

But I need

The Atlantic cable outruns
Long before these lines,

across

daily papers
American

the

ocean, printed

in the

and circulated throughout the

contineg#;

and

by the time this

letter is about
T' way over the sea, the
* printed news of the opening of Parliament
will be returning in American papers to the
land from whence it came.
fy
‘The

one

subject

most

prominent in the

public mind just now is the subject of government - education.
The country has
made up its mind that the reproach ofignorance shall not rest any longer upon the
land

of Alfred,

of

Milton

and

of

Shak-

speare; but it is difficult at presentto say
exactly: what the country desires legislation togttempt. The church of England is
not united in its opinion of what government should do. The majority of the clergy,

it is true,

desire

the extension of the

present system, that is, of denominational
schools aided by State grants’ and protected from intolerance by what is called(a
* “‘conscience clause.”
But sonie rn Y
clergymen, like Archdeacon Sandford, object that this system tends only *‘to perpet-

uate and to intensify
Christians

thege divisions among

which are, and which have been

80 long, the bane -and scandal of Christen.
dom ;” ahd others see clearly enough that
the poorer and more destitute districts will
be lef untouched by this plan. ‘Nonconformists “are not united either. Some object ta government

interference altogether,

because it would create an educational establishment, ‘managed by those who do

"not use it and used by those who do not
manage

it,” and having in it features in

common with Church establishments which,

on principle, they condemn. Some think
* the government may interfere, but only to

provide schools for the poor, leaving all
other schools as they are.

Not a few main-

tain that, If education is to be compulsory,
it must be secular only and certainly free,
while others

towns,

and

there

our

seems

large

every now

and

it

is

said

more

respectable looking

than

a

persons, inwent to hear

forth fi'dm our social life but with prayer

silently hidden away in some mail-bag, are
tossing on the Atlantic, the words of the
Royal message of to-morrow will be telegraphed

and

of London

and fasting.
Mr. Spurgeon has now recovered from
indisposition and is in full swing of work

nor allow the possibility of complaint that
not anticipate.
the mail-ship.

societies, and over-

services in public halls, Sunday afternoon
lectures to working men of Christian and
evangelistic types, were never better attended. The devil dies hard, and goeth not

not suffer our

the annals of 1870 are dull.

various

to emigration

even skeptics shuddered at his profanity.
Meanwhile, theater preaching, religious

tion.
Irish Land Tenure, English Education, and the perfecting of Parliamentary
statesmen

villages,

him, and paid for admission,
The lecturer
railed so coarsely and blasphemously that

programme of the session will sketch, no
doubt, a full session's work. Neither Mr.
Gladstone nor Mr. Bright nor Mr. Lowe
can long be idle, and there are serious
questions pressing for Parliamentary solu-

and Financial Reform will

in country

cluding well-dressed women,

7facts
DerBY, ENGLAND, Feb. 7, 1870.
To-morrow Parliament opens. The Royal speech is not to be delivered in person,
being in good health.

and,

Encouragement

work

thousand

English Correspondence.

would permitthe Bible to be

read without note or comment, and would

Bible,

schools

are opened ; the

Pilgrim's Progress

writing;

and other books

are translated; and a’ few converts, about
200, are gathered into church membership.
In 1836 the missionaries are driven from

the island, and Christianity is put under in-

flogged,

great persecutions break
Christians.
are
burned,

loaded

with

chains,

sold

info

slavery, poisoned,
driven to dens and
caves of the earth,
In spite of all, year by
year, the gospel spreads rapidly, and at
love of the Saviour.

ular,

| Christianity,

Lift your worn faces to the light;
Though in the valley yet you dwell,
The morning breaks upon the hight!

duced to

another,

be

cities

O faithful workers! all is well ;=—

and the wife of the

must

and then a most desperate effort to restore
popular infidelity. A man named Bradlough has been lecturing in London against

For Jacob's ladder. round by round,
Rises from earth to meet the sky;
There angels, as of old, are found,
And we must climb who can not fly.

wife,

persons suffer, in one way or

gelistic

Not idly sitting in the sun
Brings promised blessings from above;
.. But patient, daily duty done,
All in His strength and for His love,

his

least 10,000

grant behind. - Amid all the earnest evan-

.

Assured, “ He doeth all things well.”

not

by many an invidi-

populated districts are being thinned, but
emigration takes off the young and industrious, and leaves the pauper and the va-

Patience of Hope.

the Queen

no

is considered

is held out by

MARCH 2, 1870.

with

terdict.
Four
denominational re-. out, ~ Native

There is more hopefulness, and signs of
returning improvement are not wanting,
but in many large towns distress among
the poor continues, and “pauperism does

—————

.

the

them,

other and two children die. In 1821 the
solitary man is joined by another, and presently by a small band of mises and
artisans.
The language is learned, re-

ous and clumsy expedient, and, at best, a
i
a snare. The new -schools

not abate.

The

home,

placed under other control than that of the
- ¢¢parson and the squire.”
The new year has not yet given any decided and quickening impulse to trade.

ercentin ad-

Worning Star,

WEDNESDAY,

the

ligious teaching shall be given where parents object, but it finds little favor gener-

that refusing to take
from

only,

I war in a heap o'trouble,
Spurgeon. But it is possible to hold a lib- Holy Spirit.
eral theology with a fierce, uncharitable ‘peared like nuffin’ didn’t gib me nocomfort, an’ I prayed to de Lord to comfort me
and illiberal spirit.
The Rev. W. Ellis, late missionary in hisself; an’’peared like suffin’ spoke right
Madagascar, has published the story of the in my heart, soft an’ quiet like, and I’'memtriumphs of the gospel in that island. It bered how de Lord war not in de whirlwind,’
reads like a chapter out of the Acts of the nor in de storm, but in ‘de still, small
Apostles, with additions from the Book of voice’; an’ I knowed dat ef He spoke ter us
Martyrs.
It is a marvelous story. The wid a still voice, He wants us ter speak ter
‘island is covered with dense barbarism and him de same way. So, honey, since. dat ar
cruel, idolatrous superstition. In 1818 two time I nebber feeled one bit like hollerin’ or
missionaries land. Ina few weeks one of stampin’.”
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It is "declared,

moreover, that common schools, such as
you have in America, cannot succeed in

No, 80 Vesey St., New York City.

LUTHER
whom

the ‘Education League.”

Family.

No. 89 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.,

OFFICES,

To

the

payment

is impossible. There is no unanimity on
these points even among the supporters of

‘A Weekly Religious Newspaper
For

No

tor's

At the annual meeting of the PasCollege at the Tabernacle, a few days

ago, he reported the settlement of 36 students during the year, and the probationary preaching .of 21 at new stations or elsewhere with a view to settlement. One of
his students, Mr. Magee, has accepted a
professorship in a college at Nashville,
Tennessee,

another has gone to Turk’s

Is-

land, West Igdies ; and a Mr. Walter had revived an old Baptist church at Whitehaven,

founded by Cromwell's troopers.
The
whole expense of the college is about
£5,000 a year, and last year the weekly
offering boxes at Mr. Spurgeon’s Tabernacle contributed £1,869 towards this sum.
Mr. Spurgeon gave a very humorous and

characteristic lecture on “Bells” inthe evening, showing how a life-clock might be
made of bells, how geographical. position
might be determined by bells, and how the
history of the world was associated with
bells, from the bells on the high-priest’s
garments to convent-bells,and railway bells.
Mr.
Spurgeon’s
Commentary
on the
Psalms is being published separately from
the ‘‘Sword and Trowel,” and the first
volume is now ready.
The well-known
Dr. Gilfillan, of Dundee, has been speaking
of popular preachers as eitherthe weakest
orstrongest of men, and of Mr, Spurgéon

for

persecution

ceased,

in

In 1861

1868 the Queen

be-

the Negroes.

A writerin Putnam’s Magazine is furnishing a series of articles, entitled, ‘‘Sketches in Color,” that are at once
thoughtful,

his statements

importance

and

render bis

matured views deserving of regard.

H:re

are some

relig-

things

bearing

upon

the

ious character of those people that are
worth reproducing :
:
The question, Are the eolored people truly and deeply religious ? resolves

itself icto

several other questions, which, considered
separately, answer this, I think, conclusively.

.

Can an ignorant religion ever be
type of religion?

a high

Many of these people

are

undoubtedly sincere, but the majority of
them were ignorant as heat: en of the objects and foundation of our faith.
As one

much among them, have found

it the same,

and one of the most discouraging features
in attempting to make any impression upon
them.
Opposition may in time be overcome ; smiling acquiescence is almost hopeless. Easy assurance is the perfect fruit of
utter ignorance, and one of its surest

The

author

of the

“Bards of the Bible,” ‘Literary Portraits,”
“The History of a Man,” &o., has been getting into trouble lately with the Presbytery,

because in his new book, ‘Modern Christian Heroes,” he claims the privilege of not
accepting. the Westminster Confession of
‘Faith. Such dogmas-as eternal reprobation and the damnation of non-elect infants,

which
this

Mr. Gilfillan thinks
confession,

he

declines

ave

taught in
to endorse.

The prospect of inquisitorial examination
as to orthodoxy makes this lion of free
thought stamp and roar. Awhile ago he
denounced Calvin as a narrow, intolerant,
bigoted persecutor, and now he denounces

in.

So far as I hear anything

If.I went

to

church,

I might,

but I

am shut out from that. I won't go to the
colored churches, for I'm only disgusted
with bad grammar and worse pronunciaabsurdities;

I can’t’

go to your churches, for if I am admitted
at all, T am put away off in a dark corner

cwrent
number of The Galaxy,
defending him from very serious

done can not be taken as the
ingof the heart,

nor

as

any

said and

genuine feelproof of the

to them.-—Bat it will be asked, Are not such

be inthe least a hypocrite, and yet use

these

Lord

or meantheir way
morain’,
‘I didn't
fer dat.”

What

prompts

expressions?

They

repeat

what they hear their elders say, and

one

of the

‘‘poor of

this world, rich in faith”:
“Honey,
Idon’t say dat ar ain't all
right, but I can’t feel ter do it. I used ter

do it,an* T ta'ally b'liebed

it war

de

that

the pro-

ceeds were used in electioneering

interests

and in assisting colored schools in his native
State. Mr. Butler was employed on the deand

disgusted

the House

as well

as

he begged
handed

it

doom

of

against

papers

were

lately pronouncing a splendid success,
turns out to be a disgraceful outrage. Of
the one hundred and seventy-three who
were killed, = only fifteen were fighting

rather

men,

and

even

they

were

unarmed

and

peaceable. Ninety women were butchered,
and children of both sexes made up the
list. Such proceedings are disgraceful to

He rides well,

the military branch of the national

in riding lends

service,

and furnish justcause of indignation that
such fiends are permitted to carry arms.

in-

eyes and
condition

The name of this infamous

Colonel

should

| be handed down in disgrace with that of
of indolent, good-natured, stolid repose,
the rebel General Forrest and others of
all light of intellect seems to ha¥é~ been
his stamp.
banished. The outline of the head and face,
STEAMER BURNED.
and the general expression, seem. to be
The appalling list of steamboat disasters
growing every day more and more like
the head and face of George the Third. on the Mississippi has been increased by
another equally as fearful as any that has
preceded it. The ‘* Emma,No. 3,” which

Anybody who may happen to have a shilling

or half-crown of George

the

Third’s time,

I think that to the eye of the cynic or the
satirist the Prince of Wales shows to greatest advantage when he sits in his box at an
advanced hour of some

rather heavy classic

opera, or has to endure a long succession
of speeches at a formal public dinner. The
heavy head droops, the heavy jaws hang,
the languid eyes close, the heir-apparent
sinks into a doze. Loyalty itself can see
nothing dignified or kingly in him

then,

I

nmr

and live among the Santals,

. .

have watched him thus as he sat in his box
during some high class, and to him, doubtless, very heavy performance at the Italian
opera, and have

thought

that

at

might remind irreverent

and

disloyal ob-

servers of Pickwick's

have

sometimes

dozes appeared

immortal

he

fat boy.

observed that
to afford

times

I

his little

innocent

amuse-

ment to hissisters, if any of them happened to be in the box; ard occasionally
cne of the Princesses would playfully poke
her slumbering brother in the princely ribs
and the Heir of all the Ages would open
his eyes and smile languidly, and try to
look at the stage and listen to the music;
and then, after a while, the heavy head
would sink once more on the

vast

expanse

of shirt-front in which the Prince seems to
delight, and thedat boy would go to sleep
again. But this would only happen at certain
performances. There
were times
ears

open

and attentive even in the opera house.

when the

Prince

His

tastes in general,

had eyes
however,

and

are not for high

Iam far from saying that this necessarily
implies any thing worse than a low taste

on the part of the Prince of Wales. But
there are stations in life which render pre
vate bad taste a public sin,

‘

RA

Sep. 1, he left for Cumbum, the official and com-»
mercial town of one-half of the Kurnoot district,
a northwest journey of four tedious days.” At
Naidpetta,40 miles from Ongole, he meta happy company of native Christians, and found
twelve wishing to be baptized.
They begged
for a teacher, and he promised to send them one
from the normal school.
Two miles before
reaching Cumbum, while he was dismounted and
standing by his pony, he heard a noise as of the
running of a herd of buffaloes.
Ashe was gbout

to lead his pony, one

side to let them pass, he

perceived that the noise was not made by buffaloes, but by a company of 20 or 80 men, who,

hearing of his approach, had

come to welcome

him. At Cumbum Ravypand, two miles from
Cumbum, the poorer people for some time had

shown a great

desire

not

only to learn about

God, but also to believe in him. Fifty or sixty
in that and the adjacent villages wished to confess Christ in baptism.
With the faith and piety
of 25 of the number he was acquainted, and these
he baptized.
He visited villages to the north of
Cumbum, where in some he found the Christian
converts suffering
persecution.
One village,
containing about 200 inhabitants, where about

oneyear ago they
thus describes :

began to believe in Jesus, he
:

‘““T'wenty-five have been baptized, and all but
one or two have become nominal Christians.
They have built a little school-house, and for
six months have supported a school.
I visited
the Christians in their homes, they showing me
all the improvements they. have made since they
left off worshiping idols.
I was more than
pleased. I was delighted, and turning to a company of heathen who had come to look on frome
curiosity, I said, ‘See their neat houses, clean
streets, free from filth, this school-house, and
these happy-looking men and children.
These
are the results of Christianity.
Look over all
India and you can not find a heathen hamlet, not
even among the Brahmins, that will compare
with it” One little mud house looked neglected
and was not whitewashed.
It was their idolhouse, built by their fathers.
I asked why this
remained in a Christian hamlet?
They said they
did not want it,wished if away,ete.,but thatif they
pulled it down, the heathen would be very angry; therefore they left it to fall down by the
rains. I proposed that they should give me the
job of destroying it. In a minute more a crowbar was put into my hands, but the first blow

had hardly

been

struck

before

I had plenty of

helpers, . . Two large toads hopping off from the
rubbish, one of the natives, to the amusement
of all, ironically cried: “This is Ramasawmy and
his wife; pretty gods indeed!
Let the heathen
worship such if they will, we don’t want you.”
At Yadaralapand, he found 50 wishing to be
baptized; 14 were residents of that village, the
others were from a distance
of from 5 to 20
miles. He baptized 26 of these applicants.
Mr. Clough, in pleading for a missionary to be
sent to Cumbum, says that, within a circle of 25
miles, are living 100 members of the Ongole
church, with a prospect of the number being soon
doubled, perhaps tripled, and living so far away

left Memphis on the evening of Feb. 21st,
laden with colton and having on board
about 100 passengers, struck a snagin the
vicinity of isiand 35, and careened sufficiently to upset a stove in the ]Jadies’s cabin.

he cannot bestow on them the needed watching

The boat
and soon

great blessing.
Hundreds have recently been
converted to God in various parts of the field.
Twenty-six candidates were to be baptized in
Monrovia, Nov. 7, among whom were a number of young men.
At two native stations near

was almost instantly in flames,
burned to the water's edge.
Sev-

enty are khown to be lost, and several
others are still missing. A terrible gale
prevailed at the time, and the water was
intensely cold. The entire crew are among
the lost.
:
SUNDAY

REFORM

IN

ENGLAND,

A bill has been introduced into the British
Parliament to secure a better observance of

the Sabbath.

The bill caused quite a lively

discussion in

the House of Lords;

but

it is

very likely to secure a passage. It entirely
prohibits Sunday trading, racing, &ec., and
proposes also to close drinking saloons and

these again speak after the fashion of their art in music or the drama.
He is very fond
people.
:
of the little theaters where the vivacious
But it is asked, are there no Christians blondsdisplay their unconcealed attractions.
among them? Undoubtedly.
There are | He constantly visits theaters at which his
many who seem to have been directly wife “and sisters are never seen, ahd in
taught of God, and who show the fruits of which it would be idle to deny that there
that teaching in their lives; but I. have in- are actresses who have made themselves convaitably found them among the quieter ones. spictous objects of popular scandal. Now,
Said an old woman,

an extenuating circumstance,

the Piegon Indians, which the

ble him in face. Even a court sycophant
vould not pretend to see beauty or grace in
our present Prince.

so

agent,

MURDER OF INDIANS.

and groan, and shout glory ;; hot 80 easy to
learn understandingly what “glory: means,

ment of a crowd, and what is

ex-bureau

The expedition of Colonel Baker

gracefal youth of that day in the heavy, fat,
stolid, prematurely bald, elderly-young-man
of this. It would not be easy to see in any
assembly a more stupid-looking man than
the Prince of Wales is now. On horseback

usually

ex-chaplin,

been a deép interest manifested in this case,

he visited this country, would surely fail to

to his

Carolina, an

as it probably foreshadows the
others accused of a simildr crime.

Those who saw the Prince of Wales when

something of animation

bd

and a rascal generally. . He admitted having sold several appointments, but plead as

he prepared his resignation, and

ly readable article :

he showsto bestadvantage.

promise to be. a

continual blessing to the world.’

in on Thursday, thus admitting his guilt
but saving the disgrace of an expulsion.
He was allowed to depart after receiving a.
severe censure from the House.
There has

though
accusa-

fair-haired,

hasclosed a remarkable ca-

another day’s time, which Gen. Logan-was
ready to grant. In the meantime, however,

extract from what is a very fair and eminent-

slender,

of 47 years, he

‘reer, the results of which

expulsion of the culprit, when

tions, yet sets him forth -in a light that is
hardly less than pitiable. Here is a brief

the

the results of his diplomacy thus far, and it
may be considered that his work was well
‘nigh accomplished.” At the premature age

fense,

out of reach of everybody, as if I were some

recognize

visit. The Government which he represented has expressed its entire satisfaction with

disgraced himself by bis undignified conduct. The House were about to vote on the

senibles George the Fourth in character and
tastes or not, he certainly does not resem-

loss dat ar marble, tank de

noticeable.

thingor not.

in any-

in which thereligion ofthe colored people
manifests itself. It is very easy to stamp

a ‘‘good hope” of it.

into the jungles

ed his first vietim on Wednesday of last
week.
The person charged with the offense is one Mr. Whittemore, of South

- Is noisy excitement a proof of religious
feeling? Yet this is almost the only way

to obtain

-.

+ INDIA.
The present cheering prospect among the Santals of our own mission is a loud call to the Free
Baptistsfor immediate action, which it is hoped
will at once be heeded. Let the words of our
young brother, Rev. J. L. Phillips, stir every
heart. ‘To leave Midnapore,” he says, “and go

Plenipotentiary from China to the Nations

THE CADET SPECULATION.

can see on the coin a very fair presentment

It is easy to call, ‘‘jes’ now, Lord, come
jes'now,” without the slightest idea of how
the Lord they call upon does really come
and dwell in the believing heart. - Itis easy
to do and say almost anything in the excite-

X

General Logan, chairman of the Committee to investigate the Cadet frauds, arraign-

of the present heir-apparent of the English
throne,
Whether the Prince of Wales re-

and the way

Mission Field.

of the Week.

:
So —
DEATH OF ANSON BURLINGAME.
The. community will learn with sincere
regret that Hon. Anson Burlingame died on
Tuesday of last week at, St. Petersburg.
He was Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

highly

proofs.

somewhat

be

A

expressive face. But when his
feafures lapse into their habitual

of clerical charity and pulpit amenity it is

or

circumstances.

on

educated colored woman said, not long
since, in answer tor one who remonstrated
with her on her neglect of religious serv-

ter, who did not claim to be .a Christian,
hoping to ‘‘meet de face ob Heaben in
peace.” Other teachers, who have been

such expressions without thought
ing. I have heard children on
to school say, “I ain’t late dis
bress de Lord ;” or boys at play;

indifference

forced

and the pleasure he takes

of some of the ablest ministers in London.
I ought almost to apologize for quoting
such ““ignorant insult,” but as a specimen

ioto

thinks,

their

measure

procf of this, I never met one of the Freedmen, no matter what-their life and charac-

not

away

Gilfillan

them by

is in a

‘unclean thing, and I wiil not voluntarily
interesting and appreciative, in which are ‘place myself in such a position.”
f und great numbers of fresh and characteristic incidents, and now and then generThe Prince of Wales.
al suggestions that deserve pondering.
He »
rie
has mingled much with the colored people
Justin Me Carthy’s portrait of the heir
at the South, and in such relations as give tothe English ¢hrone, which appears in the

This, says the Dundee Censor,is the opinion

drift

Mr.

delity, which

tion, and their horrible

caught in some whirlpool of wild fanaticism.

will

admirers,

lives change, this feeling is weakened.
Those who have been always or for many
years free, maeifest little of such disposition, It is a fact, painful and undeniable,’
that among the best educated of the colured
people, there is a strong tendency to infi-

about religion, I don't see much to believe

expressions prompted by religious feeling?
Generally, I think not. . Why do they use
them, then? From habit,
A person may

umerous

of their

tianity in the island! Within the life-time
of young men in our day here are dis-

life. The children in our schools would tell
us sometimes: “Betty, or‘Milly, or Tom,"
as neither weak nor strong, but sufficiently
done got ’ligibn las’ night ;”—that is, they
pretentious. Dr. Gilfillan considers that it were 80 worked upon by the excitement
is lamentable that the great London preach- around them that they screamed and stamper should address 5,000 peeple every Sun- ed (having the power tHey call it) until,
day and never by accident sy a word that worn out,they were carried home exhausted
touches, except in the way of ignorant in- and fainting. Butthat was religion as they
sult, any of the great problems which are understood it, and these children had got it.
exercising the minds of all thinking men,
Isthe habitual use of religious expres.
and show no sympathy with the progres- sions a proof of real religion? The colored”
sive, anxious, doubting but earnest truthpeople constantly use such expressions—
seeking spirit of the time. When the bub-. and this, I think, more than anything else,
ble bursts, or the idol, after perhaps being has misledithose who were unaccustomed

found tobe a colossal calf, is removed, his

and sure, and as the circumstances

ices:
«I don’t know whether I believe

Religion among

Events

a

of the West.
Seldom has a man engaged and devote my whole time to preaching the gosin so grand a work as has occupied the last “pel in their numerous villages, . . . so far from
few years of his life, and still more seldom being a cross, would be to both my dear wife
and myself'n delightful privilege. . . We wish to
And so I have almost invariably found it has a single individual achieved results
go—we' prefer to go—we long to go to the poor,
which
promise
greater
things
for
the
future.
with those who- were Christians in heart
. . But can we go? The hard
He has brought a great nation into diplomat- destitute Santals?
and life, as well as profession.
fact is that the city and district of Midnapore
One strong argument against the idea of ic relations with the civilized world, and | should not be left more destitute than itis. . .
I may go to
natural reli
feeling in
i the colored peo; opened the avenues of civil and religious Who will come- to Midnapore that
culture
to
a
numerous
people.
The
Empire
the
Santals?’
ple, is the fact, that as they become educania
MADRAS PRESIDENCY.
ted, it generally decreases.
The reaetion of Russia, at the capital of which he died,
Rev.
Mr.
Clough, of the Teloogoo mission,
from excitement to indifference is natural was the last of the great States he was to baptized 27 more converts at Ongole, Aug. 29.

came a Christian, and by the end of the
yearthere were 437 native preachers, 7066
communicants and 37,112 converts to Chris-

played the old heroic virtues and the mighty
power of God.
...
THOMAS GOADBY,

:

9

other

places

of bad repute.

Statistics were

read showing ‘that 10,000 beer shops

were

open every $#bbath in London alone,and that
all of these were

well patronized.
PARIS.
The citizens of Paris still remain comparatively quiet. Rochefort has requested
the privilege of writing from prison to the
columns of his paper, but the request was
refused, and the publication of his Journal
has been discontinued.
Of the persons ar-

rested during the late riot, those convicted
of carrying arms were condemned to three
and four months’ imprisonment,
while those
who uttered seditious cries were condemned to twenty and thirty days’ imprisonment.
The Government has proof of an attempt to
assassinate the Emperor and the Prince Im-

perial, and on the person of one of the suspected parties there was found a programme
of the proceedings. The decision of the High
Court of Jago charges Pierre Bonaparte
with murde
n Imperial decree convokes
the Court to meet at Tours on the 21st of
March, to try his case. He is to be arraigned for voluntary homicide, on the person
of his victim, and for an attempt to kill

Ulric de Fondtelle.

If adjudged guilty the

punishment is death.
The official organ
says that, at the trial,it will be found that
the Prince acted entirely in self-defense.

As the accusation is so grave and as French
royalty is amenable to no law, it is supposed that he will be acquitted.

and care. He says: ‘I consider Cumbum the most
inviting field for missionary labor on the face of
the earth.”

The

AFRICK,
Baptist mission in Liberia is receiving a

Virginia;

a revival had

commenced;

the head

man of one tribe was converted and many others
from four different tribes.
“Our last news from Africa,” says the Macedonian; ‘‘tells of scores converted at nearly all
our preaching stations.
The seed which we
have only begun to sow there is springing up
with ‘more than the suddenness and luxuriance
of that tropical land
; ‘the plowman overtakes the
reaper, and the treader of grapes him that soweth seed.’ . . The Lord is triumphing glorious
1

>

Re

y

EUROPE,
In France, the work of the Baptist mission is
enlarging, and souls are coming to Christ.
Revivals are going on in Germany, Russian Poland

and Russia, and not converts alone but churches
are multiplied. The work is also progressing
vigorously in Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
Prof.

W.

I. Knapp,

now

Spain, is prospering.

laboring

Already

in Madrid,

130

have

:

been

fellowshipped as converts from the darkness of
papacy to Christ, the true light.' Seven of these

are with him day and night to learn the way of
the Lord more perfectly, and as assistants in his
work. They occupy three places of worship and
hold meetings every night in the week.
The
average attendance is over 850,
MEXICO.
A correspondent
of the New York World,
writing of the Protestant religious movement in
Mexico, speaks of the ‘‘eight organized bodies
and places in the capital,” and the 18 or 20 congregations in the valley of Mexico; also of the
character of their meetings as solemn and deeply
interesting, and of the men conducting the work
as “reputed to be pure, spotless and zealous.”
He says further : “The ‘work being strictly Mexican, is the more remarkable and interesting.
1t

is the infancy of a great move by men deeply in
earnest, that seems destined to sweep over this
country’ »

4
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

The London Miss, Society has expended on its
missions in the South Sea Islands about $1,850,
000, an amount not greater than was. expended in
a single day by this country many times during
the recent war.
The result is a marvelous

transformation - in the moral, intellectual and

social’ condition ‘of many thousands of theDont
lation. “Islands, once rank and
with
the worst deeds of heathenism,
now
e the

fragrance of every Christian grace =
-
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to respond to the call; all were
and “dissipation.
A beautiful monument be found
has been erected in this city, as well as in engaged in their various fields of labor.
the church-yard at Ayr, to perpetuate the The writer had already been seriously ims
= ‘memory of this Scottish genius, who needs pressed with the duty of preaching the gosLetters from Over the Sea. ‘| no marble pinnacle nor eulogistic inscrip- pel. Ihad become all absorbed with Bro.
tion to. secure him a place in the admira- Whitcher’s urgent appeal for help.
Well
do
Iremember
his
impressive
countenance
tion
of
his
countrymen.
'
Other
poets
have
Since writing my last ‘letter, I have
passed over from the land which in the. taken legends and tales and histories, and as he stepped upon an elevated seat, while,
days of yore was governed by King Ar- have interlaced them with the poesy of ~with tears rolling down his cheek, he said
thur and. the gallant knights of his ‘table their imagination; but Burns, more than with elevated voice: -‘‘Some one must go
round,”—to the land which has the proud any other through whom the muses have to Strongsville. =~ Who will volunteer?”
record that it has never been ruled by sung, has dignified the scenes of every-day Forgetting that I was but a young lay mempriest or king, but has been the maker of life, and all the forms of nature at his feet, ber, I arose to say, ‘* Here am I,” but recolits own laws and the molder of its own with the conceptions of poetry. It is only lecting myself, I immediately sat down.
Burns who has given us such sweet poems Bro. Whitcher, seeing my embarrassment,
* destiny. .
‘
, go, and may God
As soon as I had left Liverpool, I began ‘on the mountain daisy turned under by his said, “Go, Bro.
plow,
and
the
ma
which
he
had
driven
bless
you.”
Oh,
how
those
words sounded
to feel, as I had never felt before, that
marked différence between this country and” from his winter’s nest; and no one has so in my ear. This session was one of deep
faithfully portrayed the Christiah ¢Cotter’s interest. . Bro. Whitcher preached on the
America.
Here, every city and town and
His discourse was interesting
Saturday
Night” gs has been done by this Sabbath.
hamlet is connected with the historic past;
His address to the
in America we have but the success of prince of Scottish poets. I saw the hum- and most affecting.
youth
was
most
tender
and sympathetic.
ble
cottage
in
which
he
was
born,
the
room
esterday to recount. Here, every hedge
The following winter was spent by the
and ditch, every
hill and valley, every in which he lived, and the old wooden cupstreetof the city, every crumbling wall that board from which we may suppose he often writer in a distant school within the bounds
satisfied the cravings of his appetite when of the F, 'W. Baptist church in Pierpont.
surrounds it, évery turreted castle and evbut a child. A short distance from the On the 2d day of Jan. he made his first atery dingy cathedral is made sacred by
house is ‘““‘Auld Kirk Alloway,” in which
tempt in preaching the gospel.
'I rememsome
heroic’ achievemgpt, some
noble
the
sacrifice, or some deed of piety which | Tam O'Shanter saw the witches dancing, | ‘ber but little what I said, but I gained

legend or hisfoty associates with the place.

and the Brig O'Doon

which saved his life,

and all the scenes connected with that wonderful poem. A few miles from the cottage
is still shown the hawthorne under
castle in which the Queen of Scots spent
whose
shadow Burns and his.. highland
* the first two months of her prison life. I
expected to see the room in which she Mary had their last'sad parting, and in the
lived, the chair in which she sat, the desk monument are the two volumes of the
at which she wrote and the window from Bible, with quotations in his own handwhich she looked out upon the world.
But. writing on the fly leaf, which he presented
1 arrived at Carlisle about midnight, and
after resting, started, all alone, to view the

ul

”

I was doomed to disappointment.
To prevent the castle from falling, the whole of

the keep has been
The

_~

dungeons,

rebuilt

and remodeled.

however,

are still as they

to her on the day of their betrothal. I mention this fact because one of the sweetest,
purest and grandest poems
that Burns

ever
tions
pated
of his

wrote was. inspired by his reflecon his ‘Mary in Heaven.” Dissithoughhe was, immoral as are some
poems, and blotted as his whole life is

victory, my long and dreadful struggle was

over, and my soul was made happy.
Just here I read the name =of R. Dunn.
Well do I remember the boy, when, at the,
Q. Meeting

in Conneaut,

he

preached

his

first sermon in Ohio.
His effort was a success, and it was a time of deep interest. I
also remember when,

sometime

after, a re-

quest was sent to the Q. Meeting for his
ordination. A council was appointed, the
writer being one of the number,and though
he was but a boy,
it was unanimously
agreed that the time had arrived that he
should be ordained.
An interesting and |

shotild be good men.
most as numerous

These

might be al-

the

stars, if they

as

would try in the right way to be so.
‘UpwARD. The stately oaks and towering pines once were low, with their branches near, the ground.
Every ' year they

went higher, and their
ther from the ground.

boughs were far= So

tians grow, every year a little

should

Chris-

farther from

the earth and nearer heaven.

GIVING ALL FOR CHRIST.
“I've

given

We

all for Christ.”

sing,—

Again

and

again we say it. Itis ‘a very great thing
to give all for Christ. If we profess it, let
us not contradict it by hoarding up money

when the cause of God demands we should
give.

Let us not waste time

by

‘idleness,

| vain and foolish conversation, in the follies

of fashion, in dress and show.
TENDER OF ERROR.
Too often persons
‘are found who, professing piety, evidently
| prefer the truth rather than error, yet are

married by his lips,no law nor money in the
United Kingdom could disannul the act.
‘And this right was never abrogated until

within the present century.
. My objective point was Ayr, the birth-

place of
Rol i
passed through

Bunss.| On my way I
Dumfries, where Burns

Q. Meeting.

apm
ad

wr

Meeting.

An urgent request was sent from that Q.
Meeting
to ours for help. Bro. Whitcher,in
a most urgent and impressive manner, pre-

sented their request.

There were present

at this meeting, the following

‘ held the position of excispman, and where D. M. L. Rollin, John

- he spent his last sad days of drunkenness

Q.

Collins, and Horace Morse.

ministers,—

Chany,

George

No one could

MORE CONVENIENT

SEASON.

venient, multitudes will have it.

More

Chips.

con-

In a re-

ligious paper not long ago an article was
An orderwas sent to a Chicago bookthus headed, and in it was a professed: seller, which, among other things,
enumerquotation from

the

Bible,

thus,

“When 1 ated *‘Six Primitive

have amore convenient season, I will call
for thee.” But jt is, “When I have a convenient season,” &o. Acts 24:25.

GuEAT MEN.

Really great men are not

lately

lecture on “Preaching,” to the studentsof sermons. They are always made on typithe Theological Seminaryat No. 9 Uni- cal cases. When he knows of a quarrel beversity place. It is reported in the 77ib- tween two persons, he studies their different
une.
Many others of both
sexes
were natures, and a sermon grows out of it, and

without a single allusion to the case the
work
is dene, for he strives to elevate their
en in Mr. Beecher's best vein. After narrating his own first experience in preach- whole temperament, so asto bring to their
‘mind the ugliness of the quarrel. Study
ing, he said:
hen you have received all the instruc- each of your congregation. Preaching is
picking’ out men, and then aiming right
tion that can be given you here, you will
between the eyes, and then if you don’t hit,
find that there is that which cannot be imdon’t blame anybody but yourself. If you
parted in the lecture-room, There is that
want to have a comfortable ministry, take
which ‘has got to be learned by irying.
all the blame of anything that goes wrong
Preaching is a trade and must be learned
in your parish. It economizes immensely.
as such. You would suppose that a man
You have got te put yourself in their places.
who would attempt: to make a watch withYou have got to know how a mean man
out having learned the watchmaker’s busifeels.
This is variously difficult or easy,
ness would have poor success,” or to command a fleet never having learned naviga- according to one's temperament.
present to hear the lecture, which was giv

If the man should say, theThe spgaker then“warned them against
liabilfty of becoming ¢‘ caste” preach“I cannot do it,” it would not surprise you.
ers.

tion or naval drill:

Helwould

If business requires so high an order of tal-

call no names, but he had

whose latchets I am not worthy to unloose ; but his fruit is comparatively small
in preaching, and I have often talked with

| These at lengthmay land where they will | people suppose it is one of those things
oppose the truth for which they ought to which come as a gift of nature. Many of
be contending.
its adaptations do, but -the business itself
DisturBING. There isa class of preach- has got to be learned, and never will be
| erg, living lives above suspicion and re- learned in the lecture-room.
| proach, who boldly reprove the sins of
Mr. Beecher here said that he didn't
| pride, worldliness, intemperance and las- mean to undervalue theological preliminary
| civiousness. Some' denounce these minis- study, that their whole after ministry
| ters as disturbers. They are, but they dis- would feel the effect of their fidelity and
thoroughness here; “I was a vigorous
[10h just Whak onght to be disturbed,
student,” said he,—‘in spots, and I look
-F,

trongsville

At thattime Eld. F. Walker

was the only minister in that

Henry Ward Beecher

God retail it in his providence. Mr. Beech{er
then told them how he made his own
delivered a

| more tender of wrong when commited in ent, or such.special and well-drilled knowl- in his min one whom they would not susthe church than concerned for the truth. edge, certainly preaching does; and yet. pect, noble in scholarship, noble in heart,
‘and

wete. It was constructed, as some supable sermon was preached by Eld. Samuel | ——Modern
pose, by Rufus, in the 11th century; by
Liberalism is but the old deWire. The occasion was one of deep in- || vice of splitting differences
others the foundation of the castle is dated
with God.
there were ‘moments
back to the time when Britain was occu- with drunkenness,
terest.
Of his subsequent career I need not King Saul was liberal
enough to spare
when
the
better
thoughts
and
feelings
and
speak.
Say
pied by the Romans during the first few
Agag, thereby losing his throne.
centuries of the Christian era. There is "aspirations of his soul crystalized in the
Here again I read the nameof G. H, Ball.
———When Pharaoh was disposed to let
still connected with this castle a well of re- brightest gems of poetry.
As I have been acquainted with Bro. Ball |
After a short stay in Ayr, I hastened to
Israel go, he still would retain their flocks
markable depth, which bears every mark of
Glasgow, where I arrived last Saturday from a small boy, many interesting scenes and herds as a pledge of their return.
So
having been the work of those early conrush to my mind. It is sometimes the case
night.
It
happened
to
be
the
Saturday
on
when
Satan
can
no
longer
hold
the
sinner
querors of this island, But I was not alwhich the working men get their large pay, that some one young man seems to hold in his service, he will, if possible, exact
together disappdinted in seeking some
under hisinfluence a whole community of |
pledge of his return, or fasten to him
things immediately connected with that un- —itis called “big pay night.” The first youth. Soit was with Bro. Ball. All seem- | some
couple
I
met,
when
fairly!
on
the
street,
| some invisible cord by which to draw him
fortunate Queen. A part of the stdir-case
ed to look to him and hang,as it were,upon
of Queen Mary’s time is yet to be seen, and were reeling drunk. Assoon as I had taken his arm. Well do I remember, when but a back again. Wise are they who,like Moses,
in one of the rooms is an old oaken table, tea, I walked out into the city to gather boy, he used to listen with attention to the | resolve that ‘not one hoof shall be left behind.”
almost entirely ‘‘whittled” away by relic- some impression of its appearance. The preaching of the writer.
Oh, how many
streets
were
crowded
se
that
it
was
next
to
hunters, which is said to have been used as
earnest and fervent prayers were offered u | ——* Asthe days of a tree, so shall be
dresser in the kitchen allotted to theprison- an impossibility for a teamto move. At by the church and minister in his behalf. | the days of my people.” . This text promises
er. In another part is shown the dungeon almost every corner some one was singing, Though the answer of prayer seemed de- long and peaceful days to the upright;
in which McDonald, the McIver of Waverly or dancing, or playing on the flute, the layed fora time, our prayers were not for | but it might have been added,as the growth
and brother of the celebrated Flora Mec- violin or the Scottish bag-pipes, so musi- gotten. Bro. Ball was arrested and con- | of a tree shall be the growth of my people.
Every second man,
Donald, the heroine who saved the life of cal are the Scotch.
| As the tree spreads its roots in the earth, its
woman
and
child
that
I
met seemed to have verted, if I am not mistaken, at a protract- | branches
“Prince Charlie,” was confined until,accordhave a corresponding growth
ed
meeting
held
by
Bro.
Dunn.
The
passed Burns's description of a jolly com| heavenward ; so, while our earthly natures
ing to the barbarous customs of the time, he
church
in
Greene
with
great
joy
received
pany:
| take hold of the earth, drawing their nourwas hung,drawn and quartered. Over this
him to their embrace.
With him I have en“They were not fw, but just had plenty ;”
|ishment therefrom, our spiritual life, profitcastle I grew enthusiastic, as it is so intijoyed many precious seasons. Many other
mately connected
with all the historic —in fact it seemed as if the whole multi- names I see which®are dear to me, and with ing thereby, rises above earth, lifting its
But there are some
struggles, first between the Scots and the tude were under-the influence of liquor. I whom I have taken sweet counsel; but | branches heavenward.
| natures, like some shrubs, which never rise
Romans, then, in.succession, the Danes and must confess to a feeling of shame for the time and.space forbid my naming more.
| two feet above the earth.
And there are
Saxons and English, all the way along from country. of my ancestors.
Had this been
Those pleasant seasons and happy days
the first to the seventeenth century. Here the whole extent of my knowledge of Glas- are past. The fires of youth have subsided. | some professors, like trees which cast off
| their foliage in autumn, and bear the apis the tall embattled gateway, above whose gow or of Scotland, I should have given my The vigor of manhood
is beginning to give | pdarance of death
one-half the year.
arch hangs suspended the portcullis, spiked verdict that they were a nationof drunkThe
way.
My sun is declining in the west; and |
with iron prongs, which was besieged by ards; but on the next morning,—the Sab- I am nearing the dark river. While coast- tree which stands in the close society of the
the most illustrious men whose names have bath day as®*the Scotch call it,—when I ing along its bank, I find some rich clusters forests, easily falls before the winds when
been woven into the tangled web of Brit- went to church and saw the streets crowd- of grapes; and sometimes seem to hear the | its fellows are gone; even so many Chrisish history. And but a short distance from ed with church-going people, and whenlI sweet notes of the happy songsters on the tians fall an easy prey to temptation when
they have not the support of Christian sothis castle there are still to be seen ruins of saw the church still more crowded with deother side, where I have four dear children.
that vast wall which the Romans reared .vout worshipers, and witnessed the earnest- Like the mariner on the ocean, who has ciety. Yonder is a tree that has always
stood alone. Alone it has had to battle
with immense labor during the fourth and ness with which they joined inthe prayer,
been long absent from his family, and bewith the roughest blasts; but such trials
fifth ‘centuries to protect themselves from the heartiness with which every one sang
comes restless and impatient as he nears have
bat ministered to its strength,and
the inroads of the uncorquerable Picts and the praise of God, and the eagerness with
now
his home and throws his sails to the breeze,
|
it
may
Scots.
defy the wrath of a tempest: which
which they listened *to the word preached, that he may reach the desired port, so I
| levels a forest.
From the castle Ireturned to the Cathe- —I heard a deep response in my soul echoThus, trials give strength
‘Sometimes, while on life's rough sea, be- and more
perfect development to Christian
dral. ‘It was just a few minutes before ten ing back and forward in its chambers,
come impatient and desire the time to arlife. It is possible that we may sometimes
in the morning when I entered, and the ‘Scotland yet, Scotland yet.”
R.C.
rive whén my poor weather-beaten bark
depend too much upon society, and too litbells were calling the people together for
Glasgow, Jan. 29.
xr
shall land in the port of rest, beyond death's
tle upon God, and, therefore, like a tree of
morning prayers. I waited at the entrance
dark river.
OLp Man,
the forest, we fall when
hall to see the people come up, but as the
society fails.
Reminiscences.
Thougha tree live a thousand years, it
train left in a short time I could not go in
must grow while it lives; even so while we
myself. Two old ladies and one little boy
I have just received the F. W. Baptist
Notes with Suggestions.
live we should grow in
constituted the congregation. Just at the Register for 1870. As I turn over its
grace, and all our
appointed hour, the dean, with rectors and pages, I find the names of many ministers
AND WENT AND TOLD JESUS. Thirty-one surroundings shall, by our Father's care, be
made to minister to our more perfect spircurates and a dozen of surpliced boys, en- with whom I have enjoyed “many precious years ago, while pastor at D
» sickness
:
:
tered, and one of the ‘‘priests,” in a whin- and happy. seasons.
The first upon which prevailed, and two promising youth fell in itual development.
ing, drawling manner, commenced the ser- my eye seems to rest with especial inter- death.
——~Quiet waters are not always pure,
The Lord gave us the best time we
vice with the well known, ‘Dearly beloved est is that of D. M. L. Rollin.
Oh, how
ever had in discoursing from the text: and the same may be said of some quiet
brethren.” Soon the responsive singing many pleasant and sweet associations clus- ““ And went and told Jesus.”
We have people. There is a stupidity alike ruinous
began, and I could but think of what is ter around that
name.
Some
twelve never thought best to repeat that sermon, to man and displeasing to God.
said to be the only attempt which Hume years of the best of Bro. Rollin’s life were fearing we might not come up to and enjoy
~——As the humming bird extracts sweets
ever made at versification, when he wrote spent in the Ashtabula and Crawford Q. the divine presence then felt. But having from the flowers while
still upon the wing,
with a diamond on a pane of glass, in one Meetings, then known as the Salem Q. tried to live according to the example of the so the child of God reGeives
the benefits of
of the inns of the city:
Meeting. Through rain and snow did he disciples whose history in a particular case worldly treasures without resting. his affectravel over a territory of one hundred miles is recorded in this clause, with the sugges- tions or hopes upon them.
‘Here chicks in eggs for breakfast sprawl,
Here godless boys God's glories bawl,
or more, over roads falmost impassable, tions then made, a few are noted here for
Here Scotsmen’s heads
adorn the wall.”
——TH1 ae has not attained the art of
sometimes through
the wilderness, guided the benefit of others.
changin
g worthless substances into gold,
I did not try the eggs, and so cannot speak only by marked trees; and with a soul
John the Baptist was beheaded, and the yet it excels all others in givjng a
golden
from experience; and as to the heads of burning with" love for perishing sinners, he disciples in sorrow went and told the Masappearance to the basest things.
the
unsearchable riches
of
Scotsmen, those cruel days of exposing to proclaimed
ter. Go, bereayed mourners, and tell your
public gaze the head of a murdered foe are Christ. Much of his time was spent in grief to Jesus.
——The moral world, like the natural,
Breaking hearts will find
long past and gone; but the bawling of breaking up new ground and organizing sympathy and support in him. = Go, you is oft enveloped in mists and darkness; but
godless boys is still heard through the long- new churches. By the request of the writ- who have darkness,doubts and temptations, those who “wait upon the Lord,” mounti
ng
drawn aisle and fretted vault of the Ca- er’ he visited
Greensburg,
thirty-nine tell all to Jesus.
He careth for you and ‘‘ up on wings as eagles,” soaring above
thedral. And this kind of mockery is like- yearsago this coming spring. At that time will grant complete relief.
Go, when the region of mists and clouds, enjoy the
ly to continue in connection with all the the F. W. Baptists were comparatively unfriends are sick, and there is anxiety for perpetual beams of the Sun of Righteouscathedrals of the land, so long as the known.
There was no church, nor any one their recovery or for their salvation.
Mar- ness. It is, hawever, to be feared that too
church is connected with the state.
i who had ever belonged to the F. W. Bap- tha and Mary had their Lord informed of many who are dreaming of heaven, resemThe first station beyond Carlisle was tists. His labors were attended with the retheir brother's illness; and when he was ble the animals which burrow in the earth
called out as Gretna Green,and I instinctive- vival of God’s work.
Sinners’ were con- dead, Martha went and told Jesus.
0- more than the eagle soaring heavenward.
ly sprang to my feet to catch a glimpse, if verted, and old saints made to rejoice.
rious results followed..
Go when in trial,
——There was a wretched beggar whose
possible, of the old blacksmith shop at About the 14th of November, a church was
when there is a storm of opposition, there is only possession was a bundle of filthy rags
which so many ‘‘runaway marriages” for organized by him; the writer being one, of
an attempt to defame your good name and and worthless trinkets. A certain rich man,
centuries have been consummated.
For: the number,
:
blast a well-earned reputation, and tell all pitying his poverty, offered to give hima
some unknown reason, an inherent right
The next name
that attracts my at
to Jesus. He will cheer with his promises, good Fema and wealth enough to place him
rested in a certain blacksmith’s family of tion is that of Hiram
Whitcher.
Thid’ such as,—*Lo, I am with you;” ¢ Thine forever above
want, for his worthless pack.
this place, to marry any person or persons name recalls to.my mind a circumstance enemies shall be found liars, and thou shalt
The beggar had desire enough for the
who applied to him, with that intent, ask- that produced a deep and lasting imprestread on their high places.”
Go when wealth to open his pack and to offer a few
ing neither leave nor license from priest or sion.
As sbove stated, our church in prosperity attends; then there is danger of
of the rags which he valued least, and
king,
Hence all the intermarriages be. Greene was organized the 14th of Novem=
loving the world, of high-mindedness and when these were not accepted to offera
tween the plebeians and the patricians, as ber. On the 19th,the Q. Meéting convened
presumption, and consequently a fall.
Go few more, and then more; but he thought
well as all those ‘‘matches” which were in New Lyme, the writer being sent as del- to Christ every day; go often, tell him of
it hard to give upall, and so he stubbornly
deomed ill-advised by interested friends egate. At this meeting T first met with Lafl circumstances, of all wants; tell freely,
refused the good man’s offer and turned
and relatives, were brought under the no- Bro. Whitcher, then ayoung man of
tell fully. Bunyan calls his name ‘‘Help.” away to live and die a beggar.
Jast so
ticeof this wonderful head of the “family haps twenty-two. He had been o
He is help.
Heis a friend,an almighty and wretched sinners treat the
Bayiour
and
reof the blacksmith shop,” and by plighting west, and had just come from
glorious Saviour. .
Ject the offer.of eternal riches.
faith in his presence and being pronounced
Q. Meeting, thenknown as th

ereignty, and they preach in gross, and let

Beecher on Preaching,

very plenty. ‘They are about as scarce as
‘comets.
It is more desirable that there

Christianity.”

It was

sent back, with the response penciled oppo-

s

him and said:

‘‘Sir, you have a sympathy

with God, but you haven't a particle of
sympathy with man. You are all the time
thinking of God's honor, God’s glory, which
is all very well; but you don’t think of
man, and the consequence is you are a
caste preacher.” There is another that
preaches ideas almost wholly. He preaches a sermon that is a thorough-bred,
back with regret to every ome of those intellect
ual sermon. Some of his flock:
spots that I didn’t cultivage.” Ifbe had to are overjoye
d at it, and said, Mr. Beecher,
go through a seminary again he would get
humorously, they say to him, ‘the most
all the knowledge it would give. He refreshi sermon we have heard for years,”
ng
would gorge. If you are weak you will be
and that thing goes on, and- he wants to
thrown out of the ministry—and that won't preach another sermon, and he knows that
hurt you.. If strong, you will find the every time he throws such a club the apthings you study here ‘are not the things
ples will fall. Never preach twice alike.
you will most need, though they will give
Some preachers let the history. of years’
you impetus and be of the greatest use to sermons be like a string of sausages hangyou. I say this because you will be dising in the shop. Two sausages there, two
couraged. at first. You will feel as if you
| there,
were all at sea. - You don’t understand how |

| from

there,

and

he takes

the hottory,

two

and

every

them

up

one is made

to get hNg#of people. This is the experi- | of precisely the same meat all through.
ence of #n thousand men who had to creep
before walking,

and

Mr. Beecher closed with the remark that
| sermons oughtto have feet, and oughtto

walk before running.

It is your own familiarity with work, little
| run all the way
by little, year by year,your contact with human nature, thatis going to make you min-

|

isters. There are two elements in every
truly Christian ministry, the Divine and the
Human.
The grand instrument the minister employs is his knowledge of difine
truth, his knowledge

of God

through from beginning to

| end.

Selections,

in Christ Je-

Eg

sus. Preaching is the utterance of the life
and soul of Christ in so far as you have
been able to take it into yours.

For I hold

Work

p—

and Feeling.

|

that we are but extensions of God, and that | The remarkis often made by cold and
Christ, brought down into this world, was | inactive Christians that the reason why
the truest manhood expressed in the world, | some other follower of Christ abounds more
or ever will be.
We are able to reproduce { than they in work and energy for the Master
He
in ourselves, in small degrees, the divine is because his feelings are more alive.
nature,

and

has, say they, a more ardent temperament
when a man is filled with this {and warmer religious emotions.
Now is

spirit and then. brings it to bear upon his | not this, as an explanation, just reversing
fellow-men he is a Christian preacher. The | the truth, and putting the effect for the
other element is the human element. Yon | cause ¥ So far from feeling being the cause
One
are employing all this knowledge of the di- | of work, work is the cause of feeliig.
vine nature for the. purpose of producing
definite results upon the minds of your fellow-men.
Here are two elements, then,
two main things a Christian preacher
ought

to know;

first, Christ,

in

him the

hope of glory; and second, ‘I could show
myself accursed for my brethren’s sake.”
He must have a feeling of intense sympathy, affection, yearning
toward
men.
Those are the two elements.
Mr. Beecher said that his first criticism
on much of the preaching Row in vogue
would be that itis a preaching about God.
You must distinguish between that part of
a minister's life which is lectureship and
that part which is preaching. The preach-

{ Christian is not more

active

than

another

| because he has more active feeling ; he has
{ more feeling because he is more active. To
the boy who on a winter's morning should
| stand “shivering with his hands in his
| pockets, and erying, ‘‘ I'm cold,” we would
say, * Then stir about and get warm.” And
| we would simply laugh him to scorn shonld
i’he persist in saying, ‘The reason why Tom,
| there, is more lively than I, is because he is
| all aglow ;"when, of course, the real state of
the case is, that Tom is all aglow because
he is lively. Soul-warmth,
as truly as

body-warmth, eomes from work.

son why many

a man’s

religion

The rea-

is

cold

is

because it is lazy; it has not had exercise
enough to keep it warm.
The locomo| tive's fires burn best when the engine is in
rapid motion.

Universally, the way to become interested
cguse is to set to work in it.
surest means of enlisting permanently
kindling of enthusiasm by enthusiasm, love | The
& millionaires sympathies in behalf of the
by love. The chief instrument in your littke orphans of some asylum is to get him
own ministry is that subtle, underlying el- to go into the asylum, see them, and
comHeart benevolence
ement that fires np your consciousness; mence giving to them.
every single thing you do, it is that sense is the daughter, not the mother of hand benefaction. The way to increase little feelof Christ in you.
Young
gentlemen, I
ings into great ones is to repeatedly transgive this us my. testimony to you: If God late them into deeds. To
him that hath
has blessed my labor, it has been because shall be given. By use we are enabled to
I bave had a fervent, growing, intense per- return with usury. - This truth has an important application
sonal love for Christ, and admiration unspeakable, It has been the main-spring of to another class of persons. There are
many who think that they.can not set about
my ministry.
:
becoming Christians until their feelings are
They think they must wait,
Mr. Beecher then impressed on his hear- more aroused.
ers the importance of closet devotion. I like the lame and impotent folks at the pool
we are to preach Christ, we must be our- of Bethesda, until some heavenly influence
descends and stirs the waters. Now here,
selves like him. He loved to do good, not us every-where, the way to get feeling is to
upon earth alone, but he lives forever, and set to work. Begin immediately to serve
sympathizes for others—acts for others. It God, and he will give emotion and interest
is that which is moving the universe to- as he shall think best. This *¢ wait for
day. If, therefore, a man goes into the more feeling” is one of the devil's soultraps. ' Commence immediately to do your
ministry, thinking that he is the great en- duty, and God,
if he deem it best, will, in
gineer of the machine, that his whole busi- his own good time and way, turn duty into
ness is to keep the instrument all oiled and inclination and work into joy.
This last thought suggests one other.
scoured, he is not a preacher—he is a conThere are many persons who mourn and alductor—a freshman. It is better to bea most wonder that their religious
experience
doorkeeper,” etc. The true preacher not is not marken by that high Christian joy and
only has heaven in his soul, but God in his exaltant Christian rapture of which they
head. It is very easy to baptize a man’s hear others speak. Now, these experiences
are good, and yet they are not - necessary;
forehead, but to wash folks’

ing part of man

is the heart-power,
the in any good

feet

is very

nor is it they, but rather daily work and con-

different, and ministers that take to one ex- tinuous achievement that form the truest

treme don’t like the other. Christ says, “I
am the way,” as if he laid down and said,
“Now,

walk

on mej;

let me bear

up your

weakness.” This is very hard to vanity,
ery hard to pride, but you must be ervants for Christ's sake. It is hard to every-

thing but love.

To love

it is natura),

sweet, omnipotent.
Mr. Beecher
then
criticised the mistakes of people who graduate from a'seminary. They think they are
all equipped when they leave. He thought
the most important chair in the seminary

test of religious growth.

The lark mounts

singing, and with almost every stroke of

his-happy wing adds a new note. to his
morning carol. The eagle mounts silentin
hjs sunward sweep: But it is neither the
song nor the silence, but the patient and
valorous pinion that marks them hoth as the
hirds of the upper air. So it is neither singing joy nor its absence that forms any

true

test of our upward progress in the Christian
life, but ** patient continuance in well-doing.”—Rev, Nelson Millard,

light of opinion ; allow it to be said
and that thatMake
it matters not what men believe, if they
should occupy largely the last years of are only sincere—that
is a matter
seminary life, that is, teaching men how to of the heart, theology ofreligion
the head, and that
was that of pastoral theology,

use what thoy learn.
A young minister must be like an-engineer, the womeng he sees a ‘manhe must

we may properly stop up the communication between them—and you have announc-

and

come and occupy the Castle

ed the carnival of falsehood ; you Have invit d all sorts of private notions
fancies,
g> about him as he would about a fort, wild speculations and personal and
caprices, to
see where

he can

get in.

He

must
of Indolence insite the item, and not at all in jest, “No bombard him at once. There
are compar- to which you have turned the Temple of
Primitive Christianity to be found ia Chica- atively but few ministers that sort
Truth.
ereupon, all fine discriminations,
out their all vivid outlines,
go.”
congregation.

Some believe in divine sov-

the painstaking

accura-

cies of truth, are blurred over and lost.

>

a

‘e

iL

‘Wi ura

ee

iis

has yet another.

hands th thal t wrought
i he Spoke
Be hits Hr appy
ot onl)

.

topics

Her eyes with longing tears grew dim;
She never can come nigh
To do one service
r for him
For whom she glad would die.

wept about the room

the coats she made.

Poor Girls in the City.
‘

in

Slim—

.

Bi

A lady writes to the Christian Union, putting in this strong, noble, heart-born plea
for a class of persons who have often to
contend with more than a soldier's bravery
for the preservation of their virtue,and who,

when overpowered,
are not unfrequently
treated as though they were the chief and
most hardened of

all

sinners.

Her

letter

deserves a wide reading, and we reproduce
it:
.
I have now a class of over forty working

gle, and having taught a class of this kind
r over seventeen years,

I

can

truly

say

that among these young women I have found
the noblest and most refined natures, and
with their yearnings to live decently and
respectably on very small wages, they
suffer most acutely. Their pride (and a
noble pride itis) would prevent their entering any institution which savored of charity,
but let us respect their

independence,

and

try to make life more to them by providing
a way that they can board in a respectable
home at the lowest possible price. It is
impossible for these girls to find a comfortable home within their means,exceptin
a few cases where they earn large wages.
1 have Nodrepeatedly to find boarding places for different ones in whom I was interested but it is almost impossible. Those who
men,

prefer

take boarders to make money

than

those

1 of themselves

Home, home she went, and plied the loom,
“"And God’s dear poor arrayed.
And showed

at a friend’s house,

half hour of this

taken up

mechanics, who pay better, and the invaria-

ether

most thou

in

the

they pull the

the

Is it less than sheer folly for a class, or a
school, to be broken up thus and its members set at variance in their nominally common study? Is not the value of a united
service in a great measure lost, by thisin~
dependent action of its several portions?
More ground may be gone over in agiven

time, it is true ; more Bible may be studied ;

but where is the advantage of the attempt-

ed concert?

Why

could

not all doas well

in their own homes, without coming to
church or school to meet the others?
“It

is

said of Abyssinia, that

on funeral

occasions, ‘‘the service includes the whole
of the Psalms; but as the priests are very
numerous, and each takes an allotted portion, which they all read at the same

time,

it is got over very quickly.” Suppose we
aim at a little higher standard than the
Abyssinians, in our New England "Sunday
school

“Now

studies!

;

I beseech you,

brethren,

by the

name of the Lord Jesus.Christ, that
speak the same thing, and that there

ye all
be no

ble reply is, ** We take no women.” Should
you cross the Brooklyn ferries morning or divisions among you; but that ye be pernight, you would
find hundreds of these fectly joined together in the same mind and
girls who would be ashathed to tellyou where in the same judgment,” ‘‘that ye may with
ey board. They go into dark alley-ways, one mind and one mouth glorify God.”
divisions
up long, gloomy stairs, and then they have And “mark them which cause
no place they can call their own. They can . . . and avoid them.” ‘Comfort yournot respect themselves while so surrounded {| selves together, and edify one another;”
by degredation and uncleanness. One of my teaching and admonishing one another in
be By an orphan, boarded during the sum- Psalms and hymns and spiritual songs;"
mer months with a widow who had seven “not forsaking the assembling of yourchildren—niné human beings occupying her selves together as the manner of some is;”
two small apartments.
It was the best for of God’s people it is said: ‘with the
voice together they shall sing; . . « they,
home her earnings could "give her.
A few monthsago I was sent for by one shall see eye to eye.” So let it be in your
:
of my girls who was very sick. Ifound her on Sunday school.
There is no practical difficulty in a comthe top floor of a miserable building called
a boarding-house, in a hall room. No car- mon lesson for the entire school, from inpet and no eleanliness. Two friends were fant deparimentto Bible class. The same
occupying a small cot-bed in this little room. topic may be considered, however differently treated by the several teachers. If
I did not wonder that'she was sick. 1knew
at that time of four others sleeping in a question-books are used, let them be those
room but little larger. My heart is aching | which are graded for various ages. Let
now for a young girl whom I have just { the infant .class teacher adapt the truth of
found in a very bad home where she had the lesson to her scholars, in any form she
gone, as she said, ‘‘ to save,by cheap board,
enough to buy shoes.”
To-day three of my
girls came to me, after my class, almost in

espair. They had gone from house to
house answering advertisements, but could
find no place. They would gladly pay a
moderate price for a decent home.
And
now I think if some good rich man would

gets Boarding House once in working
er for these toiling ones, it would
self-supporting.
It has been tried

or-

soon be
in New

York city and successfully, but many of our
working girls are employed in down-town
manufactories,

and

they

cannot

afford

to

rideuptown to the Homes opened there,
and Brooklyn surely must come and meet
this great want. I feel that I owe a great
debt of gratitude to these my working sis-

ters.

Iamsaid to teach a class of them.

But oh! what lessons of patient endurance
they have taught me for these many years!
For fourteen years I have watched the strugles of two young girls in my class. I
ound them very young, supporting a mother and younger sister,—both dying with consumption,—and an infant brother, by binding

shoes.

Ihave known them

after night until

to work

after midnight,

night

and

then

barely to eke out an existence. A short
time ago death claimed one of these orphans,
and the other still wearily strives by constant

work

to

keep

her

wants

from

the

world. How can 1 ever forget.these lessons? While I believe fully in the best
provision for the most degraded who seek
reformation, I think the need is great for
the protection of those who would keep
sacredly the only riches they possess in lite—
a good name.
And we cannot blame them if they

to mingle with the vulgar and impure.

—
rr

instruments,

books,

and

everything to make it attractive and pleasant. May our dear Father in heaven put
Jt into the heart of some of our good Brooklyn fathers,as they look upon their loved
and cherished daughters, to think of the
fatherless and the motherless, and make
their lives glorious by saving from destruction these homeless hard workers, is the

prayer of your friend.

i

Lesson

at a Time,

One

—

the one great theme of the day. Surely
any truth from God’s word worthy of study
by one portion of the school, canbe profgle

hour.

given

by all,

And what

to that

truth,

for at least & sin-

an added power

when

the

is

pressure

of

the entire service tends to its impression
and enforcement.
At the First church in Springfield, for instance,

pen

the

lesson for

door-bell P

why

the day, on a recent,

The heart

seen a

garden

ant-women going to the mass or the confessional on a Sunday morning, I think,

experience bearing upon this point.
He
wasa Methodist itinerant minister.
One
day he left home to visit his round of apintments on the circuit. A lane led from
is houseto the road, and his first-born,a
little boy whom he tenderly loved, went

der church!”

with him to. the end ofthe lane,

‘¢ What a pit that you will find a screen
instead o de door when you get to yon-

But though priestcraft puts

up its wretched . screen
ictures,

and

beads,

*‘ ave Marias,”

efore the living Jesus, I trust that some
anxious eyes do really see through the
screen, and behold the atoning Saviour
Himself, and enter Him at the Door.
Thousands in our. Protestant congregations do themselves a worse harm than those
poor but honest victims of superstition, who

crucifix. They
yet are trying
with which the
friend A——

pray to a picture or a
refuse Christ entirely, and
the *‘some’ other ways”
Devil beguiles them. My
comes
constantly
Bible, talks to his

the end of the lane,

to church,
reads
his
Christian friends about

be

offered

for

doing

to-night,

I said

to

his conversion.

myself,

cheerful,

his duty ; why,in such circumstances,

in which it fell, were

almost

too much for

his faith. It was indeed a dark visitation.
At length, in a house where he happened

* Poor

A
! he is the ragged beggar
in the cold. He has his basketof
broken food in his hand. He is a
sinner. And yet, all the time he

and

should his boy be stricken down?
.
For a long time the father bore his grie
without finding relief.
The suddenness
and severity of the blow, and the manner

Yet he is all the while walking right
past
the Door! He don’t try Christ. As I'saw
him go home sad from the inquiry meeting

loving

looking after ‘him; now he beheld him in
the arms of death.
The trial was unspeakably severe. He |
could not be recenciled.
He was absent

religion, says he wants to be a Christian,
and sent in a written request lately for
rayer to

the

gate; and looked after him as he rode away.
is duties required him to be absent a considerable time, and as he was moving from
place to place on his circuit, his family could
not send him any word.
The little boy
was taken sick, hisillness became serious,
and when the father returned without having received any intelligence, and entered
his home, he looked upon the child just as
he breathed his last.
He last saw him at

of sacraments, and

and

closed

child out
worthless to be, he took upa book, and looking in it,
homeless he read something like this: One day the
was walking in his garden, and he
will not master
noticed a beautiful flower.
He also knew
sounds
that
voice
inyiting
sweet
that
hear
that a storm was coming which would be
the
am
‘I
night-storm,
out through the
severe for the flower,.-and so he removDoor; if any man enter by ME he shall be too
ed it, lest it should be destroyed.
saved!”
.
“That,” said the good yman,
‘‘gave me
If any unconverted person reads this comfort.” It was the first consoling ray
aragraph, let him hasten to try the. door.
which fell upon the gloom of his mind.
For it may happen to him to put it off until the ¢¢ Master of the house has risen up
and shut to the

deor,”

knock too late.
— Evangelist.

and

then

he

will

The “door is shut!”

King

all the

e

The apostle’s royal auditor is a represen-

tative of by far the largest class among unconverted persons who give any attention
to religion.
Those hearers of the gospel
who feel less interest in this subject than

any

grievlonger
inter-

be convincing.

So

do

not

what

the

we

. The

to

Saviour

and

rising bodies.
his impressive

‘‘go

the

way

the

calls

the

life.”

= As

such,

‘‘Marvel not at this,” was
exclamation, ‘‘for the hour

resurrection

of others,

he passed him-

mighty fiat, “arise, ye dead,” is, in the
twinkling of an eye, to penetrate every

so

does

contains,

pentance in that

congregation

Who

advantage

could not answer Paul in any other way.
Admitting the truth, he sought to, relieve

that

day.

of one lesson

for three services for an entire people, over
fitty lessons in a single day at a brief servFellow workers,
ice of thirty minutes?
“he perfect, be of good comfort, be ofone
mind, live in peace.”— Congregationalist.

Out

in the

Cold.

— Eo —

in

front

Just in through the front doors of these
brown stone houses were glowing fires,
soft carpets and beds, and plenty to eat

and drink,

Only two inches of walnut or

pine shut them out. There was only the
thickness of a single door between their
shivering bodies and perfect . warmth,

plenty, and conifort.

AH

As I watched these little walfs trudge
along, I said to myself, there is an illustration of scores of unconverted souls in
all our churches. They are out in the
cheerless cold of sin.

They are homeless.

But close beside them is the blessed home
of love and peace; all.that they have to do

is to pass through

a door.

And

Christ

Jesus says, “I am the Door.” By His
death He has opened a new and living way

into the holiest of all.

Think for a moment, sinner! what Jesus
is to you,’ and how you are to use Him.

be

a

he

his mind, by saying, ¢ Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian.”
A more
correct interpretation of his reply to Paul
would be, “Ah! you are about to make a
Christian of me,” or,
In a little time you

The Cross

How

often the claims of religion are thus

aside!

have chosen the

How

many

like

downward

way

Agrippa
by

thus

trifling with their spiritual welfare.—S. 8.
.

and

the

Religion as an Institution.

——

will never leave you nor forsake you.
He
is a Friend, a Brother, a Lord—a Friend
to guide you by his counsel, a Brother to
sympathize with you in all your sorrow,

a Lord to defend
make all

good.

things

must

builds,

have

work

all evil and

together

for

itson.

to Sunday schools.
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He that unduly fears man cannet truly
fear God, and he that lives much in the fear
of God will not regard over much what
man can do unto him;

the want

of faith is

the

or

and

tree

fruit-

its institutions

mer,

rich

in the evening;

aglow with promise, and

with

the

golden

more

or, like the

sum-

the autumn,

sheaves,

where

good works and deeds have ripened on
fie

the

Wy

A good, finished scandal, fully armed and
equipped, such as circulates in the world,
is rarely the production of a single individwere God's first temples. Ere man learned ual, or even of a sing, coterie. It sees the
to hew the shaft and lay the architrave, and light in one; is roc :d and, nurtured in ansspread the roof above them, in the darkling other; is petted, developed, and attains its
wood, amidst the cool and silence, he knelt growth in a third, andeceives'its finishing
down, and offered to the Mightiest solemn touches only after passing through a multithanks and supplication. The tent on the tude of hands. It is a child that can count
plain of Mamre, the heaped stones on a Lost of fathers,—ull ready to disown it.
which Jacob poured the oil of consecration,
Justice is the great interest of man on
the hill-top rock on which the firstling of

and temples built by man or God
forthersrco and perfection. The

for i's
groves

. Will Restore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.
It will

FALLING

promote luxuriant growth. .

HAIR is immediately checked.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLENS ZYLOBALBAMUM, anctior
Preparation for the Hair; clear and transparent,
without sediment. It is very simple and often produces
wonderful results. Its great superiority and economy
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades is
acknowledged by a8 not only in this country but ic
Europe! The
Restorer and Zylobalsamum s
no!
be used one with the other. BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTA.
Prépriotors, 8. R, Van Duzer & Co., Wholesales Droggista,

;
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SWAMSCOT

NEW-MARKET,

&c., having tried
has discovereda

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boileps ; Barlow’s
. Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

$y

Co., or: Franklin

‘Shafting, Turning Lathes,

seam than ours.
It makes the ‘Elastic
Lock stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin,
it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 per month an
twice

that

for worthless Machines

sold by other parties, and shall prosecute all parties
either selling or using Machines under this name to
the full extent of the law, unless such Machines were

obtained from us or our Agents. Do not be imposed
upon by parties who copy our advertisement and circulars ard offer worthless Machines at a less piice,’

;

a

For Family

Ca

use—simple,cheap,reliable, Knits everything.

ABERTS WANTED,
Circular and Sample stocking FREE, Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO,, Bath, Me.
or176 Broadway, New York.

1.
”
Freewill

t8

~The Myrtle.

This semi-monthly,

published

Baptist Printing

by

very

the

Establishment,

much improved about the
It is printed on paper of a

superior quality,

and

its mechanical

excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in
tended for publication should be addressed
to * Tue MyrTLE,” Dover, N. H.

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R.
ver, N. H.

BURLINGAME,

Do-

TerMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents. each,—payable in all cases in and
vance.
;
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single cope
of the Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

8. M. Ce.,

Box 397,
418

Boston.

The subscriber offers to pay the sum
of

under the same name as ours, unless they
can show
a Certificate of Agency Signed by us.
e shall not

46

Diamond

QUESTION BOOKS.

amount can be made.
Address SECOMB & C@.,
PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON, MASS,, or ST.
S, MO.
ers
LOU; 8% Beware of all Agents selling Machines

hold ourselves responsible

a SEWING

per

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,

which

and

D. Lethrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill,

month, everywhere, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
COM-

or a commission from

for

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtam Books
in all departments, and in any desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms, by sending
their orders to

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Gas Works,
(ch. to Sep. 12, ’69)

expenses,

Sizoet,

Boston, Mass.

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Min
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron

$200

No. 656 Washington

HY will people pay $50 or more

AND

to

CO.,

Mass,

MACHINE when $22 will buy one that has a
standard reputation, is double thread, complete with
Table, constructed upon entirely new ahd practical
rinciples, runs by friction, and excels all others ?—
hese celebrated Machines, FULLY LICENSED, are 1atended for poor people who want to save time, labor,
and money.
BF AGENTS WANTED.
Machines sent
to Agents and given away to needy families.
For
Circulars and reduced prices, address J. C. OTTIS &

STATIONARY

ANTED—AGENTS—$75

advertized remedy,
of self-cure, which

“Economy is Wealth.” Franklin

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

til

MACHINE

‘Boston

Lap Welded

En =n

in vain every
simyle means

alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further
particulars address THE WILSON SEW-

ING

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Stem

indiscre-

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES. The best machine in the world. Stitch

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Bra#8 and Iron Valves;

Portable

of early

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe ; Steam and

Works;

victim

he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to pay Josta e.
Address J. H, RE
78 Nassau St., New York.
1y24

N, H,

MANUFAOTURERS

for Print

QUACKS.—A

tion, sauelog nervous debility, premature decay,

Machine Company,
© AMOR *PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH

35 Bazclsy
St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

|

is 24

cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicit
ed.

FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBARIES

Cary

Change.

AND DRESSING

MRS. S. A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

No percentage is allowed on money sent
The best ordered Sunday schools attempt the study of but one lesson at & He is the door of hope, the dcor of a new flock or herd could be offered ; the taberna- earth. 1t is theVigament which holds oir- us for the Mrile.
¢ By Me it any cle consecrated in the wilderness, filled ilized beings and civilized nations together.
time. Inferior schools usually have two or life, the door to heaven.
Sample copies will be sent free on applithree.’ There are schools sufficiently des- man onter in he shall be saved.” Bu! you with the splendors of the Sbekinah; the Where her temple stands, and so-long asit cation.
is
duly
honored,
there
is
a
foundation
for
must
approach
Him,
and
you
must
use
titute of system to have each class on its
temple on Moriah flaming with gold, paved
“own hook.” As a tule, it may be sup- Him precisely as you use the dcor to the with precious stones, inhabited by:the over- social security, general happiness, and the
posed that a Sunday schoolis to be rated on mansion you would enter. First you must thadowing cherubim ; the Parthenon crown- improvement and progress of our race.
IN
BOSTON.
the seale of progress in the universal ratio want to enter; no man is ever admitted to ing the Acropolis, the beauty of whoe
If these little sparks of holy fire which I
of the number of lessons—or subjects of God's house of love who does not long for architecture hes charmed and challenged bave heaped together do not give life to
study—considered at its Sabbath'sessions. admission. Then youmust knock, Some- ull ages; the world-renowned cathedral, your prepared aud already enkindled spirit,
Go into some of our New England coun- times the gentle tap of a lowly faith turns pinvacled with statuary and rcverberating yet they. will sometimes help to entertain a
And Religious Publications,
try Sunday schools—and the city schools the hinges. S metimes a foul is kept with the organ's peal and the song of the thought, to actuate u pas:ion,to employ and
are not all exempt from this criticism —and knocking until it feels the outeide blasts aoul itnde—nall these testify that religion hallow a fancy.
most Complete Assortment andl Lowest
The
Ha
Prices.
you will find the brief hour between the keenly and yearns for admission. «The secks outward expression in places, monuBeautiful was the reply of a venerable
morning and afternoon ‘regular church heart will not part with its eins, and the monts, edifices.
& CO.
LOTHROP
D.
man to the question whether he was still in
services,” occupied in miscellaneous Bible door only opens to the true penitent.
bo
38 & 40 Cornhill,
20
try
Then
the land of the living: * No, but I am al.
study, without the least show of unity or
Do) you desire to be saved?
A firm faith is one of the best divinities; most there.”
system, The Scripture read at the opening the door! What can be simpler? You
a
good
life
is
one
of
the
best
philosophies;
JOY, COE & 00,, Publishers’ Agents, Tribune
has po connection with the hymn sung or cannot roach a state of pardon or of peace
“The flower of youth never appears move Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phila
the prayer offered. Then the men's Bible except through the Lamb of God. ‘He a clear conscience the best law ; honesty the beautiful than when it bends toward the
are authorized to contract for advertising
delphia,
class, on one side of the pulpit, has one les- that entereth not by the door, but climbeth only true policy; and temperanse ihe best
paper
Sun
of
Righteousness.
thie
in
physie.
up
some
other
way,” shall ncver gain adsor, the women’s Bible class over the way
[

Emportant

RESTORER

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

enlarged and
first of April.

fA

Style.

HAIR

Combined in One Bottle,

8S.

& Wiley,

Gilman & Bro., Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
B ston; W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port.
land; Joseph Balch & Son, Providence. At retail by

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

Varieties.

8

to

DONALD KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass. -

your

:

DISCOUNT

of water three times a day, and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.

‘Wholsale Agente

From these prij

A LIBERAL

cure of any of these diseasesin a few days is not the
Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
DIRECTIONS TO USE:

no com-

Men’s lives should be like the day,

which God builds for its support
age, so religion

from

No safety but at his side;

beautiful

Religion is not a sentiment simp'y, it is
algo an institation. As the vine must have
man

you

fort but in his bosom; no strength but in
his arm ; no holiness but in his steps.— Hew-

Gn.

Rufus P. Stebbins, D. D., says:

the trellis which

list, and retail prices.

turn yourselfin bed, and every movement will go to
your heart like a knife ; now tell me if a relief'and a

Crowit,

the root of all such: fear, which becomes
less and less, as faith ga‘hers strength and
increases in the soul.

”,

ee

of their class.” In another column, see

quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior
manner.
Price only
$18.
Fully warranted for five
years.
e will
at
will
sew
a
pay $1000 for gry machine
stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic

The cross now—the crown to-morrow.
Now the bed of languishing—to-morrow
the throne of Jesus. What encouragement to ¢¢ fight the good fight of faith!”

will succeed in making me a Christian!”

Times.

along

to

becoming a

and to dismiss the subject of religion from

of hundreds of warm,bright,ceheerful homes.

sorrowfully

cf

himself from embarrassment, and to evade
the conclusion which was forced upon him,

thrust

walked

ready

Christian then, but believing as he did,

Last night, while the snow was flying,
two ragged children trod their weary way
past us, with baskéts of broken food on
They were out in the cold.
their arms.

They

not

es that can
afflict our poor human nature;
When you have the
Pe |
LUMBAGO,
Lying and withering in agonv and pain, unable

You will take a table-spoonful and three

other books

ces we make

;

most heart-withering, most strength-destroying,mos
spirit breaRing and mind-weakening
of all the
diseas-

their chains, and re-appear.

rule infidels

a Christian.

the

was

!

are not excelled by any

(that I have just got thfough with,) that most awful

corner of the globe, which while breaking
aud trembling as with an earthquake, the
prisoners of darkness beneath are to burst

same subject was taken up in.the prayermeeting.
It was difficult not to think of redoubts

He

y

SCIATICA,

he

are

having never once read the book.
As most hearers of the gospel are those
who. believe the Bible to be from God, the

Christian, had no intention

of madness :
‘When you have the

himself ‘the

is coming in which all that are in their
graves shall come forth.” As a pledge of

investigation,

Bible

are

;

self through the regions of the dead, and
emerged thence into life,
And the al-

invariably

As a general

know

‘ers, we offer our own prize books which

When you have the
3
NEURALGIA,
:
When eyery nerve in your being is
like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomo¥s and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge

draws back the veil secreting the future,
and eXhibits the opening sepulchre, and the

that when Christianity is pronounced a
fraud the assertion proceeds from persons
who are ignorant of the evidence on which

its claims rest.

:

| In addition to the publications of oth-

morning;

Burr & Co.,

Prices.

schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in New England.

-

EADER, you may consider this a sort of spread

a sudden

Chris-

to be

such a result follow a candid

or by

Wholesale

We will furnish Librariesto Sunday ©

eagle heading,
but I mean ev
word 0
have been there. Woon your voto is racked itwif
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
:
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the morning
wishing it was night, and at night wishing it was’

means redeem his broth-

sickness,

though

resurrection

think

thou per-

evidences

by any

er, nor give to God a ransom for him, that
he should live forever, and not see corruption.” Corruption, each one of Adam’s

mated.

manifest and so clear, that when carefully
examined and accurately weighed, they

must

Of the Age!

DR, KENNEDY'S RHEUMATIC AND
NEURALGIA DISSOLVENT.

Scattered” dustis to be reunited and reani-

tians by looking at the evidence of the truth
Those

can

whence we shall not return,” this is not
our final residence. Thesods, though closing over us, are to be opened again.

suadest me to be a Christian.”
In various ways persons are convinced
of the paramount importance of religion.
of Christianity.

them

But

soberly of the claims of the gospel, without
at least going as far as did Agrippa when

Some are almost persuaded

At

both low

dust with their mother earth.

consideration of the importance of their
_soul’s salvation, or hey are those who have

force¥ to say to Paul, *‘ Almost

of the world,

stroke must come to their dying hour, be
committed to the tomb, and moldering in
that place ofsilence and oblivion, mix their

serious

so often stifled their convictions, and
ed the Holy Spirit, that they no
feel any concern for their eternal
ests.
It is not possible for any one to

inhabitants

by protracted

where God is worshiped.
They are either
those who are so thoughtless that it is not

to

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

GREATEST

BLESSING

and high, rich and poor together ; they that
trust in their wealth, and boast themselves
in the multitude of their riches, none of

posterity must see. Each one by disease,
accident, violence,
or the infirmities of age,

did King Agrippa, are to be deeply comnmiserated. Some such persons are to be
f~and in most, if not in all, congregations
them

Adberfisemends,

Obberhigenents.

MEDICAL

Manufactured

oy

i PE

ee

:

fi

. To the tomb we must all g6. The way
thither is ‘‘the way of all the earth.” David says, ‘‘Hear this, all ye people, give ear

Agrippa was constrained to say to Paul
when the claims of Christ were pressed
upon him, ‘Almost thou persuadest me to
be a Christian.”
Nia

possible to awaken

ey

THE

:

.

es

Resurrection.

|

Agrippa.
a...

Y i"

=

a

mes

Cm

=

|

strugglesto know what end is gained by
the earthly removal of the child. When its
existence is just dawning, its nature just
unfolding, why is it removed? This problem is often hard and perplexing. Nothing
but religious faith can cast upon it any revealing light.
©
=

don’

I have

Se

Sabbath, was the Prodigal Son. During &Vidence of the truth of Christianity is a The body now bears the spirit down ; wait
the week previous, the teachers met for constant persuasive to obey the gospel and till the dawn of day, and the spirit will
the study of the parable. They helped and obtain salvation.
bear the body up. A few breathings more
Agrippa was one of tose who, in his in this dull and oppressive element, then
quickened each other in study.
They
day,
was
almost
persefaded
to
be
a
Chrisprayed over it together. On the forencon
all will be health and buoyancy, strength
of the Sabbath, the pastor preached on re- tian by his belief of the prophets. Believ- and gladness, purity and peace—the body
pentance, showing its nature and results. ing ashe did the prophets, the evidence changed, the heart all holy. Even now
The
second ‘regular
service” in that was clear that Jesus was the promised the Lord is with you; but you cannot see
church is the Sunday school.
There, the Christ. When addressed thus directly by bim for the darkness of night.
You walk
prodigal’s repentance was studied by all. Paul, “King Agrippa, believest thou the by faith, not by sight. Yet you say, “I
prophets
?
I
know
that
thou
believest,”
Every hymn and prayer and uttered word,
know that my Redeemer liveth.” He lives
had reference to it. In the evening, the he could only confess that he ought to be —he thinks upon you—he is with you—he

To

tions from those who should apply for admittance. I think now ofone young girl mn
the class who can only earn at her trade
(sewing furs) about $4.75 a week. She
now pays $4.25 for board, leaving her fifty
cents a week forclothing. I belleveat the
Washington Square house board is given
for from three to eight and ten dollars a
week, according to location of rooms, etc. ;
and all have privilege of a light, cheerful
sitting-room, provided with sewing mamusical

let every hymn sung, every prayer offered,
and every address made, have
ufference to

refuse

reach the object designed, it would be necessary to require the highest recommenda-

chiges,

question-books. If no question-books are
used in the school, the arrangement of a
single lessoa for allis yet simpler. Then

itably considered

the

:

Others try a painful digging of ~ 1 once heard a Christian father "relate an

the wall.

persuadest me to be a Christian ;
unto

try

penances ; but they never dig through into
the fold. When I see troops of poor serv-

saying, Al-

said

to

with the ladder of his own morality. It
was good as far as it went, but too low for

of these Bible stu-

and Moses answered and
whale, thou art the man !”

were

man aim to scale the wall of God's

in the school,

bulrushes,

and

invitation is to the front door;

dents!
No single great thought is impressed on the minds of all.
No harmony
of effort is aftained in the search for hid
treasurein the sacredmine. And of course
no
preliminary
teachers’ meeting for the
study of the lesson was practicable,
to fit
the minds of those who led in this service
rightly to impart instruction. It is even
not an uncommon thing for several lessons to be studied in the same class. But |
recently a teacher complained that on taking a class she found five several question books in it, and her scholars were unwilling to unite on ene. No wonder that
the story is told, whether true or not, of a'
boy coming from such a class, being asked
at home what he-had learned for the day,
and giving answer: “And the whale spake
unto Moses

a

2, 1870.

of Chil dren.

Why should my child die?

basement door,or to climb the garden-wall,
or ‘even endeavor lo burrow under it. The

and if there is a prayer-meeting in the
evening that
is run independently.
>
Of how little use has been the assembling

Across the crowd, beyond the breeze,
Comes—*¢ Inasmuch as ye
Did it unto the least of these,
Ye did it unto me.”

She died—they

MARCH

: Death

ly peogle act i re-

mission, Bow stray

desultory study, the school is closed with a
few remarks by the superintendent on a
theme not considered by any ofthe many
classes, and a hymn having no reference
to anything studied or read
or prayed or
sung previously. Of course, the sermons
of forenoon and afternoon are on other

She saw the garment knit throughout;

robe to make!” .

After a

BS a
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Listening as Jesus spoke.
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-
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One day a woman, gently bowed,
As with his easy yoke,
:
Stood on the borders of the crowd,

lable
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$150.

for

the

best original

manu-

script for a Sabbath School Question
Book that shall meet the following con-

ditions :

1. It must contain matter sufficient
to ake

not less than

144 pages of a

book whose full pages shall contain 34
lines of 35 letters each ; or, pages like
those of Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year.”
2. It must be adapted to the use of
adult classes in our Sabbath Schools
and to follow in regular gradation the
book above referred to.

8. It mut treat in a clear and systematic manner of Christian Doctrine,
Development and Duty.
He also offers to pay the sum of

$100. for the best original manuscript
for a Sabbath School Question Book
that shall meet the following conditions, viz. :
1. It must contain not less than 108

and not more than 120 pages, each of
whose full pages shall contain 32 lines
of 35 letters each; or, pages like
those of ‘the “ Story of Jesus.”

~ %. It must be especially adapted to
children from 10 to 15 years of age,
and to follow in regular gradation the
book referred to in the first condition
above.

:

3. It must

pxesent in a clear

and

concise manner thg Life and Teachings
of Christ or other prominent Bible

characters.

Those of the former are

preferred.
And

generally,

each

hook: manu-

script must have 52 lessons and be in

the possession of the undersigned on
or before the first day of April, 1870.
Manuscripts not adjudged .¢ best,”
but having sufficient merit and adaptation to our wants will be bought at a
fair price.
The committee of award are Rev.

G. T. Day, Rev. J. A. Lowsis and L.
R. BURLINGAME.
L. R. BURLINGAME.
1869.
c.
" Dover, N.H, De15,

a
a
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 1870.
' GEORGE T. DAY,
GEORGE
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{ Eprrors.

H. BALL,

designed

All communications

should be addressed to the Editors,
remittances

on business,

addressed to the

of money,

for, publication

and

all letters

&c.,

should

be

Publisher.

Clinched

At

arise, the nuaiber-of affirmative

votesis al-

ready large enough to settle the question
forever. There remains, as a proper for-

mality, the public and official announcement from Washington that the votes have
“been counted, and the work is done.

We looked for that statement from the
The birth-day of
President on the 22d ult.
Washington would have been a fitting
Per* time to proclaim that grand result.

haps Gen. Grant may be interiding to wait

till the fourth of March, and so signalize
the first anniversary of his entrance upon
his work as President. -Perhaps he may be
generously waiting for some states that
have

their votes

been delinquent to record

"jn its favor, so that they mdy be reported in
the official proclamation. Possibly he may

be waiting for Kentucky to accept the inevitable witha show of reason, or for New
Jersey to forget hier railroads long enough
to think of public justice, or for New York
to wipe out the disgrace of her gttempt to
unsay the word ‘‘equality” which broke
from her lips a year ago. The nation and
the negro can afford to do without the votes
of these laggard and sullen states, if they
must; but the states themselves are flinging
_ away a golden opportunity and leavinga
record over which after years will
The amendment isa fact, and must

cepted as such,
with it longers

Itis useless

blush.
be ac-

to quarrel

It is henceforth to be a part
proba-

of our organic law, and there isno

bility that it will ever be put out of the
great instrament on which our whole civil
fabric rests. For this reason we may think
of it as a question settled, a deed done.
It may be worth while to have that
amendment before us again,

now that itis

adopted. Here areits few, plain, weighty,
:
far-reaching words:
ART. 15.
Sec. 1. The right of citizens
of the United States to vote shall not be de-

nied or abridged by the United
by any

State, on account

upon the

the intelligent, the educated, the leaders

of

country, and

race,

States, or
color,

or

previous condition of servitude.
SEC.2. Congress shall have power to
enforce this article by appropriate legis-

that we

nothing to do but sit down and
By
‘over a completed task.
‘The price ot liberty is eternal
Hard work is still before us.

have now

rejoice
no

as

means.

vigilance.”
The negro

has simply gained a proper opportunity ; he

has yet much hard work before him,—many

wards

female practitioners, are

marked

symptoms of a moral disease which requires

society, as well as among the vulgar
ignorant, before women will meet with
sympathy and encouragement which
deserve.
There is ,no justice in

in

and
the
they
ob-

jegtions to female physicians ; no sound rea‘sons against their doing any honest work,

to gather,

filling any profession they please. Blind, low

self-denials not a few

prejudice, selfish bigotry, and love of monopoly prompt the opposition,not reason an
justice.
:
:

to bear, much

iand struggles and

The fate of the proposed fifteenth amendment to the United States constitution is
decided. Making allowance for all. drawwacks, leaving out of account all those
states over whose action a doubt is hanging or a legal controversy may possibly

to-

radical treatment. There is much still for
the gospel to.do, even among us,—among

‘burdens

Last.

unfrequent rudeness of male physicians

of the task undertaken by the government
when it was set by Providence to build a
new nation.
:
We do not meanby all this that the
political millennium has really dawned

wisdom

lie between him and a true -success.
He
must now. help himself, lean on his own
strength and God's, prove his capacity for
good citizenship, . silence. accusation and

There is much

of this prejudice even

the Christian church..

The

in

Christianity is equality.

‘In Christ

there is neither Jew nor

Greek,

And al! of usehave plenty to do to hold evil

primitive church had its female officers, dea-

tendencies in check, to frown down official

conesses and

corruption,

preachersif you please;

to put

a

conscience

politics both state and national,

into

our

to harmo-

nize conflicting sectional interests, to devel-

op an unselfish patriotism, to pay off our
heavy debt, to frame equity into our statutes, to exalt

honor

and

economy,

make the government at once
evil doers, a praise to

them

and

a terror to
that do well,

and a prophecy of deliverance to the oppressed peoples of the world who look toward us with hope and longing in their
weary eyes. We welcome this amendment
with gratitude; we accept it as a new reason for earnest and hopeful effort to make
this nation one whose God is the Lord.

Infallibility.
ey

—

It is a matter of no great consequence
whether the Council at Rome proclaims

the Pope infallible or not.

The time has

passed for the world to be greatly affected
by such nonsense ; there is too much liberty
of thought ; the conflict of ideas is too
violent
and sharp for such a decree to

exert much influence.

it pronounced

reveals

The

the

fears of the papal powers,

they feel it to be necessar§

desire to have

yweaknéss

and

gnd shows

that

to patch and

splinter and bolster up thelr
rickety machine of eeelesiastical despotism by extra
measures.
a
They are afraid to leave the laws of the
church in the hands of the Council, even
of papal bishops. Hitherto the enactments
of General Councils have been held to be
the voice of God and free from error. But
the spirit of liberty is penetrating the minds
of these dignitaries; there is ‘danger that
they may receive some light, cast off the
yoke of tradition ad accept the word of
God,
If they should, it would be fatal to
the Romish hierarchy, the church would be
divided, or reformations would be decreed

Jesus

male

privileges for all.

prophets,

or.exhorters
for it amounts

nor

The
and
to

the same thing.
But in many modern
churches, they are not allowed to speak or
pray; even in devotional meetings, they
are obliged to be silent, and have no vote in

business meetings; and of course are rot

of three hundred

thousand valiant men. It neutralizes those
elements which brought inthe great struggle for the nation’s life, so that this terrible
chapter

of our national history may

than was at first supposed ; the reasonings,
the appeals to justice are weighty and are
making headway.
We all

not be

repeated. It will save us from the tempta.
tion to try aud revive the old caste and
tyranny and sectionalism. It will bridle the
natural lust of power. ~It will set us at
work to harmonize the diverse elements in
our national life that we now know are to
-remain in it. It will relieve us from many
a real anxiety, and it substitutes confidence and hope for the distrust and fear
that have
so often taken the energy out of
endeavor. It puts all the states om the
same political level. It securesus against

turd

our backs on China, India,
en lands, where women are

slaves]
contemn the darkness of ancient,
times, whefvour ancestry -bought and sold
their wives and daughters in the market;

we boastof our civilization, the fruit of the
gospel, which makes women ths companions of men rather than their slaves,—which
induces man to use his strength to protect
but not to oppress his wife. The gospel
has done much for us; it has’ brought relief
to women ; it has proved their best friend,
as

they have proved most faithful and true to
it.

There isno country in the world

where

the mischiefs which might flow from a de- ‘Wemen are 80 respected, honored, loved, as
cision of thé Snprome Court, should Roger in our Christian land, and none where
Taney have a successor-on the judicial they are so ‘worthy of it. They have
bench. It guards us against the mischiefs more liberties, more privileges,
a wid.
of those spasms of popular frenzy which er range of thought and of action here

now and then threaten the life of justice
and overtarn whatever lacks the stability of

fundamental
law.
’

It will effectually restrain the local fanaticisms and the tempora-

ry cowardice that have more than once put

the most vital principles in peril, an} that

‘tend to make our boasted . republicanism a

hisand
sin
& by-word
g . So traeis it that.

than anywhere else, and that is what . gives

them superior worth and exacts respect,
But we are not wholly Christian. The

old selfish, barbarous element still lingers
among us.. We are not quite ready to break
every yoke, to strike off all thé shackles and
grant perfect liberty,—just the same liberty

that we claimrfor men. The brutal conduct
the nail which fastens civil justice to our of the male medical students -at Philadel
atal fubricis clinchedat last by phia towards the female students ; the conon

of this fifteenth amendment.”

It is the natural and fitting ‘consummation

tempi 15 behavior of some recently at
Bellevue hospital in this city; and the not

-her needy soldiers have sought relief else-

Mr.Beecher spoke in his usual effective way,

and Gen. Sherman ele@trified the vast audi-

ence

by his words

of sympathy for the

indulge in it against each other. The Chris- brave boyswho had marched and fought
tian life has some curious and grotesque ‘with him inthe great struggle against redevelopments; the material that it has to bellion.
deal with is often peculiar, and works
The hearts of the loyal pediple everywhere

strangely under, Christian

impulses.

It is

often very profitable to ridicule oddities, and

the most effectual way to cure them.
there is great danger of doing

well as good.

But

harm

Such a knife among

as

vital

In several instances, men and women,

will respond to. this appeal.
The
gave sacred pledges to'its ‘soldiers.
not

meet

them

to forget them

umredeemed..

now,

nation
Tt is

and

leave

the

mere

Of course

fact tht a man fought in the Union army does
not make it incumbent upon the nation to

of: take the scle care of him for the rest of his
rare ability and pure motives, have filled life, nor relieve him ofgghe obligation to be
periodicals, speeches and books with most an industrious and econdmic eitizen.
The
lively caricatures of the Puritans, have pro- army blue does not transform a’ character

voked many
a hearty laugh, and in some
cases have done good, by their pictures of
the peculiar developments -of that peculiar
people. But it is to be feared that,in more

less idler intoa real hero,nor give a strong,

instances,

on the nation’s altar, and who are unable to

healthy man a tight to draw as he pleases

upon the public purse. But the inficm and disabled soldiers, who laid their chief energy

the prevalent tendency to irrever-

ence and contempt of a conscientious life, 2
thoughtful, sober bearing,
has been stimulated.
There is just now akeen relish for a

the proper use

of means and forces, it is a miserable policy
to repress the great female element in the
churches. They possess a tremendous power for good, and their voices in prayer and
testimony add much to the interest and
profit of religious services; and in many
cases, they have endowments for public
preaching and for administration, of rare
excellence.
And wherever God bestows
these endowments, why should they not be
used? Why should not the sisters be at
perfect liberty to do anything for Christ that
they are able todo? Why not make ability,
rather than sex, the condition of entering any
special field of labor or sphere of activity ?
Women have preached the gospel, and done
it well. Why not give them our hearty endorsement and cordial support.
The just, the sensible,

is to fling

open

the Christian

every

insure free access to all

conscientious
questionings
so common
among the Puritans. The temptation is
strong to feed this appetite. It is vastly
more pleasant to utter what people like,
what they will receive with delight, take
with gusto, than to rebuke their follies. But
there is. a great need of checking rather
than feeding irreverence.
The laugh, the

be al-‘

Let Christians beware how they use ridicule,

lest it possibly be construed

against

godly

men or our holy religion.

Current Topics.

rule
all

—

——A

Trip

To

rE

CALIFORNIA.

We learn

emoluments, all privileges, all honors, and

that

leave it to taste, sense of duty,

supplying clergymen and the members of
their families with excursion tickets from
Chicago to San Francisco and back, during

ergy to decide who shall do

ability,

en-

this or that,

who shall lead, who shall follow, who shall
teach and who shall be taught, who shall
rule, and who shall serve.

arrangements

the coming

have

been

made

summer, for $118

each.

The

office of the c. Mare P.R. R.; they will

be issued from June 15th to July 15th, they
will be good for sixty days from the date
of issue, and will allow tlie holders to break
the journey, on the return, in order to visit
Salt Lake city, or other places.
Arrange-

ing

her

every facility and

encouragement

to become intelligent and useful, by opening'to her all fields of activity and emolu-

ment just as fully and freely as to men,
_

bib

Ridicule.
\

§7

———

‘

The very first ‘assaults upon Christianity
were by sneer and ridicule, and they have

continued ever since. They are cheap
weapons, but keen and effective, and there

is a peculiar

pleasure

in their use.

A

skilled hand can wield them with tremendous
effect and with a gusto of delight,and when
he observes his victim wince under the thrust

it affords peculiar pleasure. There is more
safety, too, in such assaults than ia argu-

ment. Argument
assertions exposed,
sneer? Here was
to do evil; he was
With the'skill of

can be answered, false
bul who can reply to a
the great power of Paine
the master of ridicule,
an artist, he perverted

every pervertible featureof religion, and
added every ridiculous idea which his im-

agination could invent, and covered the
object of his hate with a flood of biting, unscrupulous ridicule,
>

selfish

accumulation

ments

are also

in

progress

for

so as

to

to address Rev. H. D. Jen-

one, and we

do not

doubt that a large

a

two

months’

IN

THE

METHODIST

weary,

BOOK

That

has

now

been

held,

and

the result

previously

made,

and asking for confidence both in the Concern and in the managers whose procedure had been called in question; and that
of the minority, which renewed the charges,
and seemed to justify them by publishing a
part of the evidence/taken inthe course of

| the examination.

This, instead of helping

the matter, his rather served to complicate

the

question, dnd

becoming
may

The

occur

mormonism

NO account of his being

never

of

ill had

discouraged,

never

elated,

a costly work,—he rose steadily in influence
and shared in the triumph of the ideas with
which he wedded his political fortunes in

the days of his early manhood.

A clear

thinker, prompt in action, enthusiastic

and

and many significant questions are asked,to
which no very clear answers are returned.

‘We regret this state of things.

Such an

experience as this awakens a wide distrast
of the management of all our great religious institutions, of which confidence is the

very life-blood. We presume the end of
this inquiry is not yet reached.
Certainly
there ought to be a better end than this.

CARING FOR THE NATION'S DEFENDERS.
An enthusiastic meeting was held in New

——

——Is THERE A REASON?
The Kzaminer
mentions the growthof the Freewill Baptists
with apparent surprise, and more than suggests that there is now no good reason for
their existence, since nearly all Protestant

sects have accepted the doetrineof the freedom of the will, But the Ezaminer should

have, and one more;—we
‘munion, after the example

are open comof the oldest

Baptist churches in England, and

the

most

which ancient Baptists, as

well as thou“a

——Two

OpreN

Cauraes.

CoMMUNION

This is

a

BAPTIST

favorite

item

Baptist papers, often repeated;
wholly erroneous.

thousand such

There are

in

but it is

nearer

two

churches than two. It.

hardly fair, not at all generous, in
Baptist denomination, to exclude all who
become open-communionists, and
deny
that they are any lopger Baptists, and
brand them
they did the

with some other
Freewill Baptists,

publish that ‘“ there

name,
as
and then

are} only

two

open

communion Baptis{ churches in America,
one in California, and one in Newport,

R.1.”
ANOTHER DISCLAIMER. The note published last week, respecting the communication from the Cumberland Q. M. Ministers’ Conference in review of the article
entitled"¢* Two Pictures from Life,” brings
us another disclaimer from the writer of
that article, in which he states that he
was not aware that this subject was to be
considered, or he should have been presenf, that he
was not referring
number of the Cumberland Q. M.

to any
and is

sure that the brethren of the Conference
are laboring
under a misapprehenson of
the facts. We make this reference to the
matter instead of publishing the communication, and

see no

reason

ther presentation of the

for

any

subject

fur-

in these

columns.

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.The
slope
of this Institation, now lying before us, ¥ndicates a large attendance of pupils and a
cheering prosperity. The Faculty is reported as embracing twelve instructors,
and the aggregate number of pupils in
the various departments is 501,—of which
311

are

gentlemen,

and

190

are

ladies.

Four different courses of study are provided, and the supply

of

facilities

of various

kinds at Whitestown is ample and such as
students will not fail to appreciate.

| Denominational News and Notes.
Storer College.— State Aid.
Herel am,intheW. Va. Senate Chamber,
anxiously waiting. for Senate Bill, No. 27,
which has for a week and more been alternating between Senate and Educational
Committee.
Railroad Bills, Municipal
Bills and Joint Resolutions have had their
tarn, but No. 27 comes up only to be refer-.
red. Here it comes again, and now another

from his friends and always a favorite with
the public, at once a shrewd diplomatist
and a solid Statesman,—his death is a sore

terested to know that Senate Bill No. 27 proposes to establi-h a State Normal school at

bereavement to his country and a serious
loss to the world.

——AID FOR THE FREEDMEN,

The

Freed-

men in Washington are in need of help. A
correspondent informs us that in the south.

ern part of the

city alone, there ard more

one

Some of the readers of the Star may be inStorer College, under

the

partial

patron-

age of the State of W. Va. Whether this Bill
will pass the House or not,is still uncertain.
Its fate will be fixed days before the readers
of the Star see this letter. When it is remembered that two years ago it was with
great difficulty that a charter was secured

for Storer College, we certainly have reason

than eight thousand colored people destitute
of adequate church and Sabbath school

to thank God. fer progress.

improve their condition, they have

and

‘The measure of success we have thus far
privileges. They are ignorant and wretch- achieved is due to ‘the united efforts of
ed, and however much they may desire to Judge Hooke, an honored son of Hillsdale,
not the

suspi- @pportunities for doing so. The public
raise the query, whether the school funda do not make proper provisions

The public is still far from being satlsfied,

the enterprise isin every way worthy the
assistance it asks.

amendment, and now it has passed!
Republican only voting against it.

even to awaken

cions and
Committee has not been swayéd by some
of the influences that were at work in the
Concern to secure profitable contracts to favorites,at the risk of integrity and the funds.

England states

before thé coming summer to solicit contributions for this end. We are assured that

daring yet always considerate; of commanding presence, fluent, forcible and magnetic in speech, winning golden opinions

appears in two conflicting reports,—that of
the majority, virtually retracting the allega- | tion of mismanagement

outhreak

to forsgpke them when to hold them fast was

The report of the Committee,
months since, unfolded just

enough to awaken grave suspicions, whet
curiosity, and call cut a charge of unfairness and severity from one party, aud the
counter charge of whitewashing from another. The Methodist public was not satisfied, and the lagger general public insisted
that the procedure more resembled a solemn farcethan a grave and. thorough inquiry. The public sentiment was such as
almost,compellcd a second investigation,

in Salt Lake

are

never presumptuous, never satisfied with
what he had become and attained, keeping
his faith, refusing either to barter his principles even when the bribe was large, or

Concern.
The investigation into the alleged frauds connected with the management of this great publishing: house, has,so
far, been very perplexing and far from
satisfactory.
made
some

A serious

the
to
Reru-

reported in detail.
Mr. Burlingame’s career has been both
remarkable and brilliant. He is a striking
example of the possibilities bound up in a
young man, in this country, who gives
himself with heart and will and patience
to the work. before him. He rose from
comparative obscurity, burst upon the attention of the public as suddenly as Wendall Phillips, and then worked on, never

vaca-

will probabiy visit the New

he

previously reached us, and nothing is yet

tion, and send them off where their experience could hardly fail to broaden their views,
inspire their hearts, and make them stronger, in many ways, for their work.
——FRAUDS

head

some years past, took the country quite by
surprise.

number of clergymen ‘will avail themselves
of it to see some of the most striking features of the American continent. Churches
would do a fitting thing for their pastors, if
they would make up the requisite fund
for them, givethem

whose

——MR. BURLINGAME’S DEATH.
The brief
announcement of the death of Hon. Anson
Burlingame,
whose rélation to the political
life of China has been so important for

at reduced rates.
Those proposing to go
in accordance with these arrangements,

a rare

a threat-

the last fifteen years in Utah is hastening to
its end, and after the breaking up we may
reasonably hope for something less foolish
and godless.

accommodate

to be

at

fill the air

One thing is obvious.

securing

are needed to put the freedmen, in this section of Washington, in possession of suitable church and school buildings. An agent

of

at any moment, though it may be delayed
by temporary compromises.
Some intelligent men there predict Brigham's departure
and another attempt to locate in Arizona.

from San Francise > to the Yo Semite valley,

are requested

assuming

Desperate measures

common.

those residing in New England or New
York; and excursions will be provided for

kins, Joliet, I11.
This opportunity promises

system

mors and threats

City.

excursion tickets to Chicago and back, from
points in the east,

is daily

stands. The handwriting is plainly on
wall, and it is useless for him to pretend
be blind to it or ignorant of its meaning.
cent events are significant. All sorts of

tickets will be sdid only in Chicago, at the

If nature has fixed relations we need not

and

ecclesiastical

for

add our decree ;let nature do its work. Males

and females will find their true places, all
the better, if weights and fettirs are removed. Women have led armies, ruled empires,

his

ening attitude. He has gone so far in his defiance of the authority of the government
that Congress seems pretty nearly ready to
grapple squarely with its mormon antagonist; and the influx of gentiles, and the
power of modifying influence felt consequent
upon the completion of the Pacific road
show him the utter impossibility of maintaing
much longer the political
and

and cherish all possible tenderness of conscience and reverence for sacred things.

equal

sands of modern ones, gloried.

voke protests;

from

be ‘an

Thirly thousand. dollars

——TaE UTAH QUARRELS. BrighamYoung’s

serious,

mourishment

of pride.

troubles multiply.
His egotism offends
many of his old subjects ; his exactions pro-

ilege.

but rather put on restraint, check the tide,

no

cause

distinguished Baptist preachers, like Rohert
Hall, Carson, Bunyan,
Spurgeon,
and
Noel. We are called to give testimony in
favor of the historic doctrine of liberty,
toleration, freedom at the Lord's table, in

Christian men; we need not help the rapid
slide from carefulness to looseness of life ; we
ought not to add to the tide of. degradation,

now demand

door of activity,
employments,

is

a work that should be done ungrudgingly as

wealth creates a distrust of his apparent devotion to the church; his tyranny has roused
a pretty large number of influential men
into open and organized opposition to his
authority, so that the schism is already

sneer,

promote either result should

ence and growth that ‘* Regular Baptists”

upon them, should never

the making of a proper provision for them

the

ment that there was to fight for their freedom, and the fact of having sacrificed to

dependent

a duty, and with cheerful haste as a priv:

‘As a question of economy,

and

care properly for themselyes and for those

and more willing and faithful. ¢

fears,

away

know that ¢ Freewill” is an accidental
elongation of our name; that we are Baptists, and have the same reason for exist-

lowed to suffer. We all owe them far more
than they will ever ask or really need, and

straint, and cast off the - anxious

cured, or hundreds will wander

there, while others have been compelled be Tost. These unfortunate people are
to go to the poor-house on Blackwell’s is- peculiarly the care
of the north. There =
land.
These
facts were -<impressively should be the same eagerness to contribute
brought out at the recent meeting, at which for their intellectual and moral improve-

eligible to any office. Can’ any one give a
reason why they should be thus restricted ? laugh at the expense of careful piety; the
Is it because they are incompetent?
The whole tendency is to license, to a free and
fact is, they are quite as competentas men, easy life, to yieldto indulgence without re-

by a liberalized Council. Could Rome commanded ships, rescued seamen, sculptendure such an event ? It would be ter- ured marble, thrilled the multitudes with elrible to have men think, have opinions, oquence,done the drudgery of the household,
lation. and advocate doctrines and polities not scrubbed, delved, worked with brain and
The fourteenth amendment, adopted in
first suggested at Rome.
How could the muscle, and done it well. - Why should we
1868, answers the-gquery, Who are citizens?
old Harlot endure such irregularities ?
object P
with equal brevity and clearness. It says:
To avoid» such a calamity, itis proposed
We need women with us. in all the walks
All persons born or naturalized in.the to pronounce the Pope infallible, to give
of life; in our public schools, in our colleg-United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United him the right to speak for the whole church, es, in business circles, in religious labors,in
States and of the States wherein they re- to decide all questions, make and change civil duties; and they need to be with us.
laws, and speak with the authority of God, The association will do us and them good.
side.
This last amendment clinches the nail just as the General Councils have hegeto- They are said to be trivial, fanciful, given
which the Emancipation Proclamation, the fore done. So far as the Protestant world to fashion, show and vanity. Give them a
triumph of the national cause on the field is concerned, it matters not whether infal- wider range of occupation, open more aveof battle, the various acts of Congress, and libility is assumed for Council or Pope. nues of honor and profit, ‘make their lives
their possible
sucthe thirteenth and fourteenth amendments It is a falsehood in either case ; a usurpation more varied and
have all united in driving home.
They which Christ will destroy with the ¢ sword cesses - more numerous, and we shall
destroyed slavery; this buries it. They of his nfputh,” and that sword can do its add to their breadth of character, strength
dignity of judgment.
secured liberty; this guards it.
They work just as effectually in one case as the of purpose and
Every boy and girl is ambitious to
* made the negro aman and a citizen; this other. Itis just as big a lieto assert that
paralyzes every arm that may be lifted the voice of three or four hundred prelates stand wellin market. The higher the deagainst his manhood and citizenship in the is the voice of God, as that the bulls of the mands of the market, the more good qualifuture.
They declared his civil freedom; Pope are his voice. It will soon be seen ties they will feel it necessary to possess,
this guarantees his civil equality.
They that both are just as impotent as they are to meet them.
When women are more honored and lovproclaimed his fitness for the ballot and false and wicked.
What Protestants need, is to become ed for being intelligent, of sound judgment,
, recommended that it be given him ; this puts
more skillful in using the ‘sword of the sober taste and noble purpose,than for gayit into his hand, all over the country, on
their teachings and | ety,beauty and style, they will strive for the
the same terms that it is offered to his Spirit;” to conform
paler fellow citizen. They shielded him practices more perfectly to this infallible substantial endowments; when there is
more
with th¢
mgis of the republic; this defends word ; to be more Christlike, united and more use for these higher endowments,
all the attacks that naturally abundant in Christian labors; and when fields for their employment, more rewards
the dogma of state sovereign- they are, they will make the Pope and the for their possession, they will be sought
devil more nervous even and fearful than more earnestly and more generally posspoilers andjset him on his feet; this builds they are now. They cannot withstand the sessed.
0
tle within which he may stand keen blade of truth, and the power of holy
And as we enlarge the sphere of women,
>
1 his assailants at bay. They. lives and aggressive labors.
and thus elevate their character, we shall
and hold
elevate men. , When women are more nohelp hint
in. his weakness; this enables
‘Woman's Sphere.
ble, man will be impelled by a tremendous
him t6 help himself and outgrow his weak:
yp
ness.
impulse, the social demand, to make himThe woman question is becoming more
self worthy of their companionship.
Men
This result is one to rejoice over.
It
and more practical, and subject to the se- |
does not bring us indemnity for the past. vere test of argument and facts. The hour will never go much in advance of womThe
That is impossible, But it does give us se- of sentiment has passed; ridicule and sneer en; they will not lag much behind.
curity for the future. Itgarners the fruits have finished their mission; the case has only path to the highest possible developof the war. Itbrings a real harvest from become serious ; the problem demands deep ment of man’s nature, is tg keep woman by
those fields sown with the bravery and en- and sober reflection. There is more in it his side, and this can only be dome by giv-

riched with the blood

of utterance, that Christians even sometimes

true spirit of organs is fraught with peril.

allay distrust by his deeds,and earn a place
and a reputation as other men earn them,before be has a right to demand deference.

female,” but equal

fusion is discovered in a religious institution ;if any oddities, absurdities or follies in doctrine or practice are discovered, masters of
wit and enemies to Christ make the assault
in high glee, and sparkle and flash as if
doubly inspired.
th
:
Such is the relish man has for this style

for their education, aid the result is, that
thousands are in not much better condition
in this respect than when they Were in
slavery. Ia the section of the city of which

he writes, the whites and blacks are about

Hon.

George

Ferry.

Koonce, of Harper's

Jk;

’.

;

Another evidence of progress is that &

Freewill Baptist minister, Rav. A. D. Williaws, Is appointed State Superintendent of

Free Schools.

Bro,

W.

receives his ap-

pointment at the request of three-fourths of

equal, but while there are twenty-five
gchools for the former, there are only fourteen for the latter. With no one to care
for or instruct them it is but natural that
they should wander into sin and crime, and

the legislators of the State. Let us hope
that under the new admistration, the colored children may get the aid which they deserve. But for the Registration law, which
disfranchises rebels; W. Va., like Maryland
and Kentucky, would be in the hands of

invitation or a welcome, and the inevitable
tendency 1s to Sabbath breaking and idleness.

parties ave this year represented by some of

that the hospitals and prisons should have a her old masters, Even now sorfegare creeplarge majority of “colored inmates. Hardly ing into power. Itishy no means’ certain
a white church in the city extends them an that with the XVth amendment the Ripub
-licans can hold W. Va. much longer.

their ablest men.

Ex, Gov. Pierpont

Both
and

It is proposed to improve the condition Mr. Flick lead the twenty-four Republicans
Quasi-infidels, semi-Christians and bias | York, last week, whose object wasthe en. | of this class of citizens
by affording them of the House, while Daniel Lamb and Ben.
phemous opposers, abound in buch weapons listment
of sympathy and effort in the work church and educational privileges. ""A'8ab. | Jam’n Smith lead as many Democ
rats. Eight
still. They are their common weapons
of building a 8o'diers’
for-.the aged, bath school has already been established. or ten nondeseripts have no leader.
attack, and they are often used with strangeof infirm and disabled menHome
who defended the A hall for Sunday service has been secured,
The Negro is by no.means out of W. Va.
earnestness and skill: This we
expect. nation’s life on the field. Some other States which is capable of seating five hundred; politics. Only: a tew days
since a fossil who
If a Christian minister falls into sin; if a havesuch Homes ; the great Empire Stato
has but such is their eagerness to her
the truth disgraces the nme of Howard, ingroduced a
church gets into a wrangle ; if financial son- been so far delinquent, that
that
ampler
accommodations i
more or less of
so-

Retolution to withdraw the assent of W.
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precious revival here.

have professed conversion.
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been a very |

Forty united

address Deacon Ebenezer
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7
. J. G. Munsey and wife gratefully acknowledge

have united with the M. E. Church.

This has been the most powerful work of

and

was good,

‘The examination

bition.

Some

Smith, Strafford Cen-

ter, N. H.

with the church at the last covenant meet——.
The winter term of this institution closed ings, and others are expected to join,

Feb. 8th, with an examination

all hope of resuming his labors for the present.
A faithful minister, is needed in that field. Any
one wishing for a sphere of service, is invited to

a donation

from their

Pierce of M.
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more.
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the | in Christ.

and

spirit of the Lord is moving upon the hearts
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We expect to have
must do to be saved.
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Q. M.

and some
in Christ.

have

found

in

which

was

and

in their pastor.

church.
season who have united with the
At North Scriba, A. E. Wilson is laboring.
The house is crowded with attentive listeners, and a large number have recently been
converted. His residence is a good parsonage near the meeting house. All are per-

that they praise the
.
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and altogether anxious
1

and pray

‘ass
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needed

much

Parsonage

for

brethren

and
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go
fluence is felt north

2

and

south.

seven thousand dollars, two thousand of which
is yet to be provided for. After looking over the
field, we were surprised at the energy and perseverance with’ which the enterprise has been
Truly our people are becoming quite
pushed.

pect, J. M. Langworthy is laboring, with a
probable,

excellent

opening

for planting

our standard in a large town, abouf twenty
of Prospect,

north

miles
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at the

when they

execution,
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day school, with aspirations upward for | have a strong church.
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learn of its success.
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Evansville

is a good

place

for a

school.

The people are intelligent and enterprising,

en-

appreciate literary

and consequently

terprises. It will cost time and money to
build up a first class school here, but it.
can be done, and the trustees seem fully
alive to the work. They now have a bill
Lefore

tha legislature

for

a

change

of

charter So as to allow the Free Baptists to
have full control of the school.

The Meth-

odists, howevir, are fighting it to the best

of their, ability, and are leaving no stone
unturned to accomplish their purpose.
the
But no particular sect can lay claim to
always
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Institution
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superv
the
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the day, urging his neighbors to generous deeds ;
but at the hour of starting for the church, he

complained of not feeling well, and

suggested

that we, with his family, should go on, and if
he felt better, as he hoped to soon, he would

come to church.
“We had searcely reached the
when

a messenger

came

in

meeting house,

imitations

nothing.

great haste for his

pledges,

So

connected

e
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eurrent

new

and

friends over-

Whelmed with grief. Such was the dedication
at Norwich.

Heaven comfort them.—G, H. B.,
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Lien on the entire property and franchises of the Goms
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Of the entire Loan of
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Of the remaining
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The Morning Star has given very
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CURTIS,

the cost about | and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect | 1+ ¥ Clark

fully finished, and commodious,

At Pros-

tensive through traffic from the day of its completion ;

of this map.

10,00
13,00

BENEFICIARIES.
H per wi Dudley

F. B, MIS§,

ow:

while, in the development of the extencive agricultural and mineral resources of Virginia and West Virginia, it possesses, along its own line, the elements of
a large and profitable local business.
Thus the great interests, both general and locals
which demand the completion of the CHESAPEAKE
AND OH10 RAILROAD to ithe Ohio River, afford the

that the initials are H. H.”
Map of Palestine, 29 x 39 inches, mounted on rol 1ers, will be mailed post-paid on receipt of $1.50.
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GENERAL FUND,
Rev E A Stockman, Pittsfield, N H
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it will

and all sorts of maps and pictures. Great induc Cments offered. The American Agriculturist say 8:
“We have already spoken favorably of the relab le
character of the House of H. H. Lloyd & Co. Notice
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Concord, N, H.

PENN.

Company.

ing transportation between the Atlantic seaboard
and Europe on the one hand, and the great producing

They wish for energetic Agents to canvass for their

4,
45,00

.

1st Ossipee & Wakefield ch.N H.per A'D Fairbanks

moreover prevented it from turning gray. If the proprietors of these articles did not send the sisters an

ing rapidly; .is just now brought “into bithe
i
”
by two important R. Roads passing
world,”

revival more. | through

W

Mass, per §

Columbia ch. N Y. per C H Jackson
Shapleigh, Me. per U Chase
Rev 8S P Fernald, Melvin Village,
NH

oh n Candia,

Railroad

system and water transportation of the great West and

H. H. LLOYD, & CO.,

“

~

Alton,

Ohio

| Southwest, forms

Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,

20,35
100,00

Hanson Cook, Lewiston, Me. per W H Bowen
Ch in Pierpout, N Y. per Wm Whitefield

Ringmarks, and gave to the complexion a most distingue (Sorosian) and marble-like appearance (dangerous to men, no doubt): and that Lyon’s Kathairon
made the Hair grow thick, soft and awful pretty, and

Inaab:tants; 18 grow

ten thousand

Pers nearly

FREEDMEN’S

B F Chesley.

and

Chesapeake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of re
liable navigation, and thus, with the entire Railroad

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York,

e call attention

Mrs L Ladd, Enosburg Falls, Vt
A friend
Ist Rochester eh. N H. per G J Abbott
G W Prescott $2; M Ulmer $1; Dex E Prescott $1
So Montville, Me. Charlie Cross, Searsmont,
Me. ,17, per E Knowlton
E Drew $3; B Drew $2, Lincoln, N H
8 R Libby, Charles St ch. Dover. N H
Col Bowdoin Q M. Me. per A W Purinton

fear of contra-

as it is our first successful: attempt to plant a invoice, they are not smart.
:
:
fi
A
ey A
At Lowville, | church there, in any considerable village. Norfectly united in their pastor.
i
i
.
.
.
G. C. Waterman is stationed, having the iy is te Sapital of Chshioge Souy »num- | A COUGH, COLD, ORSORE

Ohesapeake

Bonds

THE

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, connecting the
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbors of the

tions of

.
PL
F000 8 Ce'y on note per EKnowlton >|
nolia Balm overcame Sallowness, Rough Skin and | R0% GUAT

Dedication at Norwich,
Our church at Norwich was dedicated Feb.
22d, according to notice. It was an interesting
event to our churches in that part of the state,

heart of the church and congregation fully, |

i

1st Strafford eh. N H. per D L Edgerly

with beauty, it was their right—yea, their duty—to
seek i it where they could. - So they all voted thatx Mag-

.

all Drug2m7

State Japs,

Curtis Home Mission Soc. Lawrence,

Mrs

Movigage
OF

CONSUMPTIVES.

+

dress

ky 3m42

Mission.

M Durell
Shapleigh, Me. per U Chase

to Hair preparations and Pimple Banishers.

First

formation Which he conceives to be invaluable; and | other.

:

Ch in Lowell, Mass. per L.G Howe
A friend to Home Missions
Bro Chubb $1; Mrs Lucy Chubb, $1; Mrs Wm
Hatch $2, Lawrence, Mass
Ch In Candia, N H. per W J Dudley

“Nev”

and

special confidence and satisfaction the

Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread in-

Rev J D Waldron, No Lawrence, St Law. Co.NY
A W Purington, Bath; Me
EY

Home

intrinsic -merit

tal and the confidence of investors—we now offer with

SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, ete. The object of the advertiser in sending the

21

EXPRESE.

Com,

woman’s

by

improvement whose

substantial character entitle them to the use of Capi-

mo all who desire

Rev J Runnells, Tamworth I W. N H
Sor0sIS

and

of internal

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having
suffered several years with a severe lung affectio! n,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to

‘Joel Baker, Amesbury, Mass

&ec., are the most delicious we have ever tasted.
LADIES’

CO., Proprietors,

TO

Rev A Moulton, Derby Line, Vi

diction say that the blanc mange, puddings, custards,

THE

&

Mailed for 60 cents.

the

holders of Capital and to those great National works

magnifies
West to the sea
from the
et
them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
cost
Parties wishjng the prescription will please ad- | one of national consequence, and insures to it an ex-

+ J Blackstone, 347 Chartres St. New Orleans,
C H Staples, Osceola Mills, Wis
A G Uilibridge, Pike, N Y
Carley Phillips, Whitestown,
N'Y
Amos Whitcher, Benton, N H
D L Guernsey, Concord, N H
Rev M H Tarbox, Dover. Me
C Steward, Fairmont,
Martin Co. Min
8 A Stowe, Viinnesota Lake, Minn

superintend their own kitchens, physicians, nurses,
dyspeptics and invalids of every class bear witr ess of
these facts.
To this mass of indorsements we unhes-

ly changed their discussions from

want, and rendering a valuable service—both, to

I wish to

he hopes Peery Pugs will try his erielly:

declared that where nature had not endowed them | Bev E B Fairfield, Hillsdale, Mich. interest]

"
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summer
]
oh

past
ith the

the

during
.

more

a dozen or

I think,

baptized,

‘Hehas

HARRISON

gists,

Books Forwarded,

Rev § H Barr-tt, Rntlank, Meigs Co. Ohio

pared from it can not be obtained even at an-extravagant cost, from any other souice. Scientific Committees, hotel keepers, professional cooks, ladies who

gan with the week of prayer.

united

well

-are

community

Both
:

Assured that, in the selection and negotiation of su-

perior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public

spread abroad the great benefit I have derived from
the use of DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES.
Ihave suffered years from the worst Pile
OSE, until I found
1 USED EVERYTHING TO NO PI
the Lozenges; in less than a month I was cured, and
have only to resort to them when costiveness RETURNS, and always find instant relief. 8. 0. NEAL.
For sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A.

“
P Huge. Middieport, eles Co. Ohio

Star.’

witvout

PERSIAN

THE WORST PILES CURED.

LER

HoYT,

itatingly add our own; and

built

Rideout—E Redlon—G § Rodgers—8
W-Smith—8 W Stiles—E D Tarbell—S N Tufts—8 R Taylor—N 8 Todd—A Titus—S Thompson—W F VanTuyl—g
L VanEppo—8 D Willis—M C Walters—W E Whiting—G
W Ware—W H Waldron—J White—W Wulker—D Wood-

the waters,He has planted the elements of wholesome
nourishment on the rocks, in the shape of Sea Moss,
from which the SEA Moss FARINE is made.
This
new article has everywhere won ‘‘golden opinions of
all sorts of people,” and the housekeepers of the land
generally regard it in the double light of a staple necessary and a delicious luxury; for while its use lessens the expense of living, the exquisite dishes pre-

WALKER.

lor FOALS

HH, and

demanded for
Secs iis b 1 seription used (free of charge), with the directions for | West Trunk Lime, so imperatively
preparing and using the same, which they will find a the accommodation of the immense and rapidly-growB Stevens—S D & H

Fatenon Be

Coron

“Bread Cast upon 'the Waters.”
If the
Great Providence has not literally cast bread upon

AvGusTa, ME. A note from Rev. C.F.
Penney informs us that the church of which
he is pastor is now enjoying some revival
interest. About twenty have within a few
days professed conversion. The work be-

At Gilbert's Mills,N. Y., is W. R. Stone,
parsonage

R. A.

our druggist

PER ORDER.

Macomber—J H Verrall—G 8 Nuttifg—E_P Negus—J C|

Hillsdale, Mich., Feb. 14, 1870.

peace in believin
M. A. QuIMBY.,

Wu.

* Morning

Notices.
rs

the means of cure.
H Morton—2 Mack—R W Miller—J D_Marunville—H_W | make knownto his fellow-sufferers
a copy of the preit, he will send

4. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to
the family of the deceased; and be published
in the several journals of this city,in the **ChrisJ. PHILLIPS, JR.
W. BisHop,

Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this

Abbott of Oregon,

you will get the best known rame[OTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Manpfactured only
by B. F. Rackley,Dr uggist, Dover, N. H. Price
$1.00 per bottle.
‘6m i]

Office Addresses.

-

and

Feb. 10, Mr, A. A.

dy for REMOVING

M Atwood—E M Abbott—J Brown—J Barden—S Buzzeli—W H Butler—A A Briggs -A W Bailey—J W Brown
—A W Bean—R Chase—G
W_ Cortiss—J L Cotton—R
Covk—D B Cowell—W Clark—W Campbell—L Cummings
—B Cogswell—R Dearing—% S Dutton—O
Day—O B
Dudley—D W Edwards~A W_Ensign—J Erskine—E D
Lewis—B Ellis—J M Farnam—Mrs 8 E Fessenden—C C
Foster—L A Fernald—E T Gates—L B Gleason—A Griffeth—J R Grigsby—Emma A Hill—I Hyatt—P Hugg—GW
Howe—J
Hulchinson—Mrs
8 Holbrook—P
Hulitt—E
Hutchins—T G Hatter—J W Heelmer—J A Howe-O CO
Inptafinim=G H Jones—D Jaesson—A Jdnes—Z Johnson
F Jewell—C Joslen—J H Jordan—S C Judd—J A Lowell—Mrs J M Langworthy—J N Liscomb—3 R Manning—

2. That,in thedeceased the Amphictyon Society

:

country and Europe, have shown that the First Mort.
gage Bonds of wisely-located
and honorably- managed |
Railroads are promptly recognized and rcadily taken
as the most suitable, safe, and advantageous form of
investment, yielding a more liberal income than can
hereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and
available to take their place.
:

Letters Received.

3
Lous Johan Jleused ay SIL Wise Sod lore

tian Freeman”

Morse
of Dansville, and Miss

Walling of O.

Rev. P. W. Belknap, Rock Creek, Ill,
“
D, Jackson, Pike, Wyoming Co., N. Y.
‘
E.D. Lewis, Prairie City, Ill

«he

widow’s God.

Rev. D. J. Whit-

COMPANY, and the popularity and credit which these

March 9, at 10 o’clock,
2

Post

Memoriam.

:

recently

February 15th, 1870,

The remarkable success which gtténded our negotiation of the Loans of the CEG PACIFIC RAIL
ROAD COMPANY and the WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD

Josephine Dicter of Sparta.
—Jn Oneonta, N. Y., Feb: 2, by Rev. G. P. Ramsey,
‘Mr. N. B. Horrington of Hartwick, and ‘Mis Melissa

AS

Q.M. will hold its next session in the

AM.

Feb. 17,.Mr, Wm.

’

No. 5 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,

v

pecial

WM. WALKER, Clerk, A

by Esq. Kallock, commencing

DEALERS IN GOVERNMENT
SECURITIES,

A. Hamblin,

Wis., and Miss I, M. Miller of O,

Openiug sermon,

town of Dalton, in the meeting-house

has lost a valued and earnest brother; the afflicted family, a revered and beloved protector.
8. That we,asla society,do most earnestly sympathize with the stricken family, in their unutterable sorrow; and,in their desolation, would commend them to the gracious care of Him who
promises to be the father of the fatherless and the

NorTH ParMA, N.Y. The revival interest still continues at this place. Over
one hundred have been reclaimed and converted. Thirty-one have been baptized,
and’ forty-six have united with the church.
We are expecting that many more will
unite with the church,—indeed several are
at present awaiting an opportunity to do

Young Men as Pastors.

church

AROOSTOOK

Resolved.
That
in
this dispenation
we
recognize
a
hand directed
by
him
who
would instruct and bless, while he chastens and
bereaves.

A. W. ENsieN,

80.

a good

riday, 2 o’clock, P. M.

BANKERS AND

r. Geo. Surck of Sparta, and Mrs, Jane Youngs

of 8.

service of God on
Sunday in March,
Rev. G. H. Ball,
are invited to atA. H. BARKER,

11, 12.“

Offs of FISK & HATOH,

Rev. A. Griffeth, Mr James O.
J. Davis. Feb, 9, Mr. George

In Springwater,N. Y., Nov. 3, by

|
ing,

ROCHESTER Q. M. will hold its next session with
the. Fairport church, March

Exton. therefore

Epsom, N. H. We are enjoying a precious revival of God’s work in this place.
The church is quickened and active in the
work, and quite a number are anxious,

Jy, W. DuNJEE.

purchased by the church last spring.

ad

DanIEL OSBORN.

Feb. 14.

every place, and we hope soon to organize
one or two new churches and a new

occupying

N. Y., will be dedicatedto the
the Saturday before the second
at 11 o'clock, A. M. Sermo
Brethirén from other churches
tend.

is| gy of Hillsdale College,on the death of J.H.

faith | gaton:

cer.

Dedication.
; The F. Baptist church at Springville, Erie Co.,

Resolutions adopted by the Amphictyon Socie- | worth—J Webber,

GREEN OAK, MicH, This church has of
late received some mercy drops from our
heavenly Father. Yesterday three happy
converts followed their Lord"in the ordinance of baptism, and others will soon do
likewise. We are looking for numbers yet
who will give their hearts to the Lord.
The indications are good that we shall
see a gracious revival of Christian interest.

We are having a rebaptism on Sunday.
vival feeling in nearly all of our mission
churches. Rev. J. W. Roame, from Baltimore, baptized fourat Shepherdstown, two
weeks ago. There are some to be baptized at
the Ferry, who have been converted during
this session ofthe school. Ihave baptized
eleven in Winchester recently, and the
revival is yet going on. Bro. Roame ig laboring there in my absence. We are also
having many additions from the C. Baptists
by letter at Winchester. Our school at the
Ferry numbers over one hundred and fifty
pupils, and is in a most prosperous condition, having connected
with it ten or
twelve young men who are preparing for
the ministry. Nearly all of them go out
and hold meetings on Sandays, and preach
the word of Christ to good acceptance.
The

professed

15 have

and

manifested,

for

meetings

holding

At

Bvhertisements.

E)

H. Fordham, Jr., and Miss
Hattie E.
Mo re
Feb. 16, Mr. E. H, Morgan and Mrs. S. E. Spen-

Wm,
rill.

=
>}

been

interest

a deep

also,

Gliddenburg,

In

7

In New York City, Feb. 1, by Rev. C. E. Blake, Mr.

Notices and Appointments,

J. TILLINGHAST, Cl&ck.

the Church.

peace :which passeth all understanding.

—
have

have joined

Some 45 have come into possession of that

The Work’in Virginia.
We

Thirteen

In Locke, Jan. 19, by
Foster and Miss Sarah

Wanted.—J.P. Frrom

A. Pearsall and Miss Martha

ordinance of baptism; also on the 20th, six | address is South Hill, Bradford Co., Pay

aterbury Center, Vt.

a

:

expression. So popular, indeed, has the American 0. A. Canney of Center Harbor, and Mrs. M. E. Beat
Organ become, that much music has been compose ty of Holderness, Mr. Frank fi. Cram and Miss M
for it expressly, and it also sustains a glorious part in Kate Woodman, both of M.
connection with other instrunients.
This popularity
In Augusta, Feb, 15, by Rey. C. F. Penney, Thomas
is constantly increasing, and to this result the enter- .J.-Sanfordof Bowdoinham, and Miss Maggie J, Meprising firm we have
already mentioned are contribu Manus of Brunswick.
ung Jory largely by the great superiority of their inIn Monmouth, Me., F(b,20, by Rey. C. Bean, Mr,
struments,
.
Ty
Moses B. Sylvester of Wayne, and. Miss Mary Ju

of pupils and

1

EL

.

a
In Meredith Village, Feb. 5, by Rev. J. Erskin e, Mr

of music are in no way so appreciable as when one of
these grand instruments is made the medium of their

grace I ever saw. But it need not be ton, N. H., amounting to $60.
evinced study on the part
Rev. A. Griffeth and wife tender their thanks
rs.
wondered at, -for the people had a mind to
teache
the
of
part
the
on
thoroughness
to the church in Summer Hill for a donation of
, The Exhibition spoke well for the instruction work. Christians of whatever name for$50,645, on the evening of Jan. 13.
. received, and the speakers would compare got the things behind, and earnestly laborRev. H, P. Mansur and wife would gratefully
t
ed
for
the
advancemen
of
the
cause
of
During
g.
trainin
longer
of
those
with
well
acknowledge
a donation of $34,19 from their
|
‘
God.
“The
desire
of
their
hearts
has
been
ted
the Fall term, there were 113 connec
friends of the Newfield and North Shapleigh Ungiven
them.
The
notice
of
a
revival
at
there
wititer
the
with the school, and in
ion Society, Feb. 17.
:
were 62. During the winter term there Alba is not correct, It should have been"
Rev. G. W, Cortis and wife return thanks for
East Lroy.
J. L. PHOENIX, JR.
was a good religious interest, the Students’
a silver ice pitcher from their friends in Gardiand
ed,
attend
well
was
g
Prayer meetin
MIDDLEPORT AND HUNTINGTON, O. Good ner, Me., and for a donation of $65, Feb. 3.
the love of the Father has led some hearts
Rev. J. Hayden and wife are very grateful to
revivals have recently been enjoyed in
to seek his favor. Some tell us of -sins fortheir friends in Sacurappa, Me., for a visi
and
these places. To the church in the former gifts, on the evening of Feb. 15.
given, who at the first of the term saw no
place, twenty-four have been added under
Ordination,
light before them.
the labors of Rev. 1. Z. Haning. To the
At the. last session of the Steuben & Branch
The teachers are truly pious and make
Huntington church, where Rev. J. W. Q. M., held at North Bethel, Feb. 12th and 13th,
religion the first’ business in life; so they
has been laboring, twenty-two have
Martin
in compliance with a request from the North
are able to help those under their care, not
The Bethel church, over which he is now pastor,
and nineteen baptized.
added,
been
,
only up'tie hill of science but along the
first Kyger church is also much revived, Bro. A. B. Taylor was publicly set apart to the
narrow way that leads'to life. At the last
a series of meetings having been held by ‘work of the gospel ministry according to the
Corporation Meeting of the Seminary, the
W. Baptist denomination.
Bro. W. Smith. Various othér places in usages of the G.F. W.
WHITE, Clerk of Council.
following Resolution was adopted :
Whereas, we feel that the blessing of | this vicinity are being favored with reviChurch Organized.
S. H. BARRETT.
God has thus far rested upon the Green- vals.
The Owego Q. M., at its last session, appointMountain Seminary, therefore
EAsT ARLINGTON, MicH. The church in ed Revs. B. Cogswell, J. W. Hills and J. TillingResolved, That the Corporation of said Seminary feel that the Principal and his able this place has been enjoying a precious re- hast as council to organize a church in Herrick,
Assistants are doing
all that is in their vival season. Many a precious soul shas Bradford Co., Pa. After a prelimary examinapower to give the school a high religious been made free, backsliders have been re- tion nine-persons were united in church covenant, to be known as the Herrick Free Baptist
as well as educational character, for which
church.
J. W. Hills was chosen pastor and
they have our sincere thanks and hearty claimed, and God's cause V greatly strengthi
¢
0. J. DaNieLs, = | ened. Feb fifth, four went forward in the | charles Dougherty, Clerk. The Clerk's P. O.
. Sooperalion.
:

69

©

\

vinced that a good reed organ should find a place in
every honsehold. The pure and ennobling influences

dell, who has been laid aside from pastoral work
for nearly a year, and is compelledto relinquish

Revivals, &e.

Va. to the XVth amendment. The ResoluN. C. BRACKETT.
tion lies on the table.

STAR: MARCH 2, 1870. ~
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Bonds,
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We

sell Government

buy and

and receive the accounts, of

Banks, Bankers, Corporations, and
others, subject to check at sight, and
To

2

,
#
allow interest on daily balances. 1 uw
4
.
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THE MORNING STAR:

Poetry,
;

—

clusters at the ends of the branches, and are

very profuse; shat means, in great abun«

STOUT.

YW

i

dance.”
[4

1 can not tell why Memory took
Of an old prayer; why over it

« Between the months of October and
February, when the buds’ are half -an inch

There ran once more a household name,

Ags silently as thro’ your hand

the folded blossoms,

. I felt the sense of loss, that checks The hand whence such white pearls have slid.
Love held her rosary and wept,—
So full, and bright in days of old,
‘With the dear names for whom a prayer
Morning and night she meekly told:
Nor any gift of God for those;

Nor peace,—for long around their souls
The great, unbroken calm hath closed.
To them the fullness of God’s love,
And on their lips eternal praise ;—

on

‘¢ What! in winter, mamma ®
4 You forget, daughter, that, in the

East

the trees with

bamboos. They spread a cloth upon the
ground, -and the buds fall thickly upon it.
When first gathered, they are of a reddish

;

O Love, raise meekly up thy hands,

And count dear names if they be less!

color; but by exposure

The pearls that God, all silently,
Hath added.
With all tenderness

to the

smoke of

wood-fires, and afterward to the rays of the
sun, they become deep brown and shrivel

Take on thy lips his later gifts,
The unfamiliar ones in prayer;
Some touch of earthliness hath closed
Those lips that have refused to bear,
All yearningly, these names that need

God’s blessing and his arm to shield;
Rebuked for selfishness in love,
And for warm sympathies congealed,

Disenthralled,

©

He had bowed down to drunkenness;

An abject worshiper;
The pulse of manhood’s pride had gone,
Too faint and cold to stir;
And he had given his spirit up
Unto the humblest thrall;
;
And, bowing to the poisoned cup,

He gloried in his fall.
a change—the cloud rolled off,

And light fell on his brain—
And like the passing of a dream
That cometh not again,
The shadow of his spirit fled ;
He saw the gulf before—

He shuddered at the waste behind,
And was a man once more.
He shook the serpent’s folds away,
That gathered round his heart,

As shakes the sturdy forest oak
Its poison vine apart;

He stood erect—returning pride
Grew terribly within,
And conscience satin judgment on
His most familiar sin.
The light of intellect again
Along his pathway shone,
And reason, like a monarch, stood
Upon its golden throne;
;
The honored and the wise once more
‘Within his presence came—
And lingered oft on lovely lips
His once forbidden name.

—

of three

per-

son, formed

one

of the many parties from New York, that
journeyed to the city of Chicago, to attend
the Republican convention, held there for
the purpose of nominating a presidential
candidate for the coming election. This family that I shall

call Peters, trav-

tion would result in the ncmination,

Percy had found it upon the kitchen
floor, and was trying to pound it into the
hard wood with his tiny hammer.

hn
SHEE.

with a

sorrowful expression, as he held the crushed pieces of a clove up to his sister Mary.
The child was about to put the* bits into
her mouth.
¢‘ Such

in that way.

Tl tell you about it as soon as I have finished my work.”
‘
:
She was making sweet pickles, and was
sticking the peaches all over with cloves

to ornament-as well as to give them

fla-

_
I am ready

for

you,”

she added,

after a few minutes. * TakePercy in the
nursery, and give him his blocks.”
¢¢ Bring your atlas,” said she, as she seated herself

beside a

table.

‘‘ Turn to the

map of the world, and look for the Molucea
or Spice Islands,in the East India group,between Asia and Australia.”
* Mary found them readily.
‘ From these islands these little nails
come,

said Mrs. Corwin,

holding a hand-

ful of cloves for the child to observe.
“ Now get the microscope from my drawer, and we will see what you can discovram

i
“are

s«

How

curious I said Mary,
‘There
four rough points, that hold a scaly,
round, yellowish-brown ball. ’Tis almost

like my cup and ball, mother.

The handle

is long, and dark-brown, nearly black, and

rough, like the bark of some old tree.”
. “ Would you think it was a beautiful bud
from a bright green tree ?"

« ¢ What! this little hard, dry thing ¢»
“Yes;

the points that you

something
was much
cabinet ;”
Iy.

said to

him

that

fane language.
:
“III. I will not use tobacco

was preshe

¢ had

to call his attention to,and which
more important than forming his
and thereupon told him the stoa

“He laughed

and said he would

attend

to that in a few days, when he got into the
White House.
‘I will tell Lamon (then
marshal of the district) and he will escort
you to the house.”
In a few days Marshal Lamon called and
said that the next morning; at 10 1.2
o'clock, the President would be pleased to

for hours, and who

by a

large majority, of William H. Seward, for
the presidency, and they, with the vast

———

eat it,” said her mother.

when the opportunity
she

and dries the blood

sons, father, mother. and

The Little Nail.

“Now

morning,
sented,

(where

eled West, in the full belief that the conven-

all boked !” said he,

called

Time passed... Mrs. Peters saw and talk- | “II. Iwill not take the name of the
ed with the President every day, and one Lord in vain ; nor make use of vile or pro-

waiting

itself.

useless and filthy
order the more effrom these, I do,
blessing and help,

¢ The Anti-Society.” And bind myself to
secured from Mr. Linceln’s person—a card, observe strictly the pledges contained in
or anything, so that he could show it, and the following articles:
:
thereby clear himself in the eyes of his.
“I. Iwill not drink anything that infriends.
et
toxicajes.”
i

ed through the crowded ante-room,

eaten by

chew and smoke are
practices ; therefore, in
fectually to keep free
praying for the divine

form myself into a society to be

be

all sorts of office-seekers had been

In the year 1860, a family

The Family Circle,

vor.

and earnestly desiring that something

mansion.

—fy

— Whittier.

things are very unwholesome

thought a story teller by all his playmates,

¢ The school-girls eat cloves, mother.
They have handfuls in their pockets.”
‘“Itis a bad habit.
The clove is good for
seasoning and for medicine ; but it is fiery,

Lincoln and the Little Boy.

Unto to the God-like mind.

“Don’t

ble predicament it had left hin in—being

if

agreeable, he

would call and escort her to the

executive

in

any

form.

:

¢¢ (Signed)
HARRY GOODWIN.”
¢ An excellent predge, my son,” said Mrs.
Goodwin, ‘“ only you should have a hundred names signed to it instead of yours
only.” And they talked over the matter

together.

deep
at

silence

each

followed.

other

with

and distinctly.

notice wre

the.divisionsof the calyx, or cup, that once

body of Eastern

people,

were

much

sur-

prised at the different result. A short time
after the adjournment of the body, the Peterses went to Springfield, Ill., and in the
executive ‘room of the court house at that
place, paid their respects to the candidate,
Abraham Lincoln.

Although in the house with him but a few
moments, not more than half an hour, at
most, he, by his jovial good humor and

wit, created such a lasting impression on
Mr. Peters's boy, who was but twelve
years old, that he always remembered that
pleasant visit.
After& few months, stopping

at

various

points in the West, the Peterses returned to
‘their home, and the son Charley was sent
to his boarding school, which was situated
on the banks of the Hudson, and but a

short distance from New York city.
Before the election took place, Mr.

coln passed toward New York

Lin-

on thé Hud-

son river railroad, and, amid much enthusi-

asm,

showed himself on the platform of the

car, a the'people at many of the larger stations along the route. He did so-at the village where Charley Peters was at school,
and all the boys cheered and hurrahed and
waved their handkerchiefs to thejr hearts’
content.
After the train had gone its way,

the dif-

ferent scholars commented on Mr. Lincoln's

appearance, and teased each other as to

who had secured the best view. Tt so happened that from the position Charley Peters
had occupied, ** Old Abe” could scarcely be

seen ; so Charley, in

"talking

to

his

play.

mates, had said that he did not see him very
well, but that he ** had shaken hands with
him.”
.
“ What a fib! Oh, what a whopper !"
There, and many of a similar charac-

ter, were the greetings his ttatement receivedat the hands of his school-fellows,
are folded over éach oth®;
Forseveral days afterward, Charley was
tle head about the size of a a most tormented and plagued boy, but
‘they have time to expand into knowing whatbe said to be true, he. proprinci
‘natives of these East posed to - his schoolmates that if he got a
* India Islands gather them for sale, as spice card or romething frog Mr. Lincoln, would

held
the petals of a small bluish flower.

contracted,
all-unknown to her? Harry
passed on without seeing her, but she fancied he looked pale and ill.
The mother went home with a burdened
heart. She had trusted her son; believed
that he had been frank and confiding toward her. Was this the first cigar? Had
he been tempted to taste of the intoxicating
cup also? Mrs. Goodwin was a judicious
mother ; she watched Harry anxiously that
evening, but said

nothing

about

what

she

had seen in the afternoon. She was earnestly considéring how she could best accomplish the object she had in view.
Wednesday
afternoon,
Harry returned
from school earlier thar usual.
As he en-

tered the library where his mother was sitting, she

greeted him with a smile, saying:

“I was hoping you would get home
early, Harry. I was going out; and wanted
company.”

Harry

:

made

attracted
saw his

some

vague

reply

which

Mrs. Goodwin's attention.
She.
face was serious and troubled.

and went softly toward him.

She laid

her

*“ What is the trouble, Harry P"”
“Tm forming an Aunti-Society,” said--he,
with an impetuosity which would have

pressed feeling.

“Anti means
against?”

What

are

Men in the Cities.

:

!

a

.

No one problem faces city churches more

seriously than the ‘What to do for the
Young Men.” Says Dr. Fowler:
:
Young men come from the country into
the cities. They leave with a
mother’s
blessing, and tears shower upei thom like
rain, The father's trembling hands are
upon his head; the boy, weeping, bows
to receive the father's benediction, and
prayer and trembling accents go to God for
guidance and protection upon the hope of
his age as he goes out among strangers to
carve out his fortune. He has gore; the
city'is reached; the days are worn away
in unwonted

and

wearying

work,

swear-

;

“ Now tell me all about it, Harry.”

steps.

“« Well, mother, of course I know

that

get one by
with turning
An unfortulay bruised
of the cellar-

3

bottle, and we all talked as I know is wrong.

Missis says 1'm no account,

pohow !”

He died for you!

it just before school closed.

Liz.

He

lives

for a little time; but soon he has seen all
the show, and becomes familiar with all the
faces,

and

has found no friend—no society.

His heart burns and bleeds, and there is a
call for society somewhere. He looks about
him; all the homes are shut, and below
him all the hells are open. He has never
been there; but he stands on the threshold,
looking in.
There are music, gayety, and
life; and there are those who are social.

The

pious world has closed its doors, and’

there comes up before him something
to

meet the demands of his social nature.
trembles

beam

a moment

poises

his destiny.

and

on

And I want to

the

adapted to use in Colleges,

High Schools and Academies.
By Geo. F.
Comfort, A. M., Professor of Modern Lanuages and Asthetics in Alleghany College.

12mo.

the

light, and

the

bloated

wreck, or dangles

a felon.

.Who

murdered him?
Where is the guilt? Tell
me. men of homes, was he not as good as
your-son or your daughter? Came he not
from a father’s prayers and a mother’s tears ?
He has not all through the year bowed at
a family

altar, and yet, somehow,

, him out, and the devil got him.
us in our exclusivene

you shut

God pity

.1t of the work of

the church is to reach young men and feed
them socially.

Literary Review.
THE EARTHLY PARADISE.
A Poem.
By William Morris, author of # The Life and Death of
Jason.” Part III.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1870. 16mo. pp. 382, Sold by E. J. Lane.
In writing Jason, Mr. Morris settled at once
and for all time the question of his right toa
place in the brotherhood of eminent poets. There
were still serious doubts whether he would ever
again rise to the high sphere of song out from
which he sang that fresh and charming strain
that so stirred the heart of two hemispheres.
But the publication of the first two parts of The
Earthly Paradise settled that question,
and indicated that he could still give us music on the old
key, and which would neither compromise the
singer nor disappoint the audience. Part ILI. of
that great Poem,—or perhaps it were better to
say, of that series of poems which are strung up-

on the simplest

connecting thread, like the tales

will at once strike the reader.

He is the Chaucer

of the nineteenth century, and proves to us that
the stir and bustle of this practical age does not
and can not wholly drown the melody wherewith a divinely-endowed bard comes to charm
the ears that have been filled with the din of
business till they are in danger of losing the
power to appreciate the music that seemed so delicious to a more meditative generation.
He is a
real poet, content with his function, and having
no care to answer the questions which a mere
utilitarianism may ask. He ministers chiefly to

the love of-beauty ; and to those who possess this

wsthetic susceptibility, the poem will corse like a

burst of sunshine out of the clouded sky,or like
the breath of spring that dots the landschpe
with
green and gold,and fills the groves with delicious
music.
Another volume will complete the undertaking.

said Mr.

Allen

as

After a few weeks,

Johnny

able

to

was

go back to the dyeing establishment.
however,

he

The

lost his

place, for he refused to work, and astonished his master by saying he

was going

Sanday school.
Thither
he
walking up to Mr. Allen, said:

“Here Iam! Tell me more

to

went,

and

bout Jesus ;

I've found out a heap since you told “me

“Jesus”

had done

ge.

12mo.

oston :

pp. 380.

elds,

Os,

Sold by E. al

& Co.

.

1500

yA

t

bom

;

:
sid

:
«Ql.

.

volume may very likely mispersons, so far as to awaken

from

wandering widely so .

long as he takes counsel of his guide.
:
The three comedies of Plautus which are here
furnished, together with the ample and judicious

notes that

accompany

them,

will win many

" thanks for Prof. Harrington’s service

a new mine tothe classical student.

in opening’

.

MRS, JERNINGHAM’S JOURNAL. / New York: C.
Scribner & Co.
1870.
D. Lothrop & Co.
be

16mo. pp. 145.

This anonymous story in rhyme purports to
the partial autobiography of a young wife,

who loved pleasure more than duty, who was on.
strange and unwelcome ground in the kitchen
butin her element at the ball, and who forgot a
part of her husband’s claims in her desire for admiration elsewhere.
She portrays the procedure
and the consequences,~the gradual estrangement, the wordy quarrels and silent defiances,—
dwelling more on her own thoughtless follies
than on her husband’s exacting severity,~until
sorrow, separation and the. shadow of death
awakened penitence, taught wisdom, deepened
sympathy and pity, and brought back a serener
light and a truer love than the home had before
known.
Its obvious lesson is,~Don’t rush headlong into marriage; when .once wedded, work
bravely, through patience and self-denial, for the
unity of soul that glorifies the humblest homes
and that cannot be spared from the most favored.
REMOVING MOUNTAINS: Life Lessons from the
Gospels.
By John S. Hart.
New York: Robert Carter & Bros.
1870.
16mo. pp. 306.—
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
FERGUS MORTON: A Story of a Scottish Boy.
By J. R. Macduff, D. D.
Same Publishers, etc.
18mo. pp. 110.
Removing Mountains is the. title of the first of
a4 series of meditations on many passages of
scripture, each of which is brief, instructive, devout, animated with a high Christian aim, and
having an obvious and practical bearing upon the

religious life. They are very much what the old
divines used to give their hearers under the
head of “ Improvement” after they had discussed
the doctrinal bearings of their texts in the body.
of the sermon.
Not remarkably fresh or strik-

ing, these fifty-two brief homllies can hardly fail
to aid in developing the spiritual life of those *
who read them with a teachable spirit.

The little story of Fergus Morton is an excellent one, teaching the power of the patient Christian spirit, exalting the upright character, and
showing plainly that the way of transgressors is

hard.

:

ADVENTNRES

OF

CALEB

WILLIAMS.

By

Wil-

liam Godwin, Esq.
Complete in one volume.
New York: Harper & Bros.
1870. 12mo.—
Paper covers.
pp. 231.
This story, which has been brought into fresh
prominence by the reference to itin the recent
controversy over Lord Byron, is written with a
remarkable and self-contained power, and its ¢xhibition of-the workings of the human mind under the burden of a terrible secret is something
that shows the thorough knowledge of & metaphysician and the rare power of a literary artist,
It made a sensation when it first appeared near
the close of the last century, and it will arrest
attention even now by its peculiar qualities, in
spite of the numerous rivals which it is forced to

meet.

This edition is eminently a cheap and

convenient one,

4
———

SMITH'S DICTIONARY OF THE BiBLe, Part
XXIIL, is at hand.
The publishers are pressing
it steadily forward to completion as fast as its
faithful and critical editors can perform their

work of thorough revision.

Nothing is slighted,

nothing that can give it value is omitted, nothing
superfluous. gets admission for the sake of effect
or bulk. It will, when completed, distance all
other editions in value and completeness.
This

installment takes us to the word Priest, and to
the 2576th page.

New York:

Hurd & Houghton,

.
t
PUTNAM’S MAGAZINE seldom disappoints, save
now and then ina grateful way. It has had
character, ability and interest from the first; but

Wwe are promised something better still hereafter,
as Parke Godwin, so well known in the circles of
literature, and who first served as editor of the

old Putnam, is to take charge of the work from
the present date. We have found special pleasure in reading the papers

on School Days at the

eras he communed with the great masters of
thought, or listened to the music that came forth

THE SABBATH AT HOME is really improving
in
viger, variety and interest, It has always been
excellent in tone and high*in moral purpose and
aim. It deserves a place in every household, and
it will help the work of the Christian parent and

fromthe verse of famous singers whose melodies
have stirred the air of many

centuries.

But, in-

stead of this, we have a collection of half a dozen

Sacred Heart,—Babel

in the

Midst of Us,—Is

Death Painful? and some other lighter things, in

& Son. |

teacher.

New York: @&. P. Putnam

Boston: Am. Tract Society,
i

—

papers that we think have appeared in the North

American Review, and which embody some of
the richest and ripest results of Mr, Lowell's special studies. The subjects of the’ essays are :—

LITERARY NOTES. Messys. | berts Bros, will
issue a volume of Poemsby Jesh Ingelow ; a fresh
book from the fascinating pen of Miss Alcott, en-

New England Two Centuries Ago; Lessing;
Rousseau and the Sentimentalists, They are all

tion of Goethy’s Herman and Dorothea, by Miss
Frothingham and & new volume by Arthur
Helps. The literary standard set up by these

Dryden; Witcheraft;

Shakespeare Otice More;

and, artists

of which

New

Englund can

boast.

The papers richly deserve this permanent
form.

-

Sold by

the issue for March,

sheep, calf, or Turkey morocco,~and now and
then a transcript of the experiences of the writ- |

4

that has ap-

expectations that will not be precisely met. One
might naturally anticipate some pleasant and
intelligent gossip about authors and their products,~reminiscences of the famous men whose
thoughts look out from their houses of muslin,

again and again, and then he had listened, | in Mr. Lowell’s best styl, and that is a style that
st literary ‘ students
with that unlocke 1 heart, to every word he is rarely surpassed by th

»

path, and keep him

mu-

sic, and the joy, hands beckon to him; he
hesitates and trembles; he goes in—he is
lost! Hell has him to-morrow! He washes up yonder to the surface of society a

°

ral, practical, and embrades .the main features of...
every scheme which has been found adapted to
its purpose.
It will by no means enable the student who is bent on mastering the German
tongue to escape hard work, it will not render an
instructor needless, nor permit one to dispense
with the aid of those who speak the language.
But it Will put the student at once upon the right

balances on the pivot of

From

The title of this
lead mote or less

understand,”

I eard about Jes :s, and had lsarned a great
=
(

A GERMAN COURSE;

He

the threshold;

make him

“ He loves me,” he had said to himself

to help me to keep from

valuable books of travel and exploration, none of

which lack value, some of which have a merit of
the rarest sort; and ‘this mew addition is one _
that will take a position in the firt class of works
in the department to’ which it belongs.

[ew York: Harper & Brothers. ‘1870.

AMONG MY BOOKS.
By James Russell Lowell
Fo
eh Professor of Belles Letres in Harvard

wonders for the little heathen.

found drunk in a grog-shop last evening,
—really drunk. Our teacher told us about

siderable portion of South America, whieh is
here supplied, is not only interesting and fresh,
but it is also likely to have an important bearing
upon the development of agriculture and the
The
opening of new avenues to commerce.
Messrs. Harper have given us a large number of

and the

“It’s of no use,” sir, to teach that boy.
He ain’t right here,” tapping her forehead.
. “Ah! Aunt Lizzie, our blessed Jesus can

but that magic word

James was

The information respecting a cons

and learned.

;

in the Arabian Nights, —this third installment is
every way worthy of the authorand keeps the
promise heretofore given. Itisa series of sto| ries, that are borrowed from classical or other
ancient literature, which Mr. Morris has here reer to see Johnny.
told, building ‘up a magnificent product out of
‘Well, my poor little fellow,” said the what have heretofore seemed very ordinary and
gentleman, looking with pity on the thin unpromising materials, and mingling with the
face, clean now, through
Aunt Lizzie's imaginary narrative the deepest sentiment and
the most comprehen
care, “I see you are sick; what's your through the edtire sive philosophy. There runs
work much of that longing
name !”
for a perfect lot and life that most thoughtful and
¢¢ No-Account Johnny !”
deep-hearted natures find within themselves, and
¢ Johnny! well, Johnny,
do you know the disappointments that spring from the fruitless quest are voiced in touching and impressive
that Jesus loves you?”
ways,
Moris has Been often likened to Chau‘“ Never hearn tell of him, Mister.
I'm cer,
and the similarity between these poems and
no account. Reckon he don't know me! those which are known as the Canterbury
Tales

‘bout him, and I'm going “to be Jesus
sick enough it made me, too—and at recess . Christ's Johuny,now. No-Account J ohnny's
James Williams gave us boys some kiad of gone off altogether.”
:
wine or spirit he brought to school in a
Nobody cou'd tell how it had happened,

But, mother, isn't it, dreadful?

ly blends the scholar’s accuracy and the tourist’s
picturesqueness in his account of what is seen

questioning

Aunt Lizzie, the washer woman at the
end of the court, took him home to her poor
little house, and took care of him till he
was well again, for in the fall he had broken his arm. -Her children went to Sunday
school, and one of them brought his teach-

first Sunday after,

smoking, and drinking, and swearing are
bad habits; but ever so many real nice
boys in our school do these things, and they
are always asking me to take a cigar or
something, and laugh at me because I
don’t. Yesterday I did smoke a cigar—and

ex-

amined and described with care, and who happi--

sober,

he went away.
:

not heretofore

to a portion of the continent

LL

nights are unoccupied.

enthusiastie

cellence than any: other single work

old Aunt Lizzie thanked him for coming,

ing, and drinking.”
A rush of joy came tothe mother’s heart.
She leaned over and pressed her lips upon
the boy’s open brow, and silently thanked
God that he was saved. Then she sat down

sign a pledge

Young

and

scientific, conscientious

explorer, who goes out on a scientific expedition

but said :

* Mother, I am against smoking,

beside him.

eyed,

peared. The method is simple, progressive, natu-

up there among the stars! He loves yon,
poor No-Account Johnny, Think of that.”
The teacher went awav. At the door

you

It is not a new versionof an old story which is
here sérved up for us, but the report of a keen-

strange faces, hunts up and down the show
windows hour after hour. This he does

had one, but as he could not
wishing, he contented himself
somersaults on the pavement.
nate miscalculation, and he
and unconscious at the foot

Jesus is God.

:

against.

be poor. One kind word may accomplish
great things, if you utter it in Christ's
name.— Sunday School Times.
..a

goes into the street, and looks into the sea of

“Well, Jesus is better than Aunt

amused his mother, had she not known instinctively that it resulted from deep, sup-

would work for Jesus, though the material

A

“ No,” shaking his head, ** I don’t understand, Mister,”
.
:
‘“ Was anybody ever good
to you,
Johnny ?”
“* Nobody but Aunt Liz. Aunt Liz's
done been good.”

loving glace.

ton,” M. A., Professor of a
History: in
Vassar College, etc. With a new Map of equaand numerous illustrations,
torial Amer
1870. Octayo,
New York: Harper & Bros.
:
‘pp. 856. Sold by E. J. Lane.’

boys looked

** But that is a mistake, my boy. You
Harry turned to his writing-table, and scon | are of great account. You have a soul
commenced writing. Anxiously his mother that can never die.
Did you never know
watched his grave face. At length she rose that?” .
ee
hand gently on his shoulder:
« Harry {”
The boy looked up and met his mother’s

the best scholars in the little mission-school.
Never despair, my friend, when you

The

faces.

other bad habits might he not have

THE ANDES AND THE AMAZON: or, Across the
Continent of South America, By James Or-

deal. ‘ No-account Johnny” became one of

Pp. 498. Sold by E. J. Lane.
+ Tell me, can a poor boy be expected to be
The next day at recess Harry collected
strong enough to sit in a cold, unlighted, T. Macor PLAUTI_CAPTIVI, TRINUMMUS ET
the boys of his class together, and said :
\" Rubens. With English Notes, critical and
“ 1hold in my hand the Constitution of a unwarmed, unadorned room, on the fifth ; explanatory, By C. 8S. Harrington, M. A.,
Professor of Latin in the Wesleyan University.
new society, called the ‘Anti-Society. My floor, when there is a street fullof light and
Same Publishers, ete. 1870.
12mo. pp. 278. ..47
name is already down. Shall IT read it? life surging below him? It is impossible:
These two works will be welcomed by both
All who are in favor, say, Ay.”
Hehas purchased by the toil of the day the educators,
snd students.
The German Course
‘“ Ay, ay,” ran around the circle..
right to the recreation of the night. He seems to combine more elements of proved ex-

Harry read it slowly

At the hour appointed, Mrs. Peters walk-

what

That treadeth nations down—
|
‘Wreaths for the crimson warrior,—
Pride for the kingly crown;
But glorious is that triumph hour,
The disenthralled shall find,
‘When evil passion boweth down .

¢¢ Nail, nail,

Charley wrote a very imploring letter to

see Mrs. Peters, and that,

when

swear is a sin against God ; and whereas, to

his mother, stating his case and the horri-

ed, as you see them, in the microscope ;
and the petals are withered and scaly.”

There may be glory in the might

gi
J!

Capital —Willard’'s—and in a few days, Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln were also there.

now, doubtless, won* My name is down,” repeated Harry, as
dered how and why a woman should go he placed the paper on which the pledgeright past them with their important busi- was written upon the desk before him.
digestion.”
;
ness,) into the very sanctum oat Presi- * Who will join P?
dent.
}
«If we plantthis clove, willit grow ?”
Another moment's silence; and then
«Oh, no, daughter! This is not the | There had just been an informal cabinet James Williams, pale and serious, but with
and several of the cabinet officers a look of stern resolution on his face, stepped
seed. You remember, I told you the buds meeting,
must be picked before they are pérfectly were still there, conversing with the chief forward,- and amidst unbroken stillness
who, however, immediately left affixed his signature to the pledge.
grown.
The flower should ripen wholly if magistrate,
we would preserve the little round berry them, and turning to Mrs. Peters, asked
No other argument was needed. One
that contains the seed. The clove-plant again her boy’s wishes, and with a few after another of the hoys came up, until every
has been carried from the Spice Islands to pleasant words, took up his pen and wrote one had signed his name. - This society,
the Islands of France and Bourbon, and to the note, which I am allowed to copy ver- formed by. one boy’s influence, became a
some of the South American colonies, and batim, excepting the name:
regular organization in the school—the
cultivated with good success. The tree
teachers giving their hearty approval. VaEXECUTIVE Mansion, March 19, 1861.
must be six years old before it will yield
rious officers were chosen, Harry Goodwin
“« Whom it may concern: I1did see and being elected president. And, what is betthese little nails for commerce.”
.
“In the Molucca Isles, the clove is said talk with Master Charles Dawson Peters, of ter than anything else, the boys have nobly
Respectfully,
kept the pledge.— Harper's Bazar.
to be thicker, darker, heavier, and more Springfield, Illinois.
>
A. LINCOLN.”
aromatic, than in the colonies whither it has
been transplanted. That is easy to under“No-Account Johnny.”
The envelope was directed, *¢ Master
stand, since one’snative place is generally Charles Dawson Peters, New York.”
the proper soil for the best physical devel¢No-Account Johnny” had had a hard
The letter was dispatched, was received
opment.” and read, and then perhaps Charley Peters time of his life. ‘He was a poor black boy,
¢ I should like to go to the East Indies, was not a king among the boys !
so homely, and dirty, and ragged, so nearmother. It must be so beautiful ‘where the
This is a true incident, and shows the in- ly idiotic, that few people would look at
spring-time and the summer are always terest taken by a most kind-hearted man in ‘him twice.
He lived with a French dyer
green and blossoming, and the airis full of a little boy’s trouble.—Little Corporal.
who had taught him how to stir the vats
sweetness!
I don’t like cold and frest; and
at a certain time every day, and who gave
I hate to have the flowers go away for so
him in return enough corn-bread and bacon
Harry’s Anti-Society.
many months.”
:
to keep him alive. A damp, ill smelling
:
Rl
© ¢ My child, let us try and fulfil here all
cellar was the place’ where he spent his
It was a startling sight that met Mrs. days, and his nights ‘were passed in an
that
a wise God has designed for us todo;
'| and byand by, when it is his pleasure to Goodwin's eyes on Tuesday afternoon, as equally repulsive attic. To dodge a blow,
transplant us, it will not be to a place she crossed Sixth Avenue and turned into to tell a lie, to eat, to sleep, to be glad in
where we shall have a smaller growth and Fourteenth Street on her way toward home. a vague sort of way, when the sun shone
a less beautiful development, but where "«“ Could it be?” She hastily brushed aside on him warmly, these were all the accomevery virtue and grace will have its perfect her veil. Yes, there was her own boy, plishments of poor ¢ No-Account Johnny”
expansion in the light of his glorious king- Harry, walking along the street with James Long.
:
Williams, each puffing a cigar. ‘Both boys
dom.”
Christmas, with its green boughs and its
were young, bright, and intelligent-looking. gifts, went by, and broughtno gift to him.
¢ You mean in heaven, mamma ?”
Mrs. Goodwin stood a moment in blank He did wish, as he heard the other boys
Ban¢ Yes, dear
child.”—Christian
astonishment—her boy
smoking! And tooting away on their tin horns, that he
ner.
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The doctors give clove-tincture, sometimes,
to relieve nausea, and to stimulate a weak

Or narrowed, till I lost the thought,—
The grasp of love is infinite ;—
And mine,~—how clearly do I see
Its selfishness in heaven’s own light!
This lurking, unacknowledged thought
Haunted my feeble spirit long ;—
By love transferred or shared, we do
The spirit of the Blessed wrong.

There came

gathered.”

hooks, and beat others from

"The yearning and the sense of loss

The

they are ready to be

Indies, it is always spring-time and summer ; and that while we are out with buffalo-robes and furs, gliding over the snow;
there areflowers and verdure where the
sun shines with a perpetual heat.”
¢« Idid forget that. How do the people
get the buds down ?”
¢“ They pick some, and-get-some—with|-

And now no need to ask for strength,

Only upon our spirit lays.

said

long, and the points of the little cup held

:

The glittering pearls you softly thrid;

py

;

“ Evsr so many—yes, mamma,”
Mary, to show that she understood.

+80 strangely up, the rifted chain

<

2,

to flavor our soups and other dishes. The they then believe what he said to be true ?
drinking and sifioking. See, mother, this
clove-tree grows to about the hight of the | “ Yes, certainly, but you cannotdo it,” is my Constitution.”
laurel, and has spear-shaped, bright-green’ they replied.
= ~~
a
And Harry read aloud: ¢ Whereas, drinkleaves, that are in pairs, opposite each other
* Mr.“and Mrs. Peters were at this time in ing intoxicating liquor does not do any good,
along the branches. - Thé flowers grow in Washington,at the then famous hotel of the and leads to drunkenness; and whereas, to
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nquired the cause of his grief.

whereupop the indignant mother

years

five

Some

ago

Lott, an English

woman, was employed by the Viceroy as governess to the young Prin¢e, Ibrahim Pacha, AppleJournal

ton’s

publishes

from

scriptions taken

interesting

some

Our

de-

her ‘well-kept journal.
:

‘We extract the following:

_

made the

poor little slave, who had been so barbarously treated by her son, first kiss the

————

Miss

The facts

the governess,

by

were explained to her

Life in Egypt.

Harem

her Queen and royal family $2,350,000,
Prussia maintains majesty at a cost of $2,400,000, Italy charges her people for the
new monarchy the handsome sum of $2,200,000, and Austria suffers for the support.
of the Hapsburgs to the extent of $4,000,000a year. ‘These are among the moderately dear kingsfolk and imperial people. When we come to the Grand Turk,
who wants
many sequins to keep his
seraglios ‘and harems, we find him tolerably ‘high priced,” $6,600,000 being Abdul
Asgiz’s allowance. The Emperor of the

aces, when he was met by his mother,who

governess was favorably situated to

‘skirts of his coat, then the carpet near” his
feet. The governess pointed out to the
mother that the slave was not to blame.
The princess exclaimed, ‘It is no matter!”
and the child was pacified.
As a sequel to this adventure, while the
governess was sipping her coffee after dinner, one of the slaves appointed,to wait on
her let the china vase containing the sherbet fall, and broke.it in pieces.
It was
immediately replaced by another, handed
by an older slave.
Upon subsequently inquiring what had become of
this delin-

French gets his $7,000,000 for managing
the affairs of the empire.
Lastly, the Czar,

gain information; so long
as she was in
company with ‘the spoiled child,” she had
access to every room in- the viceregal palaces not especially set apart for private puroses. Her descriptions of what. she saw
‘in. the way of architecture and furniture quent, the head-woman stated that the child
suggest a magnificent profuseness, devel- .alluded to would not be seen for some days,
oped by the mingling of modern styles as she had just undergone the allotted punwith barbaric splendor.
The details of a ishment inflicted upon slaves who break
single room will give an idea of the whole. anything. The poor creature had ‘actually
The floor was covered with crimson-and been seared on her arms with a red-hot iron.
black carpet3: the walls and ceilings similar And, on further examination, it wa$ discovto those of the drawing-room, having like- ered that all the humble attenglants of the
wise silver candelabras fixed
‘to the walls,
“Abode of Bliss” were more or less disand a most magnificent gilt chandelier figured by this brutal treatment, —‘the vicehanging from the center of the ceiling. regal brand being three marks, which dis‘The chairs
and divans were of rosewood, tinguishes it from that of private individcovered with crimson satin. The hangings uals, who are only allowed to mark their
of the doors were of the same rich materi- property with two.
.
:
; al, looped up with heavy silk cords and
tassels of the same color. It was furnished
with handsome ebony cabinets, - inlaid with
Good Taste.
precious stones, in which stood gilt cases
——-{- G—
of stuffed birds,

the choicest

selection that

, Egyptian, Indian, and American

ornitholo-

gy could supply.

In the corners of this apartment were
several stuffed animals with glass eyes,
which

were made to moveoy means

of in-

gevidiis mechanism.
In the front of the
replace;crouched a full-sized stuffed tiger.
At the other end of the room was a stuffed
Jpolar bear.
A small but most beautifully

marked tiger cat lay crouching at its side;
and close by was a fine group of cranes.
These animals could all be made to affect

who

is the most

expensive

monarch

cost their subjects about forty millions of
gojlars a year for their personal expenses.
erhaps one of these days it ntay be thought
that this enormous expenditure can be
madeto better advantage than in the
empty show of royal and imperial state.

Divorces

|

in Syria.

both man

and

wife agree

to a

the fault be on the side of the male, he
must, on separation, give the wife the half

ness.
It wounds no-feelings, it infringes
on no decorums, it respects all scruples.
A

havin

one

Oane ofthe
Druses is,

abroad that

Cadi sends

of your diit must take

abroad,

place.” And if the man should
man thus gifted, even though he be not a have not divorced my wife,” it
Ifany femdle make a faux
wit, spreads
a genial influence about him avail.
whole
family
is so disgraced that
from the trust he inspires. The stiff man
unbend, the

cold

can

-say: “I
is of no
pas, the
no other

will intermarry with them, -and they become utterly contemptble; but the broth-

thaw, the fas-

tidious can repose on him. No one is committed to more than he chooses—no unuse is made of au unusual or
the natural motions of life while their arti- generous
ficial powers of articulation were so per- -transient impulse. Good taste is practical,
fect, that each could speak,—the arrange- though not deep, knowledge of character ;
ment was the literal representation of a den itis perception of the distinctive points of
every occasion; and thus it reconciles and
of wild beasts.

er, the uncle, or, if no (nearer relation
exist, the cousin, by putting her to death,
wipes out the disgrace, and the family is
restored to its former position. Ina case
like this, the civil authority rarely or never
interferes

to

punish

the

murderer.

The

best illustration I can give of this subject
is an anecdote related to me by the deputy
book shows her to be, quietly accepted the
of a local governor.
circumstances which surrounded her, and And yet we by no means wish to make
I was asleep in bed, when, in the middle
ood
taste
a
synonym
either
for
virtue
or
endeavored to perform such duties as were
of the night, I heard a rap at the door of
intellect,—it
is
rather
that
quality
which
imposed upon her with willingness and
my room.
¢ Who's there?” said I. *¢ Nas-:
good grace. The morning opened with a sets off both at their best. Tt is an affair reddin.” I opened the door, and in came a
in
some
degree,
of
social
training,—it
is
ceremonious visit. Her pupil having been
Druse, bearing a sack upon his shoulders.
* carefully dressed, in charge of his govern-wa, one aspect of knowledge of the world.
These who are little in general society,— ¢¢ What brings you here at this untimely
ess, and in accordance with established cuswho
confine themselves to family
inter- hour?” said I. ¢¢ My sister has had an intom, proceeded to pay his respects to his
trigue, and I have killed her.
There is
course
or
to
that
of
a
set
or
clique,
whatfather’s three wives, who received him in
her horn, and other ornaments, in the sack,
ever
the
position,
whatever
the.
intellectutheir bed-chambers. Ibrahim first walked
and as I am afraid the governor will do
into the apartments of the first wife, ‘the al or moral pretensions of that clique,—are somethingto me, I want your intercesalmost
sure
to
fail
in
it
in
new
scenes.
All
lady paramount,” who takes precedence of
sion.” ¢* Why, here are two horns in the
all , and without whose orders none of the persons of a single idea, engrossed by one sack,” said I. ‘‘IKkilled her mother, too,
object,
are
perpetually
infringing
en
the
other wives can interfere in the general inIe they are religious, for she knew of the intrigue.” ¢ There is
ternal arrangements of the harem, save and rules of good taste.
they
are
pragmatical
and intolerant, re- no power but God Almighty! If your
except in sheirown apartments, and over
‘gardless
of
sensibilities.
If they are use- sister were impure, was that the reason
their own slaves and families, with whom
mother? But lie down
ful,
they
do
their
work
with unnecesary for killing your
they act as they please.
The name of his
and sleep.” In the morning, I said to him,
fuss.
If
they
are
learned,
or
deep,
or
clevfirst wife was Ipsah; she was tall, stout,
«1 suppose you were too uneasy to sleep.”
with a pleasing mouth, a sinister expression er, they make-these good gifts unpopular. ‘ By Allah! O, my uncle,(a usual phrase,)
If
they
are
‘merry,
we
are
kept
on
thoras,—
of countenance, and large blue eyes. - She
so unhappy has dishonor made me, that
was possessed of a violent temper; cruel- if they are grave, they are a check and for a year I have not slept soundly, until
restraint.
They
fail
in
every
social
crisis.
ty seemed to be marked in every lineament
last night.”
I then went with him to the
of her features.
At the moment Ibrahim In every difficulty. they take the wrong governor, and said, ¢ Will you give Nasway.
They
are
forward
when
they
ought
entered, she was dressing her hair.
One
reddin the handkerchief of amnesty?” The
slave held a looking-glass, another a toilet- to be retiring, —their diffidence is constant- governor said to Nasreddin, ¢¢ Speak withly
misplaced.
There
isno
knowing
where
tray with its appendages, and a third stood
out fear.”
Nasreddin recounted his story,
by to hand her highness whatever else she such people are,—to what lengths an emer- and the governor said,
‘‘La pas,”(no
éncy
or
excited
spirits
‘will
drive
them.
might require.
She sat on a cotton-covered
t is the cause of half the seeming injustice harm.)On which he kissed the governor's
divan,-attired in a dirty, crumpled muslin
hand and went away.
:
wrapper, which had served as her night- of society. The man of bad taste cannot
comprehend
why
things
are
not.
tolerated
habiliment. Her feet were uncovered, and
A Genius for Affection,
‘ hung down from the divan.
The prince in-him which are allowedin others. He is
drew near to her, took hold of her right the last to see that the presence or absence
ni
fp Be,
hand, which was jewelless, pressed it to of a correct taste makes the same practice _- The other day, speaking superficially and
or
amusement
agreeable
or
repugnant,—
his lips and forehead, bowed lowly and left
that nothing can be judged fairly without uncharitably, I said of a woman, whom I
the room.
!
knew but slightly: ¢ She disappoints me
On reaching the chamber of the princess, taking the manner of doing it into consid- utterly. How could her ‘husband have
eration.
He
is
therefore
forever
grumhis own mother, the child mounted the dimarried her ? She is commonplace and
van, saluted her as he had done the first bling at the inconsistencies of mankind. stupid.” ¢ Yes,” said my friend, reflectivewife, and then insisred upon having a cup The fact is, every hinge, with some people, ‘ly: ¢¢ it is strange. She is not a brilliant
of coffee. As soon as he had partaken of it, grates and creaks, at each turn jarring on woman ; she is npt even an intellectual one ;
sensitive nerves; while good taste is the oil
he asked his, mother to give him some
but there is such a thing as a genius for afmoney, wherdupon she handed to him a which keeps the machinery of society, with fection, and she has it. It bas been good
the
least
wear
and
tear,
noiselessly
and
large pa
f silver piastres.
His mother
for her husband that he married her.” The
then took him on her lap, spoke to him.in profitably at work.— Saturday Review.
souls who have what my friend meant by a
Turkish, and asked him to go and fetch her
¢ genius for affection” are in another ata cigarette.
SE
mosphere than that which common men
Pearls.
The prince, with the same ceremonies,
breathe. Their ¢ upper air” is clearer,
—
O—
next visited the third wife, who is childless,
more rarified than any to which mere intelbut who has adopted a slave as a daughter, - Pearls are the third product of the ocean lectual genius can soar. Because, to this
whom the little prince had purchased for for which regular fisheries have been es- last, always remain higher hights which it
her as a present on arecent visit to Con- tablished,the most important being those in cannot grasp, see, nor comprehend.
To
stantinople.
5
:
the bay of Bengal, Ceylon, and other parts them the worldiis as if it were not. Work,
The governess and Ibrahim then pro- of the Indian ocean. There the pearl oys- and pain, and loss, are as if they were not.
ceeded to the gardens, where he espred one ter is procured by divers, who sink to.the These are they to whom it is easy to die
of the Arab attendants, whom he requested
bottom, with the aid of large stones, and re- any death, if good can come that way to
to make him a boquet. Three of the under main there about thirty seconds gathering | one they love. These are they who do die
gardeners rushed to fulfill the -erder; but,
all the shells within reach.
‘The work is daily unnoted on our right hand and on
as they were dilatory, according to his no- exceedingly severe, and the men are fre- our left—fathers and mothers for children,
tions, he became exasperated with rage. quently devoured by sharks. The search husbands and wives for each other. These
He threw the boquets on the ground,stamp- for pearls always ends at noon, when the are they, also, who live-—which is often far
ed them under his feet, and ordered the gun is fired, and all the boats return to the harder than to die—lone lives, into whose
eunuchs present to cut sticks from the trees, shore, in order that the boat may be exam- place never enters one thought of self from
to seize the Arabs, and severely whip them: ined and cared for by daylight. The shell- the rising to the going down of the sun.
This unnecessary chastisement was contin- fish are piled together, and the heap is left Year builds on year with unvarying steadued a long time; but, as the young prince for about tén days, by which time the re- fastness the divine temple of their beauty
made no signal for its ‘discontinuance, the mains become entirely decomposed. The and their sacrifice. They create, like God.
governess
remonstrated,
and at
last shells are then easily. opened, the round The universe, which science sess, studies
the young tyrant exclaimed, ‘‘ Enough!
pe rls, which are found in the body of the and explains,is small, is petty, beside the
Miss Lott, like a sensible woman,

enough!”

This

incident gave an insight

prince's char¥oter,
cruel, overbearing,

which
and

is

as fer

into

the

evidently as
tal, as that of

his grandfather, Ibrahim LT

pri-

vate life was disgraced by
ost barbarous pastimes; while it is evident that the

young Ibrahim, from the alarm he always
displayed at the sight of the stuffed animals we

have

described,

does

not

inherit

the courage which distinguished his grandfather,
In the meantime the viceroy’s thrae wives
had completed their ‘toilets, being attired
in new muslin dresses, and very full trousers of the same

material, with quilted sat-

in jackets of gaudy colors,

Thus decorated

they had met in the noble audience hall,and
arranged themselves in a picturesque man-

ner on a large divan.
man of medium

Presently

size,

attired

a geuntle-

in a dressing

gown and slippers, engered the room, holding in his

hand

a pocket-handkerchief of

such enormous size .that it looked like a
towel. The three wives instantly rose on
this man’s appearance, formed around him,
and made a low bow.
He replied to their
attention with a smile, then patted young

Ibrahim on the cheek, and passed on with.
out uttering a syllable.
It was his highness, Ishmael Pacha, the viceroy, whom
the governess, not then being acquainted
with his person, supposed was the official
barber.
.The little prince then took breakfast, and
while

engaged

in this

usually

mollifying

entertainment, he became offended atone
of his half-sisters, his father’s daughter by
a slave. He seized hold of both arms of
this child, pinched them most violently,
then bit her flesh like a tiger until he drew

blood, and ended the disgusting

poor

ture’s mouth, and lacerattng both

til the blood ran down her chin
governess,overcome

* scolded the
the

young

perpetuates
separations.

ovster, which furnish nacre, or mother-ofearl, are cleansed and sold by the cake.

The pearls are

ferent

sizes;

sifted to separate the dif-

the smaller

ones are sold

with indignation,

burst into

tears,

and

:

crystal

deeds.

Angels desire to {ook, but cannot,
the mystery of holiness and beauty
which such human lives reveal.
Only God

formed of essentially the same material, but
nacre is deposited over the whole shell in cat see them clearly.
God is their
layers, while the pearl is the result of an kin; for He is love.— Independent.
effort on the part of the oyster to free itself
from the irritation of some foreign sub-|-

stance which

has

valves.

As the

ejecting

any

penetrated

animal

intruder,

within its

is incapable

such

occasionally be found in other species of
oysters, and even in muscles.
.

who

two

¥

can

look over the whole of his tem-

oral dominions from the ball of St, Peter's,

of Europe, and
only $200,000 Jer annum. Wurtem-

“burg spends $220,000
Denmark

Norway

and

These

thrones

are

Holland $500,000,

$260,000,

Sweden
among

the

on her august sov-

$240.000,

comparatively inexpensive

and

es.

she

worthy member until she moved

in

first

remained

a

her standing to

Wayne, where she

united with the-ehurch

and

until called to join
She had been a great

the
suf-

childrén

to

mourn

an

HANNAH GOODWIN died at River

Feb. 3, in the fifty-tifth year of her ag

G. was born in the

town

of

1815. She professed faith

sixteen, and when in

S., wife

country

was

hardship

a

wilderne

and

and trials of pioneen

Falls, Wis., lishment,
(

E.

Bradbury,

died in Kingfield, Me.. of consumption, aged 29
years and 1 month, . Many tender ties bound her
to earth, but forseveral weeks before her death
she was enabled to commit her dearest friends to
God, and with humble resignation and faith in

Christ to meet death.

She has left a companion)

two children, parents,
brothers
and
sisters
and other relatives to mourn their loss, and also
a large circle of friends by whom she was respected and lpved.
Funeral services by the writer.

peg,

a?

|

the

was

al-

one

Rainy

Me.,

at the

the generous ones of earth. She possessed a
large and loving heart, and a hand always extended to the poor and the needy. Her last sufferings were intense, but in mind
she was calm
and peaceful.
Her funeral was solemn, and

.

.

or excites the nervous system.

Jrs.

Child’s

Series.

>

siho once uses this, will voluntarily return to the use

munity felt it had sustained in her death.
She
leaves a husband, one child, and a large circle of
relatives and friends to mourn their loss. 4
7

Box, 3025
.
.
15Boxes, 1.00...

PHILIP J.ROPER died in Green Oak,Michigan,
Jan, 9, aged 14 years 3 months.
The subject of

Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,seecsecesscccccanciancanseed,2B

OM.

this notice was

an

adopted son of Philip and

Sunny

Sarah Roper,
Philip gave his heart to the Lord
upon a sick bed, with a full and entire consecration, so much so, that he was completely happy.
having his reason. most of the time. He exhorted
hisyoung friends and associates, with earnestness,
to become Christians at’ once, and used his wast=
ing strength in pointing them to Jesus. Knowing that he would not recover, but must leave
loved ones soon, he entreated them to prepare to
meet him and Jesus in heaven.
Rev. R.
L.
Howard and the writer visited him during the
session of the Oakland Q. M. He said to Bro. H.,
in answer to the interrogation,“ Doyou often
think of Jesus?” ‘‘Yes! whether asleep or awake
he is constantly in my mind.”
His voice was
almost gone and he spoke in a whisper, yet such
an answer gave all who heard it a thrill of joy.
Up to the last moment his theme was Jesus.
He died with his head upon his adopted father’s
breast, his last words being, ‘“ I am almost over
the river!” At the same time his whole countenance seemed heavenly, with a smile over his
face which left a radiance that was divine. Philip has left a large circle of dear ones to mourn
his departure, both friends and relations, yet
all mourn with hope.
Sermon by the writer.
JA. W, ENSIGN,
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0
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Parties designing to get new Sabbath: School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us

their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own

publications, or will

be

filled with

the

books of other publishers,and.
will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter. -

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them,
i
E WANT
AGENTS EVERYWHERE.
To
canvass for Henry J. Raymond and New York
Journalism, an Octavo volume of 500 pages, beautifully illustrated
and richly bound; being a life and
history full of deep interest to all. The author, Mr,

b

editorial advertising,
Send for
and see our extrainducements.

8t2

descriptive

A.8. Hale & Co., Publishers, Hartford, Ct.

;

The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place
to obtain a thorough education in all departments of

None but first-class Teachers

|.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS.
Are speedily and permanently cured
that old‘and reliable remedy,

Wistar's
OF

are employed;

all of

educated at the

cele-

Piano Forte, Cultivation of the Voice, Organ, Har

TERM

By a timely resort to thls standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received
by the
proprietors.

Prepared

GRACE’S
pain, takee out the

WILL

ALL

THOSE

COUGH

AFFLICTED

each 4 x 20 feet, with

ALLENS LUNG BALSAM,
Dr. LLOYD, of Ohjo, Surgeon in the Army during
the war, from exposure, contracted consumption.—
He says: “I have no hesitancy in stating that it was
by the use of your LUNG BALSAM that I am now alive
and enjoying health.”
Dr. FLETCHER, of Missou'i, says: “I recommend
your BALSAM in preference to any other medicine for
Coughs, and it gives satisfaction.”

Allen’s

Lung

81-2 x 20

feet,

HARRIS

§

R,

ACADEMY.

I.

V

and lighted by gas.
The school is occupying it the
present term, and it is found perfect in all its appoint
ments, The course of study has been carefully re.

vised, and is comprehensive, embracing both the sol-

id and ornamental branches.

Able

teachers are em-

ploved in their several departments, and are aided by
the most learned lecturers in this country.

SOUTH

cents for each

stil supplies Musical

Instruments

greatly to

the ad-

vantage of purchasers.
er
Among the heat termes offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$63; same rents for #5 ner

quarter and rents pay for it.

Address Rev. L. T.. HARMON,
Residence, 14 School

Portsmouth, N. H,

Street.
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GARDEN

SEEDS.

United

States.

per week

EDWD. J. EVANS

nations,

Priced

be mailed

to

& CO, York, Pa,

OF

$25 and $30 per 100”

fox specimen.
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can now be had

J. E.

Gould,

is

al-

copies,

25 Sorts df either for $1.00;
repaid by mail.

or $1.00,

$25

ture, $1.00

-Also

Conover’s Colossal

New

Potato, prepaid,

Asparagus, $3 per 100;

hardy

fragrant

ever-

per 100,

prepaid,

with

directii ns,

Priced

Catalogue to any address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission.
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Watehouse, Plymouth, Mass.
Established in,]842,

m

First Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,

BOSTON TIPE FOUNIRI,

OF

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITH

METAL,

HARD AND TOUGH

And its large varieties of
;
TYPE,
J OoB
AND
BOOK

And lately for its unrivalled
NEWSPAPER
FAOES.
@
Address orders to

It, is perfect'y harmless—reliable—instantaneous.—
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boasting virtues they do not posdess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine 'W. A. Batchelor’s Hair

Applied at
:

prepaid by mail.

all the new potatoes, &c.,

41bs. Early Rose

per 1000, prepaid,

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death,

JOHN

toa

Dye hat Guir'y ysare Toputetion o bi phir

cents

blooming Japan
Honeysuckle,
50 cts. each, prepaid,
True Cape Cod Cranvery Jor upland or lowland cul-

Sdgvtal javgutions,
.,»
Marshall,
Mich!

:

25

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,

Smal Fruits, Plants, Bulbs,

A SALARY

Send

GARRIGUES & CO., Publishers,
6u8 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Shrub and Evergrece Seeds, with directions
or Culture, prep#id by mail.
The most
complete and judicious assortment in the
country. Agents wanted.

BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
T'he best in the world—does notcontain lead—no vit-

801d by Drvggista,.

Descriptive

GLADNESS.”

and expenses, or allow
a large

Smt

Illustrated

“SONGS

to pre-pay postage.

AGENTS

Our

Catalogue for 1870, is issued, and will
any adress on receipt of 10 cents,

”

.
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This choice new Music Book, by
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Upon application, they will be sent
to any address onjthe receipt of four
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11,88
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do’

CO.

The Reports of the Freewill: Baptist
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
are now out of press.

REMEMBER
L.
HARMON

L.

MACHINE

NEW AARKETN,,

The

The well-

. Total.

E)

2,28
,16
1,96
,8
1

dozed,

dozen.

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.
:

of instrnction 1a fully maintained.
Avnplication ma
be made to Miss ABBY H. JOHNSON, Principal,
Bradford, Mass., or Rav RUFUR ANDERSON, LL. D.,
Boston, Masa,
JOHN D. KINGSBURY, Sec’y.

- Bradford, Feb. 15, 1870.
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Communionist,

18 inches

The New Treatise, just revised by order

known ‘reputation of this Academy for thoroughness
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of the General Conference,

General Agents,
PROVIDENCE,

One 8

Jesus,(

ch28t

O.

do

Price. Pi

8,18
1,60

#3 There is no discount

Treatise.

§&§ SON,

of

Books,
on the same.

oie: Flower Seeds, New
Seed Potatoes,
and Seed Oats, &c., by mail to any P. O. in the

SWAMSCOT
16tf

Proprietors of
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Minutes of General Confer-

Boiler
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Sole Proprietors,
CINCINNATI,

DAVIS

Flues 15 inches

Above Boilers in excellent condition: Ap

each bottle.
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Year,
es. Book)
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do
do
Appeal to Conscience,

in diameter.

Balsam is the remedy to cure

all Lung aud Throat difficulties. It should -be thoroughly tested before using any other Balsam.
It will
cure when all others fail.
Directions accompany

Steam

do
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Tow,
Thought,

upon
0

The Book of yori,

3

diameter.

Read the following and learn the value of

single,
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Thoughts
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Leszotis >
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gingle,
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Embosesed
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32me,
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Treatise,

Also,

Steam

the most *
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also Postage

story,
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by the dozen;

Christian Banton, Bound,
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do Papier Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
0
0]
Church Member's Book,
do
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do

manufactured
Has been in

BLANCHARD.

reduces

practical knowledge of the habits and care of fowls a
necessary qualification,
Address, with stamp, H.

ai boi

orist Min

York.

Mgs., M. C. LEGGETT, Hoboken, N. J.

TOAGENTS

do
do
Butler’s Theolegy,

OHIO.

SALE.

use about two months only.
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and

ERS.—We want men to act as our Agents in ev.
ery County.
Good salary or commissions
paid. A

¢ d do
do
do
do

SECOND-HAND

by a simple

soreness,

:

OBERLIN,

Stones 80 inches in diameter,

SON, BOSTON,

SALVE

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
FOR

&

Works like magic on OLD SORES; BURNS, SCALDS,
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, &c. Itis prompt in action, soothes the

Single and

3m2

remedy, and will send the receipt free.

by SETH W. FOWLE

and eold by dealers generally.

| Prices of Freewill Baptist

For full particulars send for circular,

&

CHERRY.

PITMAN & CO., Lynn, Mass.,
“The American Egg Producer.”

begins February 15, 1870.

by HoLMES

WILD

ANTED.

mony and Composition.

AINE

Balsam

angry looking swellings and inflammations; thus
fording ielief and a complete cure.
;
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, Proprietors, Boston.

TAUGHT.

SPRING

by the use of
/

This well-known preparation does not dry up a
Cough and leave the cause behind. as in the case with

increasing

brated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany.

- BRANCHES

dteowd

SORE THROAT,
INFLUENZA,
WHOOPING
COUGH,
Croup, Liver Complaint, Bronehitis, Difficulty of
Breathing, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs,
and every affection of the Throat, Lungs
and Chest

patronage from all parts of the country.

the present corps having been

:

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

COLLEGE.

Music is being sustained by a constantly

This work, we. feel confident,

Hybrid Gladiolus,

French
y
will compare favorably with @ny similar one.
From Levi Bartlett, Warner, N. H.
Amaup
gotten
«1 have received a copy of your superbly
teur Cultivator's Guide. I think it far ahead of anything
press.
American
the
from
issued
of the kind ever before
Sent to any address upon receipt of 25 cents for paper
cover, and 50 cents for tastefully bound in cloth.
& CO., Boston, Mass.
WASHBURN

most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the Lungs
and allays irritation, thus removing the cause of
the
complaint.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
OBERLIN

gar

fine
illustrated with a beautiful Lithogfaph, and many other and
engravings from nature. It contains full description and
the culture of over 1500 leading varieties of Flowers presVegetables; also descriptive list of the novelties of the
ent season: to which is added a collection of 200 choice

circular

Tobias’ Vene-

WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh

30a

ten and improved, printed with new type, and on fine paper,

for this work will derive great benefit from gratuitous

tian Linimentin the house, you never need fear losing

the Druggists and Storekeepers in the United Sues.

ou

popular work, which has met with so
Ss now ready. Tt has been re-writ-

924th edition of this
much favor in the a

Maverick,Managing Editor of the New York Evening

i Jusanos OF CHILDREN DIE ANNUALLY
of Croup. Now, Mothers, if you would spend 50

Depot, 10 Park Place, New

.

ol.

Post,has in this book revealed many scenes of stirring
interest never before shown to the public. Canvassers

Children’s Lives Saved for 50 Cents.

your little one when attacked with this complaint.—
It is now 22 years since I have put up my Liniment,
and never heard of a child dying of Croup when my
' Liniment was used; bat hundreds of cures have been
reported to me, and many state if it was $10 per bottle they would not be without it. Besides which, it is
a certain cure for Cuts, Burns, Headache, Toothache,
Sore Taroat, Swellings, Mumps, Cholic, Diarrhea,
Dysentery,Spasms, Old Sores and Pains in the Limbs,
Back, and Chest. No one once tries it who is ever
without it. Itis warranted perfectly safe to take internally.
Full directions with every bottle. Sold by

.

.

BH

each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.

J. CHICK. *

cents, and always have a bottle of Dr.

;

Postage, 6 cents,
“erg

It is sold 4 all dealers in drugs and medicines,
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremont Sgreet, Boston, Mass.
eow4d
-~

Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

* Address,

7]

ha

.
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Skies,.eecssccroccsaiacncssescnsssl,25

E. A. HiLL, widow of the late Rev. True Hill,

.

W908

°°.

Pompeii and Herculaneum,
cesses eesss1,95

died in Canterbury, Dec. 9, aged 85 years, 8
months.
Sister Hill was converted at the age
tof seventeen years and baptized by her husband,
during his first pastorate, at Brownfield,
Me. She
joined the church at B., and when they removed
‘to East Ossipee, she united there and sustained
thatrelation'till death.
She had been in feeble
health for two and a half years, confined to the
house much of the time, and a year aga last
September she had a severe attack of hemorrhage
of the lungs. She partially recovered from this,
but in March last had another attack which com-plessly prostrated her, and she was confined to
er bed much of the time till the last of Oct.,
when she began to fail more rapidly, suffering
much, which she bore with Christian patience
and fortitude, She had a desire to live for the
benefit of her two interesting children, but some
four weeks before her death, she gave up all
and became willing and anxious to depart and be
with Christ. May God bless the children of the
departed and all the surviving friends.
AMASA ESTEN died in Burrillville, R. I.,
March 12, 1869, of disease of the brain, aged 69
years, and 10 monthe.
He became a devoted
Christian in the autumn of 1820, was baptized by
Rev. Jos. White, joined the F. B.
church in his
native town, and ever after‘“ adorn
his profession with a well ordered life, and godly conversation.” He was .a member ofa large family; a
man possessing rare gifts, and a thorough knowledge of the Scriptures,
Though often called to
pass through the ¢ deep waters of affliction,” in
the loss of dear friends, yet he learned in whom
to trust. The prayer and conference room was
ever his. delight, and especially in singing the
¢ Songs of Zion,” in which he was leader. He
whs the Superintendent of a prosperous Sabbath
school for several years.
He was interested in
many moral
reforms of the day. But, alas!
‘“ uncle Amasa”—as he was familiarly called,—
is gone from us. But we trust our loss is his
gain.
B. H. COOKE.

*

ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
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dren, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, if
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phy.
beians recommend and prescribe it; and no person

Good Little Mittie,eceecacocccssscssssess
Making Somethingjeeceeocctessceassssece
Jamie and Jeanni@,eecsesceccsssasosceses
Boy's HeaveNusssssssssscssassisssisses

;

over taxes

In all diseases of the

skin, bleod, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of chil-

w any other cathartic.

"

’

the organs free from irritation, and never

15

The ChTiStChild,esvessscereeiosssessasss 13

is

pg

/

Series.

Birth Day Presentyeesscecs cosesessscsecs 70

tablishments, Bavaria sets apart a round| . i400 of Lowis M., Kenne , Jan. 23, aged 88 | Tho Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no longer to be |
oily
>
[million for royalty, England, provides for! years and 8 months. Sister B. experienced res | published.
on

Day

A Rainy Day at Schoolyeece.sesessosecns

of

,

Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It is far the bes
Cathartic Semedy yet discovered, and at oncerelieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without cause
g injury to any of them. The most complete success
s long attended its use in many localities; and it
ifpgw offered to the general public with the convietion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
claimed for it, It produces little or no pain; leaves

And;
Shining Hours,eeeesees

ways tried'to maintain a Christian life. Though
she never became a member of any church, yet
‘her sympathies were always with her husband

. WINSLOW.

Mis. MARY RIDLON died in Saco

These Books are now ready for sale

year, she

Sister G.

in church matters. .. Sister Goodwin

:

and delivery.

endured

life,

8S. Superintendents.

published by the Freewill Baptjst Printing Estab-

married to Joxathan Goodwin, of Lowell,
. In 1858, she
oame with her husband to
Wis., and settled in
«Croix Co., when the

418

irreparable loss.

of Charles

S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just

(Glenburn,

Mer twenty-fifth

was

PERRY

Though a man of modest and. retiring disposition, hi® excellent character and position in society will cause his 108s to be deeply felt by family, friends and the community.
Funeral services were attended on the Sabbath.
E. M,
MERINDA

TO PASTORS
OFOF CHURCHES
08S
CEUEC

ferer for nearly five years, but was never heard
to murmur or repine at her lot, and often wished
to depart and be with Christ.
]
od
:
a
N. MILLIKEN.

Sold by all Druggists.

OLIVER T. Mosgs, died in Sangerville,
Feb.
11, after a painful’ illness of more than a year,
aged 82 years.
About two months since, he
experienced and expressed a most satisfactory
interest in Jesus as his Saviour,
From this time
he seemed to drink the ** water
of life” from the
over-flowing fountain.
He leaves a wife and

extent, although they can

© They are beginning to disenss in Europe
the question of the cosgliness of monarchies
Sime statistics on this subject bave been
possibly set
lately compiled, which may
His Holiness the Pope,
people to thinking,

where

the

retained her stand
church triumphant.

B2ACEORD

taining the shape of thetin. There isbut
one kind of oyster which produces pearls to

Cost of Royalty.

She joined

Particular Notice! Persens wishing obituaFor Young Ladies.
ries published the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
The Trustees would announce that the next Term
aqual to five cent a line,to insure an insertion.
of this long estab'ished institution will commence on
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a Wednesday, the 30th day of March next
The new
single square can well be afforded to any single ~huilding, which is n¢ t surpassed by any one for simi.
liv purposes in this country, in the liberal accommoobituary.
Verses are inadmissible.
dations
it affords for its inmates, has been entirely
finished and newly furnished. It is heated by steam

pearls, by thrusting
the oyster to form
small figures of tin between the valves, and
then returning. the creature to the water,
whence iv is fished up in the course of a
few years, and the pearl is extracted reany considerable

of Saco,

nearest

Obituaries.

of

as anunwel-

come grain of sand, it renders it less obnoxious by depositing around it the smooth
and lustrous substance which isso eagerly
sought by man. The Chinese are so well
acquainted with the fact, that they force

when | Portugal $665,000.

walked into another apartment.
:
Scarcely had the prince proceeded afew

dr the ceaseless dropping of their

by

the weight and the others singly, according

crea- costs

sides un.

one which grows under their spiritual touch ;
for love begets love.
The waves of eternity itself ripple out in immortal circles un-

to their value. - The nacre and the pearl are | into

like water. | oreign,

child for his brutality,

tyr ant

where bad taste
and
necessitates

exhibition | is the cheapest monarch

by putting his fingers into the
The

harmonizes
differences

F. B. church

divorce, it

takes place; if not, there is a secret meeting held of the friends of the
parties, that
is called the assembly of vefification. If

vorce

others, all in one day, followed her Saviour

the ordinance of baptism.

»

Bbertisemds,

ligion in 1808 in Saco, Mo., aiid soon aftér, “with

many tears witnessed to the loss which the com-

If a man divorces his wife, he cannot
take her again, or even see her face. If

of his property, and vice versa.
Good taste is the ‘‘luminous-shadow ” of most singular customs of the
allthe virtues. Itis social discretion, it is that if news, true or false, go
intellectual kindness, it is external modes- a man hag divorced his wife, the
ty and propriety, it is apparent unselfish- for him, and says: ‘‘The news

can

to

‘keep up ofall, has $8,500,000.
Taken altogether, the sitters upon European thrones
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- "A divorce suit now on trial in England is filling the country. with scandalous reports with

which the name of the Prince

CONGRESS.

On Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Chandler made
‘his promised speech against reopening the case
of Fitz-John' Porter, -A resolution was passed
prohibiting the publication in the Globe of
speeches never delivered.

The deficiency appro-

=

ume

of currency

T8: The

$50,000,000 was

committee

investigating

the

cadetships unanimously reported a resolution for

the expulsion of Congressman Whittemore

New York. The credentials of the senators from
Georgia were presented.
In the House a resolu.
tion was passed instructing the committee on

rules to report whether Mr. Mungen

national journals in Ireland

oppose .the

Sweden

and

Norway

had offend-

>

The London Times gives credit to the Prince
of Wales's denial of criminality in connection

Miss Alice Cary is dangerously ill.
Anson Burlingame died in St. Petersburg, on
Tuesday of last ‘week, after an illness of four

i

Chief Justice Hinman, of Connecticut, died at
Cheshire, last week.
He was 68 years old.
Several
soldiers froze to death in a snowstorm on the Plains,
refuses to be a candi-

Two women have been appointed justices of
the peace in Wyoming territory.
There are reports of an organization to exter-

minate the Chinese in San Francisco
rick’s day.
ve
The Missouri Legislature
School law so as to allow
school questions.

on St. Pat;

isted contemporaneous

have amended th
women to vote on

other animals now extinct, it did not follow that
he was hundreds of thous#nds of years old. The
mammoth was more modern than we had supposed, and not man more ancient.
The Orient
was the cradle of man, and from it human tides
had set in all directions.
The stone folk were
but trontiersmen from the East, which was alike
the home of man and-beast.

"The captain of the Mississippi steamboat Emma, No. 3, telegraphs to Cincinnati that seventy

lives were lost by the burning of that boat.
The steamer City of Boston, which left New
York on the 25th of Jan., has not yet arrived in
Liverpool, and there is much anxiety in regard
to her whereabouts.
The anniversary of the birth of Washington
was celebrated by Americans in Paris, Vienna
and Toronto.
Many distinguished officials of
foreign States joined in honoring the memory of
the great and good man.
The Legislature of Texas has elected Lieutenant-Gov. C. Hamilton United States Senator for

the long term, and Mr. Flanagan
term;

An iron meteorite has been examined to see
whether any gas was held by the metal.
It was
found that it gave off on being heated nearly
three times its own volume of gas, of which 86
per cent. was hydrogen, the rest being nitrogen
and carbonic oxide.
But with the ordinary
pressure of the atmosphere iron can not be made
to absorb more than about its own volume of
hydrogen.
Therefore, it seems difficult to explain the origin of the meteorite, which appears
to require an atmosphere of hydrogen and great
pressure.
We know that the upper layer of the
sun’s atmosphere is largely
hydrogen, as are
some stars and nebule; but we
are not sure
that the nebulz or the upper portion of the sun’s
atmosphere have any such pressure.

for the short

both republicans.

The railroad companies in Maine are repairing
the damage done by the recent freshet, but a new
bridge at Augusta will not be completed within
three months.
;
The U. 8S. Supreme Court, last week, decided
that a divorce granted in Indiana was good
throughout the Union; and, farthermore, that a
- married woman may for purposes of litigation
acquire a legal residence anywhere she chooses.
Our

despatches

contain

particulars

Adelina Patti recently produced a remarkable sensation at St. Petersburg by singing the
“ Crucifixus”
at a performance
of Rossini’s

Messe Solennelle.

of disas-

Dr. W. Griswold

Ex-8ecretary Seward.has arrived in New York
in

his

colored woman
in Winchester, Va., who
is now one hundred years and ten months
old,is having
a new set of natural teeth come
through, Seven have cut through. the gums

times pear the

There was a terrible accident Saturday on the
Mississippi Central Railroad near Oxford.
A
passenger train broke
through a high trestle.

The discussion of Infallitlity will soon take
place.
!
.
Count Bismarck has been bitterly attacked in
the Reichstag.

four miles

Port.

ble in this

has introduced a bill to se-

cure the better observance of Sunday.

The Carnival opened at Rome with less than |
A rupture, growing out of the debate over the

Porto Rican Constitution, i8 reared in the Cortes.
_ Piles Hoheoutotie Will give place to Herr de

Gresser as chief of the Bavarian Government.
ne hundred persons are awaiting execution
in Hayti, and hundreds of others are undergo-

ing trial preparatory to the same fate.

2:

Tho
ed

ly efforts of Baez hate been requestannexation of Venezuela to the Unit-

The Pope has ished a decree commanding the
wonncilto expedite business.

fine of one thousand dollars has been

around it, wherever the earth is dug,

lence, and. quickly fills the newly made well,
which continues full, and is affected by neither
rains nor drought. But what is most remarka-

Lubin, and the contin
partisans, are reported

the usual splendor
and of gayety.

The inscrip-

when 'he workmen arrive at a distance of sixtythree feet they come to a bed of chalk, which
they bore with an auger five fect deep. They
then withdraw from the pit before the auger is
removed, and
upon its extraction the water
bursts up through the aperture with great vio.

ugal.
:
Lord Derby will become the leader of the Tories in the House of Lords.

Chelmsford

surface of the soil.

It is stated by one of our foreign exchanges
that near the city of Medina, in Italy, and about

FOREIGN.

Lord

to the Medi-

tions engraven upon them have been deciphered
by
Chinese savans,, who assert that they are
proverbs, and still eurrent in China. The question now is, how did those porcelains ever get
to Ireland.

since she was a hundred years old.

The execution of Gen.
.ued murder of Salnave’s
from Hayti.

communicates

of that
so far
Place
transtimes
»

Seals of white porcelain, engraved in a uniform
style, representing a monster seated, whose face
is half dog and half ape, have frequently been
found in many parts of Ireland, sometimes at
the bottom of bogs and quagmires,
and some-

A

The Carlists are again busy in Spain and

to

cal and Surgical Reporter a case in his practice
where the end ofa thumb including the entire
nail and ball of the thumb, was replaced and
saved after having been cut.off an hour and three
minutes.
i

as

given
a

did not condescend

There is but one force which we know
seems to move with a velocity that is,
as we know, absolutely instantaneous.
La
estimated that the force of gravity must be
mitted with a velocity at least 6,000,000
as great as that of light.

up the ice, which in several places has ‘ jammed,” causing the water above to rise to a great
hight.
Several important rai'road bridges have
been carried away, while at Augusta
and all
along the Kennebec River the destruction of
property has been immense.
A general suspension of work in the coal mining regions of Pennsylvania is announced, the
object beingto lessen the supply and raise the

city and accepted
a banquet to be
honor by the city council.

She

give the rest of the soprano part.

trous freshets in Me. The rain, of Feb. 18, melted the snow and flooded the rivers. This broke

price.

with the’ mammoth and

operation is the layers of earth &s we

descend. At the depth of fourteen feet are
found the ruins of an ancient city, paved streets,
houses, doors, and different pieces of mason
work.

made

Under

this

is

found a soft, 0oozy

up of vegetables, and

earth,

at twenty-six

feet

large trees entire, such as walnut trees with the

walnuts still stuck to the stem, and the leaves
and branches in a perfect state of preservation.
At twenty-eight feet a soft chalkis found mixed
with a vast

quantity

eleven feet thick.

of shells,

Under

this

and

the bed

vegetables

is

are

yo

found again.
Helmholtz, the

best

living

authority
on

the

subject of sound, says that, connected with the
end of the acoustic nerve, are 8,000 - strained
microscopic

fibers, called

‘“ Corte's

‘that it is probable that every

organ,”

and

sound that reaches

the ear sets those cords in vibration

that are

Administration
of the French empire. *
.

Mortgage

LJ

LR

The

found

in the

above named

In referring to the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville
Railroad as the key to the Chesapeake and Ohio road,
the latter road, which is the outlet for the trade
vast mineral and agricultural

GORDONSVILLE

productions of Central

tend by the shoxtest and most direct.routes

Railroad Company of Virginia

Ocean,

West

and Northwest,

It is one of the Grand

Interest payable

in Coin,

Trunk

lines running

J

the

New

York and Erie,

and the Baltimore

NATIONAL

‘much

Atlantic.

shorter and

The distance from Cincinnati

point

over this road

FREDERICKSBURG

From

AND

seaboard,

the grades

Court House, thence*through

west, cross-

Railroad at Orange

a gap,

and

side of the Southwest Mountains,

down

the

to Charlottes-

ville, which is the point of junétion of the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railroad, and the extension

of the

Orange

and Alexandria Railroad, connecting with the Virginat Lynchburg,

with its connections and extensions, is the

which,

only

AIr

LINE road leading tothe entire South and Southwest.
The whole length of line is 62
ions;

miles,

the first one of 38 miles,

Court House;

in

two

extending

thesecond, from

to

divisOrange

Orange Court

House

The two divisions are of vast importance to the connecting roads, the first division being a feeder to the
Richmond, Fredericksburg and

Potomac Road, of lo-

to Richmond, and of through freight

passenger travel over that portion of their

and

line-con-

necting with the Potomac. at Acquia Creek.
The second division makes an AIR LINE connection
between Orange and Charlottesville,and besides passing through

a much

more favored

country than

the

The entire line passes through a good and

improv-

ing country—that portion west of Orange, known

as

the PIEDMONT DISTRICT OF THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY, being very rich; so much so, that it is estimated
that the local traffic on the second

division will pay

The counties along the line, and on which it can de

pend for local trade, are Albemarle,Greene, Madison,
Orange,

assures

Louisa,

and

Spotsylvania.

it an abundant

share

Its

of through

Col. Taylor, Chief Engineer, has been over

and examined

the line

it thoroughly;

he re.

ports itas most favorably located, and its early completion of the utmost importance to the rich seé¢tion of
Its relative position as an outlet to tidle-water from
Charlottesville shows it to be a necessity to the roads

which eonnect with it at or near that point; in fact, it

has been called very justly the KEY TO THE CHESAND OHIO RAILROAD,as it shortens the

distance to tide-water
not less than €5 miles over their
present

shortest

from

New

outlet, by way

of Richmond

and

West Point, on York River.

:

© The distance to tide-water over this road is—

(the

and Ohio road)

via

Penn-

Philadelphia, via Penn-

and Ohio Railroad..,..... Ces uretun
enh enik bss
From Louisville to New

«

124 miles less than via Norfolk.

In the event of a connection with the Baltimore and

est Tes... civuurvassiass A neieiien
acd 852
From

Louisville

Shortest

to

Philadelphia,

by

the

TrOmMte......esasisrsrivsaisaseens 77%

From Louisville to Baltimore,

river,nearly twen-

road,reaches DEEP WATER

65 MILES SHORTER than the route via West Point.

(an

extension

Northern Central Railroad, owned and
the Pennsylvania Central Rallroad),

Baltiot

the

controlled by
and the exten-

sions and connections of the Raritan

and

Delaware

Bay Rallroad, now nearly completed,

through

Dela-

The recent action of New York

capitalists, among

whom are Messrs. A. A. Low, W. H. Aspinwall,C.P,
Huntingdon, Fisk
prominence

and

and

Hatch,

standing, who

and

others of equal
have

subscribed

and Ohio Railroad, guarantees
the early completion |

acts

lke

GEO.

C.

Goodwin

&

CO.,and

Boston, General Agents.

BURR

&

VERY BEST

reference to the

work

INSTRUMENTS.

will not substantiate.

Every portion of'the labor is done

mediate supervision;

No
They

under

and sucli'fs- the

fection of their system, that they
an

4

Second-Class

their im-

unerring

have

per-

no imperfect
1

Instruments.

manufacture several styles of the:

Conservatory Organ,

country

in

;

ENGLAND

REED

A splendid and

the opinions‘of the leading papers of the

Obtainable,

The circumstances enumerated
above will be
enough to show that they do not claim what their

-3m9

Have-you read

NEW

Materials

Fhey flatter themselves that they are cble to produce
e
Bi

PERRY,

Sola by all druggists,

FARMER,

which have appeared in our columns during the past
few weeks?
Ifnot, do not fail, before entering on
your spring work, to send stamp for specimen and
premium list, © You will find it all we claim for it.
R. P, EATON & CO., Boston, Mass.
Y

TANTED !-AGENTS to sell the
“ LIFE OF
GEORGE PEABODY,” illustrated, and published
at a price saired to tho times,
Now
is your time to
make money.
419
B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.

intrinsically

valuable

Instrament,—

The reeds are made and voiced in the most perfect
manner. The bellows and action are all-«hat could
be de:ired, and the purchaser is sure of the best Ore
gan of its class. €qual in all respects to the work of
any

other

house,

whether

he

obtains

the smallest

size,
te larger and more complete Instrument
with additional reeds, couplers, and ampley mechanical powers.

;

The American Organ,
however, is the peculiar and exclusive achievement of
this House; differing from all other instruments
construction, and surpassing all in

in

VOLUME,

SONORITY,”
AST CALL, 7000 subscribers in ONE month, NOW
VARIETY,
;
4 or NEVER.
You have still tept “PUTTING
OFF.”
We have only 3000 January numbers left. You
SWEETNESS and
can secure all the numbers of the “Star Spanged
EXPRESSION.
Banner” for 1870 if you subscribe AT ONCE.
DO
NOT DELAY.
For only 75 cents you get the “Ban.
ner’ a whole year, the superb engraving Evangeline’
] 12 x < 2 feet, thrown
in.
Thousands subscribe week: |
The Messrs. Smith offer to.send by express any of
y. You can now secure all the numbers for 1870 if | their Instruments; for full description of which they
you SPEAK QUICK.
Recollect we will refund you
refer to their Illustrated Circulars, to be had, post
your money if you are not dalighied.
Will you try it?
paid, on application, warranting full satisiaction in
MONKEY.

480

columns

of splendid

every case.
Cash Prices

$100,
$125,
$150,
$175.
Prices of MAmevican Organs,

Cash

$155,

/
Organs,

of Conservatory

$200,

$225,

$250,

$625

$275,

$700,

$83,

$300,

$925,

$33,

$375,

$1000,

A Send for a Circular, and in ordering, be careful
to mention the number of the style wanted.
Let it be remembedled that all these various styles,
though differing in péwer and in elegance of exterior,
have the same thorough workmanship, the same characteristic sweetness and evenness of tone, and the same facity jor expression,
Each lustrument is pertect to
the extent of its capeeity.
Full examination of the qualities elaimed is earnestly solicited.
The manufacturers also would he pleas-

ed to exhibit the testimonials they have received
(unsonght) from the PRINCIPAL MUSICAL AUTHORITIES,

and short, are in favor of heavy traflic.

establishing the character of their

In-

struments beyond all question or cavil.

Virginia and West Virginia contain aboutone tenth

WAREROOMS:

in area of the entire coal fields of the world,and three
times as much

as is contained

in

Tremont St. opp. Waltham

the whole of Great

St.

BOSTON.

Britain.
Valley is equal

the best English Cannel, and the demand

to

for it is al-

most unlimited, while the supply of this and other fine

coals along the line of the Chesapeake ind Ohia Railroad is inexhatistible.
will be

reached by this road

in 1870, upon which a large sum

One Cannel coal mine

has been expended,

In Harmony with Nature
tis because the
water of the Seltzer Spa contains no con valsing elements, but gently reinforces nature instead of prostrating the bodily energies. that it performs such as
tonishing cures in dyspepsia, bowel complaints, disorders of the kidneys and general debi'ity. TARRANT'S
EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT, which is identical in all respects with that spontaneous produet of
the earth, is producing the same beneficial results
on
amore extensive scale in this country.
DRUGGISTS.
SOLD BY ALL
2t9 EAR, DEER, Wild Cat, Beaver, Opossum, Otter
Mink, Martin, &c.. &.
You can hunt, catch and

and which has a capacity to furnish 2,000 tons perday

trap ANY and ALL

for transportation.

Buy the only cheap and reliable book, “The Hunters
Guide.” Only 25 cents, mailed free. Address the

This coal, the price of which in

New

York

is from

The saving of sixty-five miles of railroad transportation, which will be effected upon the

completion of

the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville road, is equivalent to a reduction in the above cost of not less than
per

ton, and

enables the

latter Roxd to command a transfer to it at its western
terminus of all heavy freight seeking

deep water tor

a shipping point.
The financial condition of

the

has

Company is good.—

been paid for by stock

the superstructure.

The surveying and engineering have been completed, and che route

located

fer the

entire

and

distance.—

deeded to the

Company, and it algo owas the necessary land for depois, wate: stations, ete.
Thirty miles ot the road are now graded, bridges
built, culverting and masonry in good order, and now
ready for the superstructure,
which is being laid.
Tne b.lance of the grading :8 under contract, and

will be rapidly pusned forward.
The iron for the entire road has been purchased,
and is now being delivered at Fredericksburg,
The roiling siork hus been ordered, and the entire
line will be completed and in running order by the
1st of July 1870,
.
Tne work on the road is being “well antl~gubstan-

Animals.

Nearly

100

sole publishers,

(TNA

Also.

pages.

tan

and

27.000 sold.

HUNTER & CO.,
Hinsdale N. H.

IMPROVED ao

SEWING

MACHINES

Are of different Sizes—Strong, High Speeded, Easy
to operate, adapted to the Successful use of all k'nds

of thread on every kind of goods

in construction;

or leather; Simple

and as every part liable to- wear

adjustable, its consequent

durability

is

is unequalled;

and by the best judges are acknowledged to be the
most practical Sewing Machines extant.
H. 8. WIL-

LIAMS, General Agent for New England, 24 TEMPLE
PLACE, Boston.
12t9

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

THE

SPRING TERM of

this

Institution will open

March 29, continuing 12 weeks.
Tuition from 85.50 to $7,50
Board, 83,00,
¥or further pariiculars address the Principal,

‘

REV. G.S. BRADLEY,

Wig., Feb. 17, 1570,

Evansville,

subscriptions, of which a sufficient amount has been
obtained to prepare the road bed its entire length for

Wild

cure furs and skins.

cost ot $10 per ton.

THE

SONG

GARDEN.

A series of Music Books adapted to schools of all
grades.
Progressively arranged with each book com:
pletein itcelf.
Bv Dr. LOWKLL MASON.

THE

SONG

GARDEN.

First

ginners with a variety of easy and

Book.

For be.

pleasing songs,
50 ota.

THE SONG GARDEN.
Second Book. In addition to & practieal course of Instruction, it contains

a choice
25 000)

THE

collection

SONG

of School

Music.

(Annual sale,
80 cts.

GARDEN.

7hird Book. Besides
on Vocal Culture with Illustrations, Exercises, Solfeggy, &c., it contains New Music, adapted
to High Schools, Young Ladies’ Seminaries, &c.
$1.00
Sent
post-paid on receipt of price.
OLIVER
DITSON & CO., 277 Washington Street, Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N.Y.
a Treatise

most

extensive

protection.

It covers

of

NEW

CIRCULAR

INTEREST

TABLE,

se

thus giving

FUND
AT LAST—Watches Superseded.—~The
Dollar Time Keeper.~A
PERFECT GEM.—kKleganily cased in Oriode of Gold, Superior Compass
attachment. Enameled Dial, 8ilve r anc Brass works,
glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch, Will denote COR.
RECT time, warranted FIVEyY
ears, fuperh and showy
ease,entircly of metal. TH
is ne
WOOD Compass.

the bondholders

an

uousual

margin—

A +ynop-is of the

foregoing

statement shows

Gordonsville

segues the following important

either to or from its

points

being
that

Railroad pos-

advantages:

of junction

with

other

main lines.
3. From its western terminus at Charlottesville,

it

isthe most direct outlet, AND THE SHORTEST BY
MANY MILES, for all the freight and travel which
comes from the entire west, northwest, and south
west portions of the United States, whether secking

deep water for shipping points, or going to the North
and East by rail.

4. Itis one of the most
in the sy~tem ot lines now
hoes from Boston, New
more, and other poiuts, to

important connecting links
being orzanized as through
York
Philadelphia, Balti
the
Pacitie coast by way of

1000)

are

offered

at 9212

and

lepton from Nov. 1, in carrency, and at this pr.ce
ar. the
CHEAPEST
GOLD
INTEREST-BEA\RING
SE.
CURITIES IN THE MAKKET.
Mape and pumplets, which explain satisfactoril
every question that can possibly be raised by a Dorie
reeking a safe and profitable’ investment, will be
furniehed on aplication.
J
We bave jnvertigated the advantages of this rail.
road. and the merits of the evterprise, and confidently recommend these Bonds to our customers and
to the public.

DRAKE BROTHERS

Bankers, 16 Broad Street. N. Y.

New

Works

soon to be issued.

Concord, N. H.

Is entirely new, patented.
6500 sold ip three weeks,
Only $1 each, three fir $2, in neat case, mailed free.

Trade supplied.
MAGNETIC

Address the sole manufacturers
WATCH CO., HINSDALE, N. H.

; NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY,
SPRING TERM commences TUESDAY, March 8
and contioues 14 weeks.
i
JAMES E. ROWELL, Principal,
Mgs. J. E. ROWELL,

Rooms

Precepiress.

with competent posistan,

can

be

obtained

at

.

reasohabl

thos* who wish to board themsdlves,
A Send for Catalogue.

abe

Prices ior

Tuomas TurrLs, M.D., Prest.
8.

¥ R,
TASK

Northwood Centre, Feb, 17 1870,

MORTGAGE

BONDS

Of the Issue of

$1,500,000
" BY THE

GT. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY
RAILROAD COMPANY,
In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or regis.
tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, payable 15th February and August, in GOLD
free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe.
The
bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York

in GOLD.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New York. The mortgage which secures
these bonds is at the rate of $13,500 per mile; covers
a completed road for every bond issued, and-is a first
and ONLY mortgage.
This line, connecting St.
Joseph

with

Fort

Kearney,

will

make

a short and

through route to California.
The Company have a capital stock of...$10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of
1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest

COtIMBLE AL. oui. sis ovs sds yissiass 4,000,600
Mortgage Bonds.....................:1,000.000

Total.

an

Total length of road 271 miles
this Mortgage 111 miles: price,
terest, IN CURRENCY.
Can
undérsigned. Also, pamphlets,

$15,500,000

distance included in
97 4 and scorued in+*
be obta ned from the
maps, and info)ma-

tion relating thereto,
These bonds. being so well secured and yielding alarge income, are des rable to par-

ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.
W. P. CONVERSE&

=

CO., Commercial Agents,

No. 54 Pine Street, New York ,

TANNER

& CO., Fiscal Agents,
No. 49 Wall Street, New

York.

The interest on the above-named Bonds, will be paid
at maturity by the FARMERS’
LOAN AND
TRUST

CO.,

No. 26

Exchange

Place,

FRE®
3.9—p8 OF U. 8. GOVERNMENT

ar

child could readily understand it. For terms and
territory, apply immediately tn
:
D. L. GUERNSEY, Bookseller,

PER CENT. GOLD.

FIRST

New York,

TAXES.

“ HOVEY & CO.,

ranged as give the annual interest of any smount from
one day tofseven
years. from six to ten percent.
A

the Company, including the depots, bridges, sidings.
water siutions, rights of way, franchises, ete.: sn
while the mortgage aebt is limited to $16 000 per mile

the estimated cost of the road to the Company, fin’
irhed and equipped, will oxceed $30,000 per mile,

EIGHT

First

tially done, and will
500 AGENTS
compare
WANTED
Fgvorably<ivith any
for “HAND OF
GOD IN HISTORY.” By Rev. Hollis Reed. Grandheretotore done in the State.
Thé
equipment of the
est Subscription Book of Modern Times. Ministers
road will algo be of a superior class, and fully ample
for the large trade whicu it is believed the road wi 1- “and Students will find this book well worthy of their
attention, as every family ought to have it. Also,
command immediately on completiow,

nations of $500. a

Creek and Fredericksburg.

It truly

1ts

ware and Maryland, to the Potomac River; algo sey- 4 tue Central and southern Pacific lines of railroad,
A limited oo" ogaR! the B mds (issued in denomieral lines of steamers now running from N ew York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, to Acquia

cases.

line is nearly straight, and its grades, which are light

1. It pas-es through and opensup'a rich and rap.
idly improving country.
2. There is no parallel competing line running

Potomac. Railroad

edy equals it for all such

No other rem-

and Ohio

North and East.

Railroad, the

at this season.

on the Potomac by a rcute

the Fredericksburg and

and

vere colds, 8o common

The Fredericksburg and Gordonsville roa | connect-

between Charlottesville and Baltimore, and the entire
will have as feeders, the

It possesses specia’ virtue in the cure of se-

“

1

the bonded debt of the other Virginia roads
from $20,000 to $5,000 per mile

Fredericksburg

ungs.

by the shoit-

est reute... .iiiviaiians PPR

ing at Charlottesville with the Chesapeake

TALENT,

possessing ample Capital, and a Stock of the

Best

réading.
An lllustrated, 8 page
Ledger size paper
a whole year and superb sieel plate, all for 75 cents.
Now is the LAST CHANCE.
Specimens 6 cents,—
Send 75 cents and your name to
“STAR SPANGLED BANNER,”
Hinsdale, N, H.

ty-three miles of railroad transportation will be saved

more

: BEST MUSICAL

A neglected cold and consequent cough, which the
timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieve and cure when allowed to continue, resultin ob
stinate disease of the lungs, which baffles the aid of
human skill.
WEEKS’ MAGIC COMPOUND has baen submitted
to the severest tests in the twelve years of its:existence, and has won foritself
the high esteem in which
itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and

It will save you

York, by the short-

the rolling rtock as well as all the ogher property

99 miles less than @he route via Newport News,

Alexandria and

N

NOTRE!

“

Central--....c....covninivenen, 669

From Cincinnati to Baltimore,via Baltimore

ers have the

65 miles less than via Richmond and West Point.

From the North, the road

with the aid of the

1

The mortgage is of such a nature that the bondhold-

40 miles less than by the Orange and Alexandria R. R.

Potomac Railroad, at the Potomac

Point

Louisville to West

York

Rights of way have been secured

country through which it passes.

APEAKE

to

The work done to date

trade, both freight and passenger,
several times,

being

*

one dollar and thirty cents

the operating expenses of the whole Road.

Culpepper,

the max-

House in
J

y

Best Workmen in the Country,

£17 to $20 per ton, can be liid down in New York ata

line via Gordonsville, is six miles shorter.

position

Chesapeake

The Cannel coal of the Kanawha

to Charlottesville, 24 miles.

cal freight

\ P

any

J

a

A SAFE AND SPEEDY REMEDY FOR
Cougns, CoLps,
Crovr, WHOOPING
- COUGH,
HOARSENESS, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE
THROAT AND LUNGS.

less

Central...........cccivaeinnnn, 756 miles

sylvania

and Alexandria

West

and

From Cincinnati to

WORDOXSFILLE
- RAILROAD

to

of the

Cincinnati

sylvania

Railroad

ac

experience
a large and

and supported by a large eorps of the

HiGH-

Ohio road

is 585,

Point is 661 miles.

at Frederickshurz, running

and

only 20} feet to the mile.
shipping

Tennessee

ewin;

and try it. I. W. ENGL.

Ohio Railroads, which will make it the most impor-

imum grade of the Chesapeake and

THE

ia and

An

etors,

over

Central,

than those of any other of the roads named,

west

T

Snecimens and lista roe, Send a Dol’

possesses advantages

as the distance is

Commences

achine

Tong She Promins.

magic, as thousands in Vermont and New Hampshire
lesuty.
WM. JOSLYN & SONS, Barton, Vt., Propri-

WAY across the Continent to the

TAX.

ex

through

and. fo the Pacific

tunt connecting link in the GREAr

ing the Orange

Mowing Mechines Proton Oraner. Seton Machine AC

ngest
England, owning

- Perfectly . appointed Mamfactory,

story in every

east and west through the Allegh any Mountains, and
the Pennsylvania

GOVERNMENT

and

and West Virginia, and the connections of which

the entire

8.

=

And of the Celebrated

New

dis-

construction.

«

U.

a complete

CONSERVATORY ORGAN,
AMERICAN ORGAN,

tricts, and immediately on the lines of railway under

AND

OF

and

MANUFACTURERS OF THB

desire to call the special attention of the musical pub.

Weekly and Semi-Weekly numb
pn
t of
(Qiants and vines to every subscriber; inducements to can-

The richest deposits of coal, iron,

it is well to'examine into the merits and advantages of
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Messrs, 8. D. & H. W. SMITH

avinthe longest expesiencnst

at half-price. Full revorts of markets, agriculture, Farmers’

and Fruit Growers’

wealth of Western
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copper, lead, and salt, south of the Ohio and east of

ferent vibrations are recognized
by the mind by | of this most important work to the Ohio river.
its connection with thie nerve and bra'n,
By this action the Fredericksburg and Gordonviile

-

mineral

ELASTIC

Sa,

Virginia and East Tennessee is too well understood
to neéd comment.

FREDERICKSBURG

Principal and
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CHAS. A. DANA EDITOR.
The cheapest, smartest, and best New York newspaper.
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t and
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and passengers; as well as general merchandise, fer-

the Mississippi, are
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of revenue are lumber, lime,

The agricultural and

WHITE,

SILVER'S PATENT

other ores; cotton, tobacco, wood,

tilizers, Agricultural implements, ete.

OF THE

‘

E.

BROOM.
Over
50,000 now in use, Recommended by yoy
Horace Greeley and American A,
lturist, One count
reserved for each Agent. C. A.
CLEGG & Co., 38 Cortlandt
St., N. Y., or 126 Washington St., Chicago, Il.
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cattle and other live stock; corn, wheat, flour, coal,

sympathetically tutiéd to it, just as a voice will | Twelve Million ($12,000,000) dollars to the Chesapeake
| set in vibration those strings of a piano that are

Minister ‘Valdrome has submitted a report in stretchedto produce the: swne tone: These dif-

favor of the decentralization of the Executive

items

IN

Made by one Agent, selling

a

PERUVIAN

160 Front street, New York.

$732

the operating expenses, not

only to pay the interest on the bonds and provide for

The principal

7 PER CENT GOLD BONDS

thousands, has often averted a famine.
In a late lecture
on archaeology, Professor
Winchell, of Michigan University, said “thatit
had been a common error among scientific men
of late to figure man as older than he is, There
was no evidence that man antedated the glacier
period, which was not more than 10,500 years
ago. The progress of events had been faster
than we had thought.
Mun might be reckoned
to be about 8,000 years old. Because man ex-

above

1

GEO.

6t8—p8

large surplus as dividends to the stockholders.

SINKING FUND

The whole family of bamboos, of which the
Southern sugar-cafie is the only representative in
this ‘cotintry, contains 170 known species, and
are most of them remarkable for flowering but
‘very seldom.
The common bamboo of India is
thought to blossom in any one district but once
in 30 or 40 years; and when a general flowering
occurs, .the copious seed, giving sustenance to

MISCELLANEOUS.

ficient over and

plaster, iron, and

with the Mordaunt divorce suit, but intimates
in plain terms that his conduct has been foolish
and censuable.
vr
g

rofessor Schiaparelli, to whom we are indebted for much of our present knowledge of the
nature of comets and meteoric showers, has published a paper in opposition to Professor Thompson’s theory, that glacier periods and oscillations of the earth’s temperature are due to the
changes of eccentricity in the earth's orbit.

On Saturday, Congress was not in session.
4

Gen. Reynolds of Texas
date for the U. S. Senate.

$1,000,000
First

ness was the admission of Mr, Revels, senator
ee
from Mississippi, to a seat. In the House,
Mr. | fidence.
Banks snnounced the death at St. Petersburg of
M. Jules Favre,in the Legislative Body, has
Anzon Burlineasme, and the remainder of the
denounced the Ollivier Ministry and the arrest
session was spent in ¢®nsidering the case of Mr.
of M. Rochefort.
The conscripts at Lyons haVe
Whittemore, accused of: selling cadetships.
An
make loud demonstrations, singing the Marseilearnest effort to secure a delay of several days
laise.
failed, but at the request of Mr. Whittemore,
There is-much anxiety in England on account
he was allowed umtil Thursday noon to prepare
of Mr. Bright's continued ill health.
his defence.
;
Mr. Gladstone’s land reform bill is stoutly
On Thursday, in the Senate, a good work was
opposed in Ireland.
performed in adopting a resolution declaring that
a further inflation of the currency would be impolitic and pernicious.
Then,
after hearing
Paragraphs.
speeches on the finances from Senators Patterson
and Fenton, it devoted the remainder of the sesAis the first letter in all ianguages except
sion to a discussion of the Dred Scott decision.
the. Egyptian.
Mr. W. having resigned, the House passed a resolution of severe censure of- his conduct, and
great success at the Hoosac Tunnel.
then in committee of ghe whole debated the ajoved equally powerful with nitropropriation bill.
, and much safer.
On Friday, in the Ease, Mr. Revels was, after another debate, admitted to his seat as the
successor of Jefferson Davis.
Inthe House, the,
appropriation bill was passed, the -items for the
Bureau of Education and for the mint in Nevada
being .inserted.
Then followed a debate on the
recent character of Indian warfare.

INVESTMENT.

No.

Guano, Ground Bones, DisBones, Standard Superphosphate,Crude
Phos.
phates, Soda, Potash, Plaster, Fish, Sulphate of -Ammonia, Oil of Vitroil, &c., &c.
:
:
solved

amount suf-

the requirements of the sinking fund, but to leave

.

announced thatthe government would no longer
nominate and support its own candidates for of-:
fice. This stirred up immense excitement.
The
members of the extreme right opposed the proposition vigorously, and
forced a division, in
which Ollivier was badly beaten. This is regarded as equivalent to a declaration ot want of con-

was voted.
On Wednesday. in the Senate, the chief busi-

he

RELIABLE

In the Corps Legislatif, Thursday, M. Ollivier

ed against the rules by the speech printed in the
- Globe.
In committee of the whole an appropriation for continuing the bureau of education

days.

$7,000 to $10,000 per mile per annum, an

in the

The jury in the Mordaunt divorce case rendered a verdict that Lady Mordaunt 1s insane, and
not responsible for her words or acts.

of

South - Carolina.
The. case will be decided
‘Wednesday.
i
On Tuesday, in the Senate, Mr. Conkling made
a speech to prove that the 15th amendment was
legally ratified, notwithstanding the action of

Rochefort’s name is no longer to appear in
the Marseillaise, but he will probably have his
say in its columns notwithstanding.

Spring.

traffic in

concerned.—

Carefully prepared estimates of the prospective bus-

genie will visit

passed, 110 to

are

‘ines ol the Road show that these will amount to from

severest article of the penal code, and tried at
Tours on the 21st of March.
The Empress Eu-

and currency to report a bill increasing the vol-

Virginia roads, as far us earnings

of Wales is inti-

land reform bill, but the opinion is: that it will
be passed by Parliament.
:
x
A
Prince Bonaparte will be indicted under the

resolution instructig the committee on banking

Safe

mately connected.

The

priation bill, $2,000,000, for the navy department,
passed. In the House, a number of bills and
“resolutions were introduced for reference. The

A

Railroad is placed at once in the front rank of the

i®

i
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Importers and Dealers in
VEGETABLE, FLOWER & AGRICULTURAL SERDS,
FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES, PLANTS, &0.
53 NORTH

MARKET

St1., BOSTON, MASS,

OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
Te the Flower and Vegetable Garden,

And Catalogue of Seeds for 1870.
The 87th Edition, revised,

enlarged

and

taining 148 pages, 1llustrated With more

improved,

con

than 100 fine en-

gravings.
v
A BEAUTIFUL COLORED PLATE,
and a descriptive list of more than 2,600 varieties of Flower and Vegetable Seeds, embracing every novelt, dntpoduced in 1869, with full and
plain
practical dirccufons
for
the culture of flowers and
plants, the arrangement of the
arden,
&¢. Also, us descriptive list of 150 varigiies of the
Feat
rench Gladiolus, Including the superb 1 éw varietles
of 1869, now first offered, all the summer-flowering bulbs,
such as Lilies, Tuberoses, Tigridias, &e., together wit,
every requisite for the garden, A sopy malled. to ever

applicant on the receipt of 26 cents,

\f fed

free of charge.

Our customers up

ddress HOVEY &CO., 63. North

Barket Street, Boston, Mass.

4H

Secretary.

+

Choice Garden and Flower Seeds.

~ THE REGISTER.
The Register for 1870 is universally
admitted to be far superior to any here- |
tofore issued. - It needs only to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.
‘A very large part of this edition has

been sold. "Those desiring it, will,
thexefore, do well to send in their or-

MY ANNUAL CATALOGUE, containing a list
of many novelties, besides all the standard vegetables of the garden, (over 1000f which are of my own
{rowing), with

a choice

list

of

Flower

Seed,

will

e forwarded gratis to all, I warrant my seed shall
prove as rcpresente, I warrant it shall resch each
purchaser.
I warrant all mone
arded ehall
reach me. Send for a estalogue.
;
)
JAMES J, H. GREGORY,
0t
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

A VALUABLE

GIRT.-00

pages.

Dr. §

“DOMESTIC a
I
ders at once} as we wish to finish the FITCH'S
describenu} Diseases and
their Remedies?

sale ofit as soon as possible.

ov,

mail,

ato

+ Address DR, 8. os. ¥ ITCH,

8,

714 Broadway New York:

